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Abstract. Nuclear halos emerge as new degrees of freedom near the neutron and
proton driplines. They consist of a core and one or a few nucleons which spend most
of their time in the classically-forbidden region outside the range of the interaction.
Individual nucleons inside the core are thus unresolved in the halo configuration, and
the low-energy effective interactions are short-range forces between the core and the
valence nucleons. Similar phenomena occur in clusters of 4He atoms, cold atomic gases
near a Feshbach resonance, and some exotic hadrons. In these weakly-bound quantum
systems universal scaling laws for s-wave binding emerge that are independent of the
details of the interaction. Effective field theory (EFT) exposes these correlations and
permits the calculation of non-universal corrections to them due to short-distance
effects, as well as the extension of these ideas to systems involving the Coulomb
interaction and/or binding in higher angular-momentum channels. Halo nuclei exhibit
all these features. Halo EFT, the EFT for halo nuclei, has been used to compute the
properties of single-neutron, two-neutron, and single-proton halos of s-wave and p-wave
type. This review summarizes these results for halo binding energies, radii, Coulomb
dissociation, and radiative capture, as well as the connection of these properties to
scattering parameters, thereby elucidating the universal correlations between all these
observables. We also discuss how Halo EFT’s encoding of the long-distance physics of
halo nuclei can be used to check and extend ab initio calculations that include detailed
modeling of their short-distance dynamics.
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1. Introduction
The emergence of new degrees of freedom is an intriguing aspect of the physics of nuclei
away from the valley of stability. In particular, certain nuclei near the neutron and
proton driplines form halo states which consist of a tightly bound core and a few halo
nucleons that are weakly bound to the core [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Neutron halos were discovered
in the 1980s at radioactive beam facilities and are characterized by an unusually large
interaction radius [6]. Jonson and Hansen showed that this large radius is connected to
a small separation energy of the halo neutrons [7]. The emergence of the halo structures
can be considered a consequence of the quantum tunneling of halo neutrons out of the
effective potential of the core to the classically forbidden region.
The simplest example of a halo nucleus is the deuteron, which can be considered a
one-neutron halo nucleus with a proton core. The root mean square charge radius of the
deuteron is about three times as large as the size of the constituent proton. We shall
discuss other examples of one-neutron halo nuclei, with more complex cores, below.
Meanwhile, halo nuclei with two valence nucleons exhibit three-body dynamics. The
case in which the corresponding one-nucleon halo is beyond the dripline is particularly
interesting, as then none of the two-body subsystems in the three-body system is bound.
This makes the two-neutron halo an example of a Borromean three-body problem; the
name stems from the heraldic symbol of the Borromeo family of Italy, in which three
rings are interlocked in such a way that if any one of the rings is removed all three
separate. The most carefully studied Borromean halo nuclei are 6He and 11Li, each
of which has two weakly bound valence neutrons [1]. In the case of 6He, the core is
a 4He nucleus. The two-neutron separation energy for 6He is about 1 MeV, and thus
small compared to the binding and excitation energies of the 4He core which are about
28 and 20 MeV, respectively. There is a strong p-wave resonance in the JP = 3/2−
channel of nα-scattering—sometimes referred to as “5He”, even though the nucleus is
not bound. This resonance is crucial for the binding of 6He, and so 6He can be regarded
as dominated by configurations consisting of an α-particle and two neutrons, both of
which are in a p3/2 wave relative to the α core.
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The separation of scales in halo nuclei can be exploited using effective field theory
(EFT) †. EFT provides a general framework to calculate the low-energy behavior of
a physical system in an expansion of short-distance over large-distance scales. The
underlying principle is that short-distance physics is not resolved at low energies and
may be included implicitly in “low-energy constants”, while long-distance physics must
be treated explicitly. For the dynamics of the halo nucleons, the substructure of the
core can be considered short-distance physics, although low-lying excited states of the
core sometimes have to be included explicitly.
Halo nuclei can be described by extensions of the pionless EFT for few-nucleon
systems [14, 15, 16, 17]. One assumes the core to be structureless and treats the nucleus
as a few-body system of the core and the valence nucleons, introducing independent
field operators for the halo nucleons and the core. At leading order the core is thus
a structureless object. Corrections from its structure appear at higher orders in the
EFT expansion, and can be accounted for in perturbation theory. The philosophy of
Halo EFT is similar to that of cluster models but EFT organizes different cluster-model
effects into a controlled expansion based on the scale separation, thereby facilitating
estimation of the theory’s uncertainties. A new facet compared to few-nucleon systems
is the appearance of resonant interactions in higher partial waves—as in the neutron-α
system [18, 19]. This leads to a much richer structure of the EFT. However, there are
many halo nuclei where s-wave interactions are dominant, such as 19C and 22C.
In order to motivate the Halo EFT approach, we start with these simpler systems.
The scattering of the core and halo nucleons at sufficiently low energy is then determined
by their s-wave scattering length a0. We consider distinguishable particles of equal
mass m and degenerate pair scattering lengths a0 for simplicity. This scenario applies
approximately to the triton considered as a two-neutron halo nucleus. If a0 is much larger
than the range of the interaction R, the system shows universal properties [20, 21, 22].
The simplest example is the existence of a shallow two-body bound state with binding
energy and mean square separation
B2 =
1
ma20
and 〈r2〉 = a20/2 , (1)
if a0 is large and positive. ‡ The leading corrections to these universal expressions are of
relative order R/a0 and can be calculated using the EFT discussed in this review. The
deuteron binding energy is described by Eq. (1) to within 35% accuracy; this improves
to 12% accuracy if the leading range correction is included.
If a third particle is added the two-particle s-wave scattering length no longer
determines the low-energy properties of the system. Observables such as the binding
energy of three-body bound states and low-energy scattering phase shifts are markedly
affected by short-distance physics in the three-body system [23, 24]. This additional
dynamics can be characterized by a single “three-body parameter”, κ∗. All low-energy
observables in the three-body system are then functions of a0 and κ∗—to leading order
† Those desiring a pedagogical introduction to EFT are referred to Refs. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
‡ We use natural units with ~ = c = 1 throughout this review.
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in R/a0. For fixed scattering length, this implies universal correlations between different
three-body observables such as the Phillips line [25]. Moreover, the Efimov effect [26]
generates a universal spectrum of three-body bound states with binding energy †
B3 = − 1
ma20
+
[
e−2pin f(ξ)
]1/s0 κ2∗
m
, (2)
where the index n labels the three-body states, κ∗ is a three-body parameter, s0 =
1.00624... is a transcendental number, f(ξ) is a universal function with f(−pi/2) = 1,
and the angle ξ is defined by tan ξ = −(mB3)1/2 a0 . The leading corrections to Eq. (2)
are again of relative order R/a0. The corresponding spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 1 in
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Efimov spectrum: The energy variable K =
sgn(E)
√
m|E| is shown as a function of the inverse scattering length 1/a0. The shaded
circular region exhibits the window of universality. The solid lines indicate the Efimov
states, while the hashed areas give the scattering thresholds and the dashed vertical
line illustrates an exemplary system with fixed scattering length.
the two-dimensional plane spanned by the momentum variable K = sgn(E)
√
m|E| and
the inverse scattering length 1/a0. The shaded circular area of radius R
−1 indicates the
region where universality applies (“window of universality”). The solid lines indicate
the Efimov states while the hashed areas give the scattering thresholds below which the
bound states can exist. The dashed vertical line illustrates an exemplary system with a
fixed scattering length. In the unitary limit 1/a0 = 0, Eq. (2) reduces to the geometric
spectrum
B3 = e
−2pin/s0 κ
2
∗
m
, (3)
and it is obvious that the three-body parameter κ∗ is simply the binding momentum of
the state with n = 0.
The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 is invariant under discrete scaling transformations
by the factor λ0 = e
pi/s0 :
κ∗ −→ κ∗ , a0 −→ λn0a0 , B3 −→ λ−2n0 B3 , (4)
† See Ref. [27] for more details.
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where n is any integer. This discrete scale invariance holds for all three-body observables.
Its manifestation in observables is often referred to as Efimov physics.
If more particles are added, no new parameters are needed for renormalization at
leading order [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. As a consequence, in the universal regime all four-
body observables are also governed by the discrete scaling symmetry (4), and can be
characterized by a0 and κ∗ [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. A similar behavior is expected for higher-
body observables [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. In ultracold atoms, these
properties have now been experimentally verified for up to five particles [49, 50, 51].
The observation of this discrete scaling symmetry in the level spectra of halo nuclei
is a topic of current research [52, 53], but the contribution of higher partial waves and
partial-wave mixing complicate the situation. While Halo EFT naturally accommodates
resonant interactions in higher partial waves [18, 19], there is no Efimov effect in this
case [54, 55, 56]. Moreover, universality for resonant p-wave interactions is weaker
as two parameters, the p-wave scattering volume and effective range, are required
already at leading order in the two-body system. In higher partial waves this pattern
gets progressively worse [18, 57, 58]. Nevertheless, universality still provides powerful
constraints for the structure and dynamics of halo nuclei [59, 52].
We use the universality of resonant interactions as the starting point for Halo EFT.
In principle, this framework is applicable to any system with short-range interactions
and large scattering lengths. The breakdown scale Mcore of this theory is set by the
lowest momentum degree of freedom not explicitly included in the theory. The EFT
exploits the appearance of a large scattering length a0  1/Mcore, independent of the
mechanism generating it. In addition to nuclear halo states, examples include ultracold
atoms close to a Feshbach resonance and hadronic molecules in particle physics. The
typical momentum scale of the theory is Mhalo ∼ 1/a0 ∼ k, which for the systems under
consideration here is usually ∼ tens of MeV. Meanwhile, the Halo EFT breakdown scale,
Mcore, varies between 50 and 150 MeV, depending on the system. The expansion is then
in powers of Mhalo/Mcore, and for a calculation to order n the omitted short-range physics
should affect the EFT’s answer by a fractional amount of order (Mhalo/Mcore)
n+1—
as long as we consider a process at a momentum ∼ Mhalo. (A more sophisticated
implementation of this prescription that employs Bayesian methodology to update the
size of the error bar based on the convergence of the perturbative series can be found
in Refs. [60, 61].) For momenta of the order of the breakdown scale Mcore or above
the EFT expansion diverges: the omitted short-range physics is resolved and has to be
treated explicitly.
The fact that the halo nucleons and the core are assigned distinguishable-particle
field operators in Halo EFT means that the halo nucleons are not antisymmetrized
with nucleons in the core—the latter are not active degrees of freedom in the EFT.
(See Fig. 2 for an illustration in the case of 6He treated as α + n + n.). However,
the contribution of a hypothetical configuration where a nucleon from the core and
from the halo are exchanged to an observable is governed by the overlap of the wave
functions of the core and the halo. Since the ranges of the core and halo wave functions
EFT for halo nuclei 7
p n
p n
n
n
He6
1/Mcore 1/Mhalo
Figure 2. Illustration of the antisymmetrization of neutrons in the halo nucleus 6He
treated as α + n + n in the framework of Halo EFT. The exchange illustrated by
the dashed line involves active degrees of freedom and is antisymmetric, while the
exchanges indicated by the solid lines are not included.
are 1/Mcore and 1/Mhalo, respectively, the contribution is determined by the standard
Halo EFT expansion in Mhalo/Mcore. Therefore, within the domain of applicability
of Halo EFT the impact of anti-symmetrization on observables is controlled and can
be incorporated together with that of other short-distance effects. In a single-nucleon
halo, these effects enter through the low-energy constants of the nucleon-core interaction
which is fitted to experimental data or ab initio input. In a two-nucleon halo, they also
enter through a short-range three-body force. This can be understood as follows: the
full anti-symmetrization of the wave function in a theory with active core nucleons will
result in additional nodes of the halo wave function since some nucleons must be in
excited states to obey the Pauli principle. In a cluster model, these additional nodes
are generated by including deep unphysical bound states (ghost states) of the core
and the halo (see, e.g., Ref. [62]). In halo EFT such deep unphysical states are not
included explicitly. The manifestation of the corresponding physics in halo EFT can
be understood by assuming that the unphysical states have been integrated out of the
theory. This generates a short-range three-body force between the core and the two
halo nucleons (or modifies an already existing three-body force in the theory).
Halo EFT is not meant to replace ab initio approaches to halo nuclei, instead it
complements ab initio approaches by providing universal relations between different halo
observables. Thus it presents a unified framework for the description of different halo
nuclei and their properties. On the one hand, these universal relations can be combined
with inputs from ab initio theories or experiments to predict halo properties. On the
other hand, they can be used to test calculations and/or measurements of different
observables for their consistency. In Section 2.6 we will use such relations to elucidate
tensions between different pieces of data on the 21C and 22C isotopes, while in Section 4.4
we will revisit the story of 19C, where universal scaling relations, together with accurate
Coulomb-excitation data, diagnosed a problem with the one-neutron separation energy
assigned to that nucleus [63]. A similar application of universal relations to identify
inconsistencies in calculations for systems of 4He atoms can be found in Refs. [64, 65].
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Finally, Halo EFT provides a systematic framework to estimate the natural accuracy
limits of cluster models, e.g., for electromagnetic observables it can be used to determine
the order at which local gauge-invariant couplings to an external current appear.
The review is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the Halo EFT formalism
for s-wave halos and discuss some key applications. The extension to halos beyond the
s-wave is presented in Section 3. The inclusion of electromagnetic interactions follows
in Section 4, while the case of proton halos—where Coulomb interactions play a key
role—is discussed in Section 5. The body of the review ends with a discussion of Halo
EFT’s connection to and synergies with other approaches in Section 6. Section 7 gives
a brief summary, treats some outstanding points, and describes a few out of the many
possible directions for future work.
2. s-wave halos
2.1. Lagrangian
In order to describe halo nuclei in a non-relativistic EFT framework, it is important
to establish formulae for observables in halos that are generally suitable for all systems
under consideration, and then apply those formulae to specific cases under consideration.
We first focus on one- and two-neutron halos with s-wave interactions between the core
and the valence neutrons. We introduce an effective Lagrangian density L to describe
a general s-wave halo consisting of a core (c) with spin ςc and mass mc and one or two
valence neutrons (n) with spin 1/2 and mass mn. L is written as a sum of one-, two-,
and three-body components,
L = L1 +L2 +L3. (5)
The one-body part contains the kinetic terms for the neutron spin-doublet field n ≡ (n↑
n↓
)
and the core (2ςc + 1)-component spinor field c
L1 = n
†
(
i∂0 +
∇2
2mn
)
n+ c†
(
i∂0 +
∇2
2mc
)
c. (6)
The two-body s-wave neutron-neutron (nn) and neutron-core (nc) short-range
interactions are represented by contact terms. The two valence neutrons interact in
a spin-singlet state, which has an unnaturally large scattering length. The neutron and
the core couple into states with total spin s, whose values can be s− = |ςc − 1/2| and
s+ = ςc + 1/2 †. We write the two-body Lagrangian containing both the nn and nc
contact interactions as
L2 = −Cnn[nn]†0,0 [nn]0,0 − Cnc(−)[nc]†s−,β− [nc]s−,β− − Cnc(+)[nc]†s+,β+ [nc]s+,β+ . (7)
The notation [ ]... represents the spin coupling through Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [66].
The nn spin singlet is given by
[nn]0,0 =
∑
δ
(
1
2
δ
1
2
− δ
∣∣∣∣00)nδn−δ, (8)
† In the case of a spinless core, the nc interaction forms only one state with s = 1/2.
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with δ = ±1/2 denoting the spin projection of the neutrons. The nc pair in a spin-s
state, with the projection β running from −s to s, is represented by
[nc]s,β =
∑
δ
(
1
2
δ ςcβ − δ
∣∣∣∣sβ)nδcβ−δ. (9)
All possible values of the repeated spin-projection indices in Eq. (7) are summed over
through a scalar product. For example,
[nc]†s,β[nc]s,β =
∑
δδ′β
(
1
2
δ ςcβ − δ
∣∣∣∣sβ)(12δ′ ςcβ − δ′
∣∣∣∣sβ)c†β−δn†δnδ′cβ−δ′ . (10)
If a two-body system has a large scattering length, a0 ∼ 1/Mhalo, and forms either a
weakly bound state or a shallow virtual state, it becomes convenient to reformulate the
two-body Lagrangian by introducing a dimer field. This was first discussed in Ref. [67],
and has been extensively applied in the description of few nucleon systems, e.g., in
Refs. [68, 69, 70, 71]. In this formalism, the nn part of the two-body Lagrangian in
Eq. (7) is recast via the introduction of a nn spin-singlet dimer field d:
L 0nn = d
†
[
wd
(
i∂0 +
∇2
2Md
)
+ ∆d
]
d− gd√
2
(
d†[nn]0,0 + h.c.
)
, (11)
where ∆d can be interpreted as the residual mass of the non-relativistic d field.
Md ≡ 2mn denotes the total masses of the nn system. wd is a parameter that is
chosen to be either 0 (for leading-order results) or −1. The minus sign ensures that the
effective range in the nn system is positive. If we drop the kinetic term of the dimer
in Eq. (11) we may explicitly do the Gaussian integral over the dimer field in the path
integral (i.e., perform a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation) [70]. This shows that
the Lagrangian (11) is equivalent to the one with the nn contact term in Eq. (7).
A one-neutron halo will only exist if one of the nc spin channels has a scattering
length that is much larger than the range of the interaction. Therefore, we can introduce
a nc spin-s auxiliary field (σ) to the Lagrangian in the corresponding unnatural channel,
where the scattering length a0 ∼ 1/Mhalo:
L snc = σ
†
[
wσ
(
i∂0 +
∇2
2Mσ
)
+ ∆σ
]
σ − gσ
(
σ†s,β[nc]s,β + h.c.
)
. (12)
Similarly to Eq. (11), ∆σ is the residual mass of the σ field, Mσ ≡ mn + mc is the
total mass of the nc system, and wσ = ∓1 gives the appropriate sign to the nc effective
range in the spin-s state. The two-body Lagrangian in a nc spin channel with a natural
scattering length, a0 ∼ 1/Mcore, retains its form in Eq. (7).
The three-body Lagrangian L3 does not contribute to a one-neutron halo nucleus
but, in our EFT description of a two-neutron halo nucleus, arises from the requirement
that the three-body problem be properly renormalized. For simplicity, we express L3
with the explicit inclusion of a dimer field. In the s-wave 2n halo system, whose ground
state has spin ςc, L3 can be represented by the coupling between σ field with spin s and
the n field with spin 1/2, resulting in a scalar expression
L3 = −h
(
[nσ]†ςc,a[nσ]ςc,a + h.c.
)
, (13)
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where h is the three-body coupling constant.
Based on the Lagrangian density, we build formalisms for calculating observables
in halo systems. The accuracy of the calculation can be progressively improved via
the systematic expansion in Mhalo/Mcore. In the following we use a shorthand notation,
denoting calculations done at leading, next-to-leading, and kth (for k ≥ 2) order in this
expansion as LO, NLO, and NkLO.
2.2. Two-body amplitude
Here we derive the Feynman rules and calculate the corresponding two-body amplitude.
The Feynman propagator of a free single-particle field Sy (with y = n, c) is written as a
function of the four-dimensional momentum (p0,p), which yields
iSy(p0,p) =
i
p0 − p2/2my + i . (14)
For the two-body system in an unnaturally enhanced channel, the bare propagator of
the dimer field d or σ is given by
iD(bare)x (E,P ) =
i
wx(E − P 2/2Mx + i) + ∆x , (15)
with x = d, σ labeling the relevant dimer field. E and P are, respectively, the energy
and momentum of the dimer.
The dimer propagator is dressed by corrections from the s-wave pairwise interaction
coupling the dimer propagator with two single particle fields. The dressed propagator Dx
is obtained by an iterative sum of the one-loop self-energy to all orders. This summation
corresponds to the Dyson equation shown in Fig. 3, whose solution yields
iDx(E,P ) =
i
wx(E − P 2/2Mx + i) + ∆x − Σx(E,P ) , (16)
where Σx(E,P ) denotes the one-loop self-energy of the dimer field. Using dimensional
regularization with power-law divergence subtraction (PDS) [72, 73, 74], Σx is calculated
as
Σx(E,P ) = − ig2x
(
Λ
2
)4−D ∫
dDq
(2pi)D
iSn(q0, q) iSy(E − q0,P − q)
=
µxg
2
x
2pi
[√
2µx
(
P 2
2Mx
− E − i
)
− Λ
]
, (17)
where y = n in the channel x = d, and y = c in the channel x = σ. µx indicates
the reduced mass in the two-body center-of-mass (C.M.) system. µd = mn/2 and
µσ = Amn/(A+1), where A ≡ mc/mn denotes the core-neutron mass ratio. Λ in Eq. (17)
represents a renormalization scale in the PDS scheme. This result is equivalent, in the
large Λ limit, to a regularization scheme using a sharp ultraviolet momentum cutoff Λ
in the integral at D = 4, where one only needs to replace Λ in the last line of Eq. (17)
by 2Λ/pi [74].
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Figure 3. The Dyson equations for the dressed d (a) and σ (b) propagators. The
dashed line indicates the field for the core, and the solid line is the neutron. The solid-
solid and solid-dashed double lines are, respectively, the bare d and σ propagators.
The grey and black rectangles are, respectively, the dressed d and σ propagators.
The dimer propagator in the C.M. frame can be matched to the two-body s-wave
scattering amplitude in the channel x = d, σ by
〈k′|t0,x(E)|k〉 = g2xDx
(
k2
2µx
,0
)
=
2pi
µx
[
1
a0,x
− r0,x
2
k2 + ik
]−1
, (18)
where |k| = |k′| = k = √2µxE is the on-shell relative momentum in the C.M.
frame. Eq. (18) matches the effective-range expansion (ERE) with terms of O(k4)
being omitted. For k ∼ Mhalo, this approximation is accurate at orders (Mhalo/Mcore)2.
a0,x indicates the s-wave scattering length, which is related, in the unnaturally enhanced
channel, to the low-momentum scale by a0,x ∼ 1/Mhalo. r0,x denotes the s-wave effective
range; it is associated with the breakdown scale, i.e., r0,x ∼ 1/Mcore.
The renormalization conditions that yield Eq. (18) require tuning ∆x and gx in
Eq. (16) to satisfy
a0,x =
(
2pi∆x
µxg2x
+ Λ
)−1
; (19a)
r0,x = − wx 2pi
µ2xg
2
x
. (19b)
This also indicates that the unitary term ik is invariant under regularization. In this
way we obtain the renormalized dimer propagator
Dx(E,P ) =
2pi
µxg2x
[
1
a0,x
− r0,xµx
(
E − P
2
2Mx
+ i
)
−
√
2µx
(
P 2
2Mx
− E − i
)]−1
. (20)
In the presence of an unnaturally large scattering length, the scattering amplitude
t0,x can be expanded around the low-energy bound- or virtual-state pole at k = iγ0,x,
where γ0,x is the binding momentum of the two-body s-wave bound state (γ0,x > 0) or
virtual state (γ0,x < 0). At the level of accuracy of Eq. (20) the binding momentum is
related to the scattering length a0,x and the effective range r0,x by
1
a0,x
= γ0,x − 1
2
r0,xγ
2
0,x. (21)
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Therefore, physics of scale k ∼ |γ0,x| is enhanced due to the pole structure of the
scattering amplitude. The EFT is constructed based on a systematic expansion in
γ0,xr0,x or r0,x/a0,x. In the zero-range limit (r0,x = 0 by taking wx = 0 in Eq. (19b)) or
the unitary limit (a0,x → ±∞), we have γ0,x = 1/a0,x: the leading order of the EFT
expansion in Eq. (21) becomes exact.
Near the pole, the dimer propagator in the C.M. frame can be expanded about the
pole at −γ20,x/(2µx). Regardless of the value of r0,x:
Dx(E,0) =
Zx
E + γ20,x/(2µx)
+ regular, (22)
with the residue of the pole obtained by
1
Zx
=
∂D−1x (E,0)
∂E
∣∣∣∣
E=−γ20,x/2µx
=
µ2xg
2
x
2piγ0,x
(1− γ0,xr0,x). (23)
Zx is the x-field wave-function renormalization in the EFT.
In a bound one-neutron halo, Zσ is connected to the asymptotic normalization
coefficient (ANC) of the bound-state wave function. To see this we relate the interacting
Green’s function for this non-relativistic system to the two-body scattering amplitude
t(E) via
1
E −H =
1
E −H0 +
1
E −H0 t(E)
1
E −H0 . (24)
Any bound-state pole resides in the second piece on the right-hand side of Eq. (24). Just
as we did for Dσ, we use the Laurent expansion for G to obtain the Green’s function in
the vicinity of the pole at E = −γ20,σ/(2µσ). In the s-wave case, we insert into Eq. (24)
the expression for 〈k′|t0,σ(E)|k〉 from Eq. (18) and keep only the pole part to obtain:
〈k′| 1
E −H |k〉 =
ψ0(k
′
)ψ∗0(k)
E + γ20,σ/(2µσ)
+ regular, (25)
where ψ0(k) is the asymptotic wave function for an s-wave neutron-core bound state,
whose co-ordinate space representation is
ψ0(r) = CσY00(rˆ)
exp(−γ0,σr)
r
, (26)
with Cσ the ANC in the neutron-core s-wave bound state. Matching Eq. (25) to Eq. (22)
shows that Cσ is related to Zσ via
Cσ =
µσgσ√
pi
√
Zσ =
√
2γ0,σ
1− γ0,σr0,σ . (27)
Therefore, one can use the ANC Cσ and the binding momentum γ0,σ to determine the
EFT parameters gσ and ∆σ, instead of fixing them from the scattering parameters a0,σ
and r0,σ. At LO, Cσ,LO =
√
2γ0,σ is determined by the binding momentum. At NLO,
the effect of a finite effective range enters and produces an ANC ratio different from
one:
Cσ/Cσ,LO = 1/
√
1− γ0,σr0,σ. (28)
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Note that Cσ/Cσ,LO > 1 if γ0,σ > 0 (i.e. the one-neutron halo is bound) and r0,σ > 0.
The extent to which this ratio deviates from one then indicates the short range of the
neutron-core potential, compared to the extent of the bound state. Marked enhancement
of the asymptotic wave function over the LO prediction correlates with a strong neutron-
core potential that pushes the tail of the wave function up.
Although Cσ is not an observable that is directly measured in neutron-core
scattering experiments, it can be extracted from such data by an analytic continuation
of the scattering amplitude to negative energies. There tσ has the pole structure
〈k′|tσ(E)|k〉 = 2pi
µσ
C2σ/C
2
σ,LO
γ0,σ + ik
+ regular. (29)
As compared to the ERE, which is an expansion in powers of r0,σ/a0,σ around k = 0, this
parameterization in terms of an ANC, dubbed the “z-parameterization” in Ref. [75], is
a more convenient choice for bound-state calculations. Using this parameterization,
the pole at k = iγ0,σ is exactly reproduced at each order, and the residue of the
scattering amplitude, C2σ/C
2
σ,LO, is expanded into a LO piece = 1 and an NLO piece
= (C2σ/C
2
σ,LO − 1). N2LO and higher corrections to the ANC are then zero by
definition. The z-parameterization of the scattering amplitude is accurate at relative
orders (Mhalo/Mcore)
2, beyond which a new ERE parameter at O(k4) enters.
Here we illustrate the utility of the z-parameterization in the calculation of the
matter form factor of one-neutron halos. The neutron-core form factor is the Fourier
transform of the coordinate-space probability density distribution:
Fnc(|q|) =
∫
d3r|ψσ(r)|2 exp(iq · r). (30)
At LO, we use the zero-range two-body wave function by inserting Cσ,LO =
√
2γ0,σ in
Eq. (26) and obtain
F (0)nc (|q|) =
2γ0,σ
|q| arctan
( |q|
2γ0,σ
)
. (31)
The NLO Fnc is calculated from Eq. (30) using the full Cσ, with an additional
insertion of a constant piece that ensures the matter form factor is properly
normalized [75, 76], i.e., Fnc(0) = 1. Therefore the NLO correction to Fnc is [75]
F (1)nc (|q|) = −(C2σ/C2σ,LO − 1)
[
1− 2γ0,σ|q| arctan
( |q|
2γ0,σ
)]
. (32)
Since the low-momentum expansion of the form factor in the one-neutron halo is
related to the mean squared distance between the neutron and the core 〈r2nc〉 via
Fnc(|q|) = 1− 1
6
〈r2nc〉q2 +O(q4), (33)
we obtain 〈r2nc〉 by calculating the first-order derivative of Fnc with respect to q2 at zero.
〈r2nc〉1/2 at NLO is then
〈r2nc〉1/2 =
Cσ/Cσ,LO√
2γ0,σ
. (34)
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With the neutron-core radius in hand we can calculate the matter radius, which is
defined, in the point-nucleon limit, as the average distance-squared from all nucleons in
a halo nucleus to the center of mass [77]:
〈r2m〉1n−halo =
A
(A+ 1)
〈r2m〉core +
A
(A+ 1)2
〈r2nc〉, (35)
where the first term is the correction from the matter radius of the core.
A more rigorous method of keeping the form factor normalized to Fnc(0) = 1
involves imposing gauge invariance of the Lagrangian in the presence of an external
gauge field. We defer detailed discussion of this approach to Sec. 4 when we consider
the coupling of electromagnetic fields to the halo system.
2.3. Applications: one-neutron s-wave halos
Here we demonstrate several examples of one-neutron s-wave halos, whose properties
measured in experiments or predicted by Halo EFT are listed in Table 1.
The deuteron has a spin-triplet ground state (JP = 1+), which is dominated
by an s-wave component. The deuteron binding energy as determined by the 2012
Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2012) [78, 79] is S1n = 2.224573(2) MeV. (Here we
use S1n ≡ sgn(γ0,σ)γ20,σ/(2µσ) to denote the neutron-core separation energy in a one-
neutron halo, with S1n > 0 (< 0) corresponding to a bound (virtual) s-wave state.) In
the language of Halo EFT, the low scale here is Mhalo ∼ γ0,σ =
√
mnS1n = 45.7 MeV.
A naive estimation of the high scale is set by the excitation of the nucleon into the
∆(1232) isobar resonance, i.e., Mcore ∼ m∆ − mn ≈ 293 MeV. However, the nucleon-
nucleon interaction has a range that is set by the exchange of pions among nucleons; it
brings the high scale down to Mcore ≈ 140 MeV: the pion mass is lower than the m∆−mn
scale [96]. But, for physics at scales well below the pion mass, nuclear potentials can
still be considered as short ranged by integrating out the pion degrees of freedom. The
pionless EFT calculation of the deuteron is then based on the expansion parameter
Mhalo/Mcore ≈ 1/3.
The low energy physics of the deuteron can also be related to np scattering data.
In the s-wave spin-triplet channel, the scattering parameters a0,σ = 5.4112(15) fm and
r0,σ = 1.7436(19) fm are determined from an analysis of np elastic scattering data [90].
Their values indicate that the effective range is of natural size (r0,σ ∼ 1/Mcore) while
the scattering length is unnaturally large, i.e., a0,σ ∼ 1/Mhalo. An EFT expansion
based on r0,σ/a0,σ is highly consistent with the 1/3 estimated above. Using Eq. (27)
we obtain the ANC for the deuteron s-wave wave function [75] to be Cσ = 1.295. The
deuteron structure radius in the point-nucleon limit, equivalent to 0.5〈r2np〉1/2, is thus
calculated from Eq. (34) to be 1.977 fm, which overlaps with the value extracted from
elastic electron-deuteron scattering [83] and agrees with calculations based on realistic
nucleon-nucleon potentials [97].
Another example of a one-neutron halo is 19C, whose ground state was determined
from the Coulomb dissociation spectrum [63] to be JP = 1/2+, with a separation energy
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2H 11Be 15C 19C
Experiment
JP 1+ 1/2+ 1/2+ 1/2+
S1n [MeV] 2.224573(2) 0.50164(25) 1.2181(8) 0.58(9)
E∗c [MeV] 293 3.36803(3) 6.0938(2) 1.62(2)
〈r2nc〉1/2 [fm] 3.936(12)1 6.05(23)3 4.15(50)6 6.6(5)6
3.95014(156)2 5.7(4)4 7.2±4.07 6.8(7)8
5.77(16)5 4.5(5)8 5.8(3)9
EFT
Mhalo/Mcore 0.33 0.39 0.45 0.6
r0,σ/a0,σ 0.32 0.38 0.43 0.33
Cσ/Cσ,LO 1.295 1.44
11 1.6312 1.3
r0,σ [fm] 1.7436(19)
10 3.511 2.6712 2.613
〈r2nc〉1/2theo [fm] 3.954 6.85 4.93 5.72
Table 1. Properties of one-neutron halos. S1n is the one-neutron separation energy
from AME2012 [78, 79]. The first core excitation energies E∗c for A > 1 halos are taken
from the TUNL database [80, 81, 82]. Mhalo and Mcore are estimated using S1n and
E∗c , except for the deuteron, where we take Mcore = 140 MeV.
1 From the structure radius deduced from electron-deuteron scattering [83] (×2).
2 From the structure radius determined by isotope shift spectroscopy [84] (×2).
3 Extracted by Ref. [77] using matter radii [85] determined from σI .
4 From GSI Coulomb dissociation data [86]
5 From RIKEN Coulomb dissociation data [87]
6 Extracted by Ref. [88] using reanalyzed matter radii from σI data in [89].
7 Extracted by Ref. [88] using charge radii determined from σcc data in [88].
8 From the halo radius obtained in Ref. [88] by fitting both σI and σcc (×(A+1)/A).
9 From the halo radius obtained in RIKEN Coulomb dissociation data [63]
(×(A+ 1)/A).
10 From an analysis of np scattering data [90].
11 Value of Cσ/CLOσ (or r0,σ) obtained in an ab initio calculation [91].
12 Using EFT [92] to fit Cσ/CLOσ (or r0,σ) to the neutron capture data [93].
13 Using EFT [94] to fit r0,σ to the E1 data [63, 95].
S1n = 0.53(13) MeV between the
18C core (JP = 0+) and the last neutron. This
result is consistent with S1n = 0.65(15) MeV from one-neutron knock out reactions [98],
and S1n = 0.58(9) MeV in AME2012 [78, 79]. The first excitation energy of
18C is
E∗c = 1.62(2) MeV [80]. These values suggest a separation of low and high scales
by Mhalo/Mcore ∼
√
S1n/E∗c ≈ 0.6. Ref. [94] performed an EFT analysis on the 19C
Coulomb dissociation data [63, 95], where the theoretical constraints on S1n and the
ANC were determined from those data. We will describe how the ANC is determined
from Coulomb dissociation or radiative capture processes using EFT analysis in Sec. 4.
Ref. [94] extracted Cσ/Cσ,LO = 1.31, together with S1n = 0.575(55)(20) MeV—the
latter in agreement with the extraction in Ref. [63] and the evaluation of Refs. [78, 79].
These correspond to ERE parameters a0,σ = 7.75(35)(30) fm and r0,σ = 2.6
+0.6
−0.9 ± 0.1
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fm. The ratio r0,σ/a0,σ = 0.33 suggests that the EFT converges faster than the naive
dimensional estimate, Mhalo/Mcore ≈ 0.6. For all of these 19C observables the first and
second errors come from, respectively, the 1σ statistical uncertainty of the data fitting
and the N3LO systematic uncertainties of the EFT, which are estimated to be of relative
size (r0,σ/a0,σ)
3.
The above 19C results imply an s-wave binding momentum γ0,σ = 32.0 MeV in
19C.
This, together with the extracted ANC, yields the neutron-core distance from Eq. (34) to
be 〈r2nc〉1/2 = 5.72 fm, which agrees with values deduced by the E1 sum rule of Coulomb
dissociation [63] and extracted from charge-changing cross section [88] measurements
(see Table 1).
Other examples of one-neutron halos are 11Be and 15C. Their ground states both
have spin-parity quantum numbers JP = 1/2+, with one valence neutron attached to
the 10Be and 14C cores (JP = 0+). The one-neutron separation energies S1n of
11Be
and 15C are determined in the atomic mass evaluation [78, 79]; while the first excitation
energies of the cores E∗c are obtained from the nuclear data evaluation [81, 82] (see Table
1).
Based on naive dimensional analysis the EFT expansion parameter in 11Be is
Mhalo/Mcore ∼
√
S1n/E∗c = 0.39. The ANC in the
11Be ground state was recently
obtained in an ab initio calculation that used the No-Core Shell Model with Continuum
approach (described further in Sec. 6) as Cσ/Cσ,LO = 1.44 [91]. This corresponds to
r0,σ = 3.5 fm, which yields r0/a0 = 0.38 in
11Be, in agreement with the expansion
parameter inferred from Mhalo/Mcore.
11Be will be discussed further in Sec. 3.6, after we
have developed the formalism to describe the p-waves that play a prominent role there.
EFT calculations for 15C were performed in Refs. [92, 99]. By fitting the Halo
EFT neutron capture cross section to experiment [93], Rupak, Fernando, and Vaghani
determined the ANC ratio Cσ/Cσ,LO = 1.63, or equivalently, an effective range
r0,σ = 2.67 fm. Their calculation suggested an unnatural scale for the effective range,
with r0,σ ∼ 1/Mhalo [92], implying that the z-parameterization, C2σ/C2σ,LO − 1, becomes
non-perturbative in this system. However, this conclusion may be associated with the
specific choice of power counting in the n-14C p-wave channel used in Ref. [92], as we will
explain in further detail in Sec. 3. If we adopt the ANC extracted in Ref. [92] we obtain
r0/a0 = 0.43, which, while it is a somewhat large effective range, is still consistent with
Mhalo/Mcore ≈ 0.45.
2.4. Applications: unbound s-wave neutron-core systems
Halo-like features also exist in unbound neutron-core systems, if such systems display
a large negative scattering length. In the np spin singlet state, the parameters
a
(np)
0,d = −23.7148(43) fm and r(np)0,d = 2.750(18) fm are determined from at analysis
of low-energy np elastic-scattering data [90]. The nn singlet state is also thought to
be unbound, with a scattering length a
(nn)
0,d = −18.6(5) fm obtained from the neutron
time-of-flight spectrum in the reaction pi−d → γnn [100].The similar, large values of
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the spin-singlet scattering length for np and nn pairs suggest that isospin is a good
approximate symmetry for nuclear forces. Isospin symmetry and the r0,d/a0,d expansion
mean that pionless EFT can predict universal features shared by the np and nn singlet
states.
It was argued in Ref. [101] that the pion-deuteron capture experiment [100] only
determines the magnitude of a
(nn)
0,d but is insensitive to its sign, which raises the
possibility that a weakly bound dineutron state exists. Using pionless EFT at NLO,
Ref. [101] analyzed the constraint on the value of a
(nn)
0,d from the
3H-3He binding
energy difference and the neutron-deuteron s-wave doublet scattering phase shifts. (See
Ref. [102] for an earlier, LO, treatment.) Hammer and Ko¨nig concluded that a bound
dineutron cannot be excluded by an NLO pionless EFT analysis of these data. In fact,
in the EFT changing the scattering length from a large positive value to a large negative
value, referred to as the unitary crossing, requires only slight variation of ∆d in Eq. (19a)
around the pole in a0,d. The continuity of ∆d at the unitary limit indicates that isospin
symmetry can still be a good approximation even if a
(nn)
0,d and a
(np)
0,d have opposite signs.
This argument is consistent with the finding of Ref. [101]: that the 3H-3He binding
energy difference is a continuous function of 1/a
(nn)
0,d around 1/a
(nn)
0,d = 0. The unitary
crossing is also an important idea in atomic physics, where it is referred to as the BCS-
BEC crossover, and generates important many-body phenomena. The unitary crossing
will play an important role in our later discussion of three-body problems in halo nuclei,
see Sec. 2.6.
11Li, whose ground state has spin-parity JP = 3/2− was one of the first halo
nuclei [103] beyond the few-nucleon systems to be discovered. 11Li is a Borromean two-
neutron halo, where the neutron-core is unbound. Here we focus on the separation of
scales in 10Li and refer to later sections for properties of 11Li. The ground state of the 9Li
core has JP = 3/2− and a first excitation energy E∗c = 2.691(5) MeV [81], which sets the
Mcore scale. TheMhalo scale is associated with the
10Li ground state, which is an unbound
s-wave neutron-core virtual state (JP = 1− or 2−) with S1n = −25(15) keV [81]. The
EFT expansion parameter for 10Li is estimated as Mhalo/Mcore ∼
√|S1n|/E∗c ≈ 10%.
A proton removal reaction experiment [104] observed two resonance states of 10Li
at energies E2,1+ = 110(40) keV and E2,2+ = 500(100) keV above the neutron-core
threshold. These are expected to be p-wave states. As such they enter at higher orders
in the EFT compared to the s-wave virtual state, whose unnaturally large scattering
length promotes it to LO.
21C is another unbound neutron-core system [105]. The ratio between the one-
neutron separation energies of 21C [78, 79] and 20C [80] provides a valid expansion
parameter in EFT. The neighboring isotope 22C has recently been identified as a weakly-
bound two-neutron halo and is the dripline nucleus of carbon isotopes. A Glauber-
model analysis of the reaction cross section of 22C on a hydrogen target [106] suggests
that n−20C is preferentially in 1/2+ configuration. This finding is supported by the
measurement of the two-neutron removal reaction on the 22C target [107]. The two-
neutron halo structure of 22C implies that 21C occupies an s-wave virtual state near the
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unitary limit. However, a recent study of the n−21C decay spectrum via one-proton
removal from the 22N beam [108] imples that the n−20C scattering length is limited to
|a0,σ| < 2.8 fm (or equivalently S1n < −2.8 MeV): much smaller than expected in an
unnaturally enhanced channel. Therefore, further studies on the properties of 21C are
needed.
2.5. The three-body amplitude
Here we describe two-neutron halos as a neutron-neutron-core three-body system. We
use the Jacobi momentum plane-wave state |p, q〉i to represent the kinematics of the
three-body system in the C.M. frame. The index i indicates that these momenta
are defined in the two-body fragmentation channel (i, jk), in which particle i is the
spectator and (jk) the interacting pair. Based on this definition, p represents the
relative momentum in the pair (jk); while q denotes the relative momentum between
the spectator i and the (jk) pair. The plane-wave states are normalized as [109]:
i〈pq|p′q′〉i = (2pi)6δ(3)(p− p′)δ(3)(q − q′). (36)
The Jacobi momenta are related to the momenta in the direct product of three single-
particle states |k1,k2,k3〉 in the C.M. frame (i.e., k1 + k2 + k3 = 0) by
〈k1,k2,k3|pq〉i = (2pi)6δ(3)
(
pi − µjk
[
kj
mj
− kk
mk
])
δ(3)
(
qi − µi(jk)
[
ki
mi
− kj + kk
Mjk
])
,
(37)
where Mjk = mj + mk, µjk = mjmk/Mjk, and µi(jk) = miMjk/(mi + Mjk). From
Eqs. (36) and (37), the projection between different partitions must obey
n〈pq|p′q′〉c = (2pi)6δ(3) (p+ pi1(q′, q)) δ(3) (p′ − pi2(q, q′)) , (38a)
n〈pq|P|p′q′〉n = (2pi)6δ(3) (p− pi3(q′, q)) δ(3) (p′ + pi3(q, q′)) , (38b)
where P denotes the permutation between the two valence neutrons. The momenta pi1,
pi2 and pi3 are defined as
pi1(q, q
′) = q + Aq′/(A+ 1), (39a)
pi2(q, q
′) = q + q′/2, (39b)
pi3(q, q
′) = q + q′/(A+ 1). (39c)
To discuss the spin and parity of a halo nucleus, we introduce the partial-wave-
decomposed representation. The relative orbital angular momentum and the spin of the
pair (jk) are defined as li and si. They are coupled to form the total angular momentum
ji in the pair. We also define the spin of the spectator i as ςi, the relative orbital angular
momentum between the spectator i and the pair (jk) as λi, and the corresponding total
angular momentum as Ii. The overall orbital angular momentum, spin and total angular
momentum of the three-body system are denoted by Li, Si and J . We then have:
Li = li + λi, (40a)
Si = si + ςi, (40b)
J = Li + Si = ji + Ii. (40c)
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= 2×Ac An
An + An= Ac + An
Figure 4. The transition amplitudes Ac and An in coupled integral equations. The
last piece represents the contribution from the nnc three-body force.
Knowing the spin and orbital-angular-momentum quantum numbers, we can
construct an eigenstate of a three-body system with respect to the spin and orbital-
angular-momentum operators. Note that J for a given three-body eigenstate is
a conserved quantum number, which is independent of the choice of partition
representations given in Eq. (40c). We decompose the Jacobi momenta with respect
to these spin and orbital- and total-angular-momentum quantum numbers by [109]
|p, q; Ωi〉i =
∑
LiSi
√
ĵiÎiL̂iŜi

li si ji
λi ςi Ii
Li Si J
 |p, q; (li, λi)Li ; (si, ςi)Si ; (LiSi)J〉i , (41)
where ĵi denotes 2ji + 1 (the same holds for Îi, L̂i and Ŝi), p ≡ |p|, and q ≡ |q|. The
collective symbol Ωi represents all conserved spin, orbital- and total-angular-momentum
quantum numbers in the partition (i, jk).
In this section we focus on s-wave two-neutron halos, where li = λi = Li = 0
and the values of the total angular momenta are equal to their corresponding spins.
Therefore, one can solely use spins to represent the decomposed plane-wave state in
s-wave 2n halos as |p, q; (si, ςi)S〉i, where the three-body total spin S is the same in
different partitions. In the (c, nn) partition, S = ςc since the two-neutron pair is spin
singlet (sc = 0). Therefore, in the (n, nc) partition, the neutron-core pair with spin
sn = |ςc ± 1/2| couples with the second neutron with spin ςn = 1/2 to form the three-
body total spin S = ςc.
Here we assume that the neutron-core states with sn = |ςc ± 1/2| are degenerate
and have equal scattering lengths. Under this assumption, the three-body formalism in
s-wave halos with a spin-zero core becomes general for an arbitrary s-wave two-neutron
halo with spin ςc. Just as in the Faddeev formalism [110, 109, 111], the three-body wave
function is decomposed into components corresponding to different partitions. In the
EFT, 2n-halo nuclei are described by the transition amplitudes, Ac and An, connecting
the spectator and the interacting pair to the three-body bound state. Ac and An are
represented by functions of the Jacobi momentum q between the spectator and the pair,
and are the solution of coupled-channel homogeneous integral equations [112, 113] which
are illustrated with Feynman diagrams in Fig. 4.
At leading order, one can take r0,x → 0 for x = d, σ and rewrite the dimer
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propagator Dx as
D(0)x (E,P ) = −
2pi
µxg2x
1
−γ0,x +
√
2µx (P 2/2Mx − E − i)
. (42)
Therefore, the integral equations for LO An and Ac are constructed to be
iAc(B3, q) =
∫
d4q′
(2pi)4
iSn(q
′
0, q
′)
[
−
√
2gdgσiSn(−B3 − q′0 −
q2
2mc
,−q − q′)
]
× iD(0)σ (−B3 − q′0,−q′) iAn(B3, q′) (43a)
iAn(B3, q) =
∫
d4q′
(2pi)4
iSc(q
′
0, q
′)
[
−
√
2gdgσiSn(−B3 − q′0 −
q2
2mn
,−q − q′)
]
× iD(0)d (−B3 − q′0,−q′) iAc(B3, q′)
+
∫
d4q′
(2pi)4
iSn(q
′
0, q
′)
[
−g2σiSc(−B3 − q′0 −
q2
2mn
,−q − q′)− ih
]
× iD(0)σ (−B3 − q′0,−q′) iAn(B3, q′). (43b)
We then rescale the amplitudes to A˜c(q) ≡
√
2g−1d Ac(B3, q) and A˜n(q) ≡
g−1σ An(B3, q) to absorb the explicit dependence on the two-body coupling constants.
After integrating out the time component of the loop momentum, we obtain
A˜c(q) = 2
∫
d3q
4pi2
Gc0 (pi2(q
′, q), q;B3) τσ(q′;B3) A˜n(q′) (44a)
A˜n(q) =
∫
d3q′
4pi2
Gc0 (pi2(q, q
′), q′;B3) τd(q′;B3) A˜c(q′)
+
∫
d3q′
4pi2
[
Gn0 (pi3(q
′, q), q;B3) +
H(Λ)
Λ2
]
τσ(q
′;B3) A˜n(q′), (44b)
where Gn0 and G
c
0 are the three-body Green’s functions expressed in two different
partitions:
Gn0 (p, q;B3) =
(
mnB3 +
A+ 1
2A
p2 +
A+ 2
2(A+ 1)
q2
)−1
, (45a)
Gc0(p, q;B3) =
(
mnB3 + p
2 +
A+ 2
4A
q2
)−1
. (45b)
The dimer propagators, embedded in the three-body integral equations (44a) and (44b),
are rescaled via τx(q;B3) ≡ −(mng2x/2pi)D(0)x for x = d, σ, which yields
τd(q;B3) =
2
−γ0,d +
√
mnB3 +
A+2
4A
q2
, (46a)
τσ(q;B3) =
(A+ 1)/A
−γ0,σ +
√
A
A+1
(
2mnB3 +
A+2
A+1
q2
) . (46b)
In Eq. (44b), H(Λ) ≡ −Λ2h/(mng2σ) is the dimensionless three-body force parameter.
By projecting the three-body transition amplitudes to s-waves, we simplify the
integral equations to the expressions given in Refs. [112, 113]
A˜c(q) = 2
pi
∫ Λ
0
dq′ q′2Xn00(q
′, q;B3) τσ(q′;B3) A˜n(q′) (47a)
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A˜n(q) = 1
pi
∫ Λ
0
dq′ q′2Xn00(q, q
′;B3) τd(q′;B3) A˜c(q′)
+
1
pi
∫ Λ
0
dq′ q′2
[
Xc00(q
′, q;B3) +
H(Λ)
Λ2
]
τσ(q
′;B3) A˜n(q′) (47b)
where the kernel functions are
Xn00(q, q
′;B3) =
1
2
∫ 1
−1
d(qˆ.qˆ′)Gc0 (pi2(q, q
′), q′;B3) = − 1
qq′
Q0(znc), (48a)
Xc00(q, q
′;B3) =
1
2
∫ 1
−1
d(qˆ.qˆ′)Gn0 (pi3(q, q
′), q′;B3) = − A
qq′
Q0(znn) (48b)
with Ql the Legendre function of the second kind, which is related to the Legendre
polynomial Pl by Ql(z) ≡ 12
∫ 1
−1 dxPl(x)/(z − x). The arguments znn and znc of Ql in
Eqs. (48a) and (48b) are defined by
znc = − 1
qq′
(
mnB3 + q
2 +
A+ 1
2A
q′2
)
, (49a)
znn = − A
qq′
(
mnB3 +
A+ 1
2A
(q2 + q′2)
)
. (49b)
For bound states B3 > 0, so all z’s are < −1 and no singularities of the Ql’s are
encountered. The superscript of Xy00, y = n, c, indicates the particle y exchanged
between the dimers in two different partitions; the subscripts denote the angular
momenta of the spectator particles in the incoming/outgoing partitions. This notation is
different from Gy0, where y represents the spectator in the individual (either the incoming
or outgoing) partition.
To solve the coupled integral equations, we look for an energy E = −B3
where the eigenvalue of the integral-equation kernel is one. In Eqs. (47a) and
(47b), regularization with a sharp ultraviolet cutoff is introduced in the momentum
integration. To keep calculated low-energy observables regularization invariant the
parameter H(Λ) is tuned so that one three-body observable, such as the binding energy
B3, is held fixed as Λ is varied. In two-neutron halos with three pairs resonantly
interacting in s-waves, the resulting asymptotic running of H is characterized by a
limit cycle [114, 115, 23, 24, 116, 117]. In particular, the discrete scale invariance of
this problem in the ultra-violet results in H(Λ) being a log-periodic function of Λ. Our
numerical results for various A are well described by:
H(Λ) = cA
sin (s0 log(Λ/Λ∗) + arctan(s0) + dA)
sin (s0 log(Λ/Λ∗)− arctan(s0)) + eA. (50)
Here cA, dA, and eA are constants that depend on the core/neutron mass ratio A with
dA = eA = 0 when A = 1 and Λ∗ is the renormalization parameter determined by one
observable in a given two-neutron halo. The period of the limit cycle is exp(pi/s0), where
s0 is the solution of a transcendental equation [22, 118]:
cosh2
(pis0
2
)
− cosh
(pis0
2
) 2 sinh(θ1s0)
s0 sin(2θ1)
− 8 sinh
2(θ2s0)
s20 sin
2(2θ2)
= 0 (51)
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Figure 5. (Color online) The running ofH(Λ) as a function of the cutoff Λ for systems
with A = 1 (green dashed line), A = 9 (red circles), A = 20 (blue squares), and A = 60
(black diamonds). The numerical results are obtained by setting γ0,d, γ0,σ = 0 and
B3 = 1 MeV.
where θ1 = arcsin(1/(1 + A)), θ2 = arcsin
√
A/(2 + 2A). Eq. (50) was first derived
in systems of three equal-mass particles [23, 24], where s0 = 1.00624 is obtained from
Eq. (51). This corresponds to a discrete scaling factor exp(pi/s0) = 22.694 and reveals
the presence of the Efimov effect in that case [20]. The log-periodicity of H(Λ) persists
when the core and neutron masses are not equal. The running of H(Λ), shown in
Fig. 5, clearly indicates that the limit-cycle behavior is present for values of A > 1. The
numerical results shown there are obtained by setting γ0,d = γ0,σ = 0 (i.e., working in
the unitary limit) and B3 = 1 MeV, but the log periodicity persists for finite but small
two-body binding momenta, i.e., as long as γ0,d, γ0,σ  Λ.
The three-body wave function Ψ can then be obtained by connecting the three-
body transition amplitudes with external one-body propagators and dimer propagators,
see the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 6. The wave function can be represented in two
different Jacobi partitions labeled by the spectator n or c. In s-wave two-neutron halos,
we obtain [112, 113]
Ψn(p, q) = G
n
0 (p, q;B3)
[
τσ(q;B3)A˜n(q) +
1
2
∫ 1
−1
d (pˆ.qˆ) τσ(pi3(p,−q);B3)A˜n(pi3(p,−q))
+
1
2
∫ 1
−1
d (pˆ.qˆ) τd(pi1(p,−q);B3)A˜c(pi1(p,−q))
]
, (52)
and with the core as a spectator:
Ψc(p, q) = G
c
0(p, q;B3)
[
τd(q;B3)A˜c(q) +
∫ 1
−1
d (pˆ.qˆ) τσ(pi2(p,−q);B3)A˜n(pi2(p,−q))
]
.
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p
q
Ψc(p, q) = + 2×Ac
p
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p
q
+ An
p
q + Ac
p
q
Figure 6. The bound-state 2n halo wave function in Jacobi momentum space
representations.
(53)
With the wave function, we calculate the one-body matter-density form factors in
s-wave 2n halos by
Fy(|k|) =
∫
d3p
∫
d3qΨy(p, q) Ψy(p, |q − k|), (54)
with y = n, c depending on the Jacobi partitions. For normalized wave functions
Fy(0) = 1. The mean-square distance between the valence neutron and the center
of mass of the neutron-core pair, 〈r2n−nc〉, can be extracted from the form factor Fn via
Fn(|k|) = 1− 1
6
k2〈r2n−nc〉+ . . . , (55)
and the mean-square distance between the core and the center of mass of the two-neutron
pair, 〈r2c−nn〉, is determined by
Fc(|k|) = 1− 1
6
k2〈r2c−nn〉+ . . . . (56)
The geometry of the neutron-neutron-core three-body system then leads to the following
formula for the matter radius in a 2n halo:
〈r2m〉2n−halo =
2(A+ 1)2
(A+ 2)3
〈r2n−nc〉+
4A
(A+ 2)3
〈r2c−nn〉+
A
A+ 2
〈r2m〉core, (57)
where the last term is the correction from the finite matter radius of the core.
2.6. Applications: Efimov states and matter radii
In the zero-range limit, long-distance observables in three-body systems are correlated
by few-body universality. One example is the Efimov effect, which is characterized by
discrete scale invariance in the three-body system. In Eq. (50), the running of the three-
body coupling, which is a log-periodic function of the ultraviolet cutoff, is characterized
by a limit cycle with a period exp(pi/s0). As a consequence of the limit cycle, the three-
body s-wave bound states in the unitary limit display a geometric progression. The
ratio of three-body binding energies in two consecutive states is given by exp(2pi/s0).
Discrete scale invariance has been observed in experiments on ultracold atomic
gases, where the atom-atom scattering length is tuned using a magnetic field in
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the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance. Near the unitary limit, the scattering
lengths associated with threshold features in atom-dimer collisions and three-atom
recombination are also correlated through the scaling factor exp(pi/s0) (see Refs. [22, 119]
for reviews).
In an s-wave 2n halo nucleus, a0,d and a0,σ are large but finite, and the three-body
binding energy is characterized by the two-neutron separation energy, i.e., S2n = B3. In
such systems, the number of possible Efimov-like halo states is determined by the two
ratios Enn/S2n and S1n/S2n, where Enn = −γ20,d/(2µd) is the neutron-neutron virtual
energy. Frederico, Tomio and collaborators suggested to use a universal function of
the ratios Enn/S2n and S1n/S2n to explore possible Efimov states in halo nuclei, and
carried out this study in a zero-range three-body model [120, 121]. Following this
approach, Canham and Hammer applied EFT to explore the Efimov scenario in s-wave
2n halos [112]. They tuned the three-body coupling H(Λ) so that there was an excited
state of the two-neutron halo at threshold, i.e. B∗3 = max{0, Enn, S1n}. The S2n of the
two-neutron halo is then predicted as all LO two-body and three-body EFT couplings
are fixed. At this value of S2n LO EFT predicts the existence of an Efimov excited state
at threshold in the halo system. This, in turn, defines (for fixed A) a contour in the
(S1n/S2n) versus (Enn/S2n) plane:
g(LO)
(
Enn
S2n
,
S1n
S2n
;A
)
= 1. (58)
Inside the contour the three-body bound state is deep enough, or the two-body nc
system is near enough to unitarity, for an Efimov state to appear in the two-neutron
halo. This region is depicted in Fig. 7, and is in good agreement with an analogous
study in a zero-range model [122]. The curves for different values of core-neutron mass
ratio A quickly accumulate to the same region when A increases. The specific cases of
3H, 11Li, 12Be, 20,22C and 62Ca are indicated by mapping their up-to-date experimental
data from AME2012 [78, 79] onto this two-dimensional plane.
In Fig. 7, we highlight the case of 20C since the EFT analysis there is updated
from Ref. [112] with new experimental data. Because of the large uncertainty in S1n at
the time of publication, Ref. [112] suggested that 20C may display an excited Efimov
state. However, experimental data on the Coulomb dissociation of 19C (S1n = 0.53(13)
MeV [63]) included in AME2012 (S1n = 0.58(9) MeV [78, 79]) now preclude this
possibility.
The Efimov-effect correlation between bound and excited-state energies is just one
example of the way in which universality imposes relations between different three-body
observables. The point matter radius 〈r2m〉pt of a ground-state two-neutron halo, defined
by subtracting the core-size contribution from the radius of the halo in Eq. (57), is also
determined by a universal function of S1n and S2n at LO:
〈r2m〉pt ≡ 〈r2m〉2n−halo −
A
A+ 2
〈r2m〉core =
1
mnS2n
f (LO)
(
Enn
S2n
,
S1n
S2n
;A
)
. (59)
Such correlations have been investigated using EFT for different s-wave two-neutron
halos [112, 113, 123].
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Figure 7. The contour plot in sgn(Enn)
√|Enn|/S2n versus sgn(S1n)√|S1n|/S2n
for the ground-state 2n halos with core-neutron mass ratios A = 1, 10, 100. The
hypothetical bound di-neutron regime with Enn > 0 is also included in the theoretical
calculation to complete the contour.
22C is a Borromean two-neutron halo. The matter radius of 22C was determined
in the reaction cross section measurement on a proton target to be 〈r2m〉1/22n−halo =
5.4(9) fm [106]. A recent interaction cross-section measurement on a carbon target
obtained a more precise result of 〈r2m〉1/22n−halo = 3.44(8) fm [124], suggesting a smaller
halo configuration in 22C.
The 2n separation energy of 22C is not yet directly constrained by experiment.
In order to obtain an indirect constraint, Acharya et al. [113] performed an EFT
calculation of the correlations among 〈r2m〉1/22n−halo, S1n, and S2n of 22C. Using the data
〈r2m〉1/22n−halo = 5.4(9) fm [106] known at the time of publication, they predicted an upper
bound on S2n of 0.1 MeV. This is consistent with the AME2012. It is also 20% lower than
the calculation in a zero-range three-body model [125], and 50% lower than other model-
dependent calculations [126]. (Note that the same matter-radius data from Ref. [106]
was also used in Refs. [125, 126] as input.)
Using the recent data 〈r2m〉1/22n−halo = 3.44(8) fm and the matter radius of the
20C core, 〈r2m〉1/2core = 2.97+0.03−0.05 fm [124], we infer a point matter radius squared
〈r2m〉pt = 3.81+0.82−0.71 fm2. With this, updated, input to the LO Halo EFT calculation of
Ref. [113] we obtain the correlation between S2n and −S1n shown in Fig. 8. The three
shaded regions are obtained by fixing the three-body datum 〈r2m〉pt to its experimental
1σ lower bound, mean value, and upper bound respectively. The bands then depict
the estimated uncertainty of our LO calculation in each case. Here we have assumed
that the 20C rms radius sets the scale 1/Mcore, and then the relative error of this LO
calculation is determined by the maximum of 1/(a
(nn)
0,d Mcore),
√
2mn|S1n|/Mcore, and
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√
2mnS2n/Mcore. This contour plot determines an upper limit of S2n ≤ 0.4 MeV in 22C,
given the constraint that 22C is a Borromean system. This value suggests a more deeply
bound 22C compared to the conclusion in Ref. [113]. If the information on neutron-
core energy |S1n| ≥ 2.8 MeV, determined by Mosby et al. from the proton-removal
reaction [108] is accurate, S2n Fig. 8 further constrains S2n to be ≤ 0.18 MeV.
The correlations unveiled in the EFT analysis allow consistency checks among
different experimental results for 21C and 22C: it was already clear from the correlation
published in Ref. [113] that a 22C radius as large as that claimed by Tanaka et al. could
only be consistent with Mosby et al.’s constraint on |S1n| if 22C was incredibly weakly
bound (S2n < 0.02 MeV). The picture is clearer with the new radius measurement of
〈r2m〉1/22n−halo = 3.44(8) fm, but to determine whether 22C is bound by the < 0.2 MeV
that is required for consistency of that number with the |S1n| measurement from Mosby
et al. [108], or perhaps lies closer to the upper limit around S2n ≈ 0.4 MeV in Fig. 8,
requires more precise experiments on these drip-line carbon isotopes.
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Figure 8. The correlation curve of S2n versus S1n in
22C with fixed values of the
2n-halo point matter radius at 〈r2m〉pt = 3.81 fm2 (blue, dashed), 4.63 fm2 (red, solid),
and 3.10 fm2 (green, dotted). The shaded bands indicate the theoretical errors based
on estimates of higher-order EFT corrections beyond LO.
62Ca, highlighted in Fig. 7, is a special case where data are not known
experimentally but are instead predicted in theory. EFT correlations were applied
in Ref. [123] to investigate 62Ca as a candidate for the heaviest 2n halo nucleus. In
their work, the n-60Ca scattering parameters were extracted from the n–60Ca s-wave
scattering phase shift, obtained in a coupled-cluster calculation based on chiral two-
and three-nucleon interactions. This ab initio calculation indicated a large scattering
length a0,σ = 54(1) fm and an effective range r0,σ = 9.0(2) fm for the n-
60Ca system,
where the error is estimated based on the spread of the coupled-cluster calculations at
two small harmonic oscillator frequencies [123]. This would make 61Ca a very shallow
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(S1n ≈ 7 keV) one-neutron halo. Using a0,σ and r0,σ as input parameters ‡, Ref. [123]
performed an EFT analysis on 62Ca as a n-n-60Ca two-neutron halo and searched for
possible signatures of Efimov states. The EFT expansion parameter in this system is
estimated from the ab initio results to be Mhalo/Mcore ∼ r0,σ/a0,σ = 1/6. Ref. [123]
analyzed the LO Halo EFT correlation between the n-61Ca scattering length and the
two-neutron separation energy S2n of the ground state of
62Ca. The conclusion was that
if S2n ≥ 230 keV 62Ca will have an excited bound state of Efimovian character: for this
value of S2n, an excited state of
62Ca appears at the n-61Ca threshold. Correlations
among S2n and the electric and matter radii of
62Ca were also computed in Ref. [123].
2.7. Range corrections in three-body systems
Beyond the leading-order prediction, universal physics in two-neutron halos is affected
by the finite effective range which enters EFT calculations at next-to-leading order.
To calculate range effects, the three-body transition amplitudes Ay (for y = n, c) are
solved in integral equations (43a) and (43b), with the LO dimer propagator D
(0)
x (for
x = d, σ) in Eq. (42) replaced by the range-modified propagator Dx (20). However, the
Dx of Eq. (20) contains a spurious pole at momenta ≈ 2/r0,x ∼ Mcore—in addition to
the physical bound- or virtual-state pole at momentum ∼ Mhalo. The spurious pole is
outside the domain of validity of Halo EFT, but it is encountered in the integrals in the
three-body equation, which probe the two-body amplitude at arbitrarily large negative
energies. It can be avoided by choosing a small integration cutoff in Eqs. (43a) and
(43b). However, regulation effects at such a small cutoff then complicate systematic
uncertainty estimates in EFT predictions. An alternative approach is to expand Dx in
powers of r0,x. The expression at NLO is then
Dx,NLO(E,P ) = − 2pi
µxg2x
1
−γ0,x +
√
2µx (P 2/2Mx − E − i)
×
[
1 +
r0,x
2
(
γ0,x +
√
2µx (P 2/2Mx − E − i)
)]
. (60)
The amplitudes Ay at NLO are then solved in the range-modified integral equations by
the insertion of Eq. (60) into Eqs. (43a) and (43b). This partial resummation technique
was used in studies of range effects for the triton [127] and was adopted in Ref. [128]
to investigate range corrections in two-neutron halos. † The partial resummation
formalism iterates both the LO and NLO parts of the dimer propagators in the integral
equations, and thereby arbitrarily includes higher-order range corrections above NLO.
These higher-order corrections are small if the regularization cutoff Λ is kept below or
close to Mcore (see e.g., Refs. [127, 65, 129] for detailed discussions on this issue).
‡ A negative a0,σ obtained from calculations at a larger harmonic oscillator frequency was not
considered in the EFT analysis in Ref. [123], because that result displayed strong infrared regulator
effects in these threshold parameters.
† Strictly speaking, instead of Eq. (60), which is a result for an infinitely large cutoff, Dx in Ref. [128]
was obtained by regularizing the neutron-neutron and neutron-core interactions with a gaussian
regulator of finite width.
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11Li 14Be 22C
〈r2m〉pt [fm2]
EFTLO 5.76± 2.13 1.23± 0.96 8.99+∞−5.01
EFTNLO 6.16± 0.84 1.40± 0.85 9.28+∞−5.17
expt
5.34± 0.15 [89] 4.24± 2.42 [89] 21.1± 9.7 [85, 106]
2.90± 2.25 [89] 3.81+0.82−0.71 [124]
Table 2. The point matter radius 〈r2m〉pt = 〈r2m〉2n−halo − AA+2 〈r2m〉core from EFT
predictions at LO and NLO, and from experiments.
The rescaled amplitudes at NLO accuracy, A˜y,NLO, are then the solution of
Eqs. (44a) and (44b), but with the τx’s replaced by their NLO expressions:
τd,NLO(q;B3) =
2 (1 + r0,dγ0,d)
−γ0,d +
√
mnB3 +
A+2
4A
q2
+ r0,d, (61a)
τσ,NLO(q;B3) =
(1 + r0,σγ0,σ) (A+ 1)/A
−γ0,σ +
√
A
A+1
(
2mnB3 +
A+2
A+1
q2
) + A+ 12A r0,σ. (61b)
Then, in order to calculate the two-neutron halo wave functions Ψy at NLO, one again
replaces τx and A˜y in Eqs. (52) and (53) with the corresponding NLO quantities, i.e.,
τdA˜c → τd,NLOA˜c,NLO and τσA˜n → τσ,NLOA˜n,NLO.
An alternative, fully perturbative, EFT calculation of range corrections was recently
carried out for two-neutron halos at NLO by Vanasse [130]. This implemented the
method for calculating such perturbative insertions that he introduced and applied up
to N3LO in the three-nucleon system [131, 132, 133]. Results for charge and matter form
factors and radii in two neutron halos were obtained with good accuracy. We refer to
Refs. [130, 133] for detailed discussions of this rigorous perturbative treatment of range
effects in three-body systems.
Using the perturbative approach, Vanasse calculated the point matter radii,
〈r2m〉pt = 〈r2m〉2n−halo− AA+2〈r2m〉core at NLO accuracy [130]. In Table 2, we quote Vanasse’s
LO and NLO point matter radii and compare with experimental results for 11Li, 14Be,
and 22C [85, 89, 106, 124]. Note that to obtain his NLO numbers Vanasse estimated r0,σ
by assuming it is set by the pion mass, i.e. r0,σ ≈ 1.4 fm. Errors were then determined
as (r0,σ
√
2mnS2n)
j, where j = 1 (j = 2) for the LO (NLO) results shown in the first
(second) column. The matter radii in two-neutron halos were previously calculated to
LO in Halo EFT by Canham and Hammer [112]. Using partial resummation, they
also predicted the average neutron-core and neutron-neutron distances in the neutron-
neutron-core configuration at NLO accuracy [128]. The results in Refs. [112, 128, 130]
are consistent with each other.
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3. Halos beyond the s-wave
3.1. Lagrangian
First we consider a one-neutron halo involving p-wave interactions between the neutron
and a core of spin ςc and mass mc. (The case of proton halos is dealt with in Sec. 5.)
Once again writing
L = L1 +L2 +L3 , (62)
the one-body part is exactly the same as in Eq. (6).
To construct the two-body part we first note that in the case of p-wave interactions
between the core and the neutron we must consider operators involving the combination
of fields
nδ(i
↔
∂ i)c
(ςc)
a , (63)
where we have labeled the c fields according to its spin, so—as in Sec. 2.1—its
subscript runs over a = −ςc, . . . , ςc. We employ the Galilean invariant derivative,↔
∂ i≡ [(→m
←
∇ − ←m
→
∇)/(←m + →m)]i (i = −1, 0, 1) with ←m (or →m) the mass of the field
operated on by
←
∇ (or
→
∇). By doing so we ensure that interactions constructed out of
this interpolating field are invariant under Galilean boosts. We also include a factor of
i in this construction so as to guarantee that, if the fields have standard time-reversal
properties, it is straightforward to write down the Hermitian conjugate of interactions
involving this field. The interpolating field (63) is constructed out of one derivative as
well as the c and n fields, and so is the product of three irreducible representations of the
rotation group. In consequence it has pieces corresponding to irreducible representations
with values of j from j = |ςc − 3/2| to j = ςc + 3/2. In the non-relativistic systems we
consider here the total spin s is also a conserved quantum number, so we decompose the
product field (63) into irreducible representations of the rotation group corresponding
to particular values of j and s using Clebsch-Gordon coefficients [66]:
[n(i
↔
∂ )c]
(sj)
m =
1/2∑
δ=−1/2
1∑
i=−1
ςc∑
a=−ςc
(
1
2
δ ςc a
∣∣∣∣sm− i)(1 i sm− i∣∣∣∣jm)n(1/2)δ (i ↔∂ i)c(ςc)a . (64)
In order to account for channels in which the p-wave interaction is enhanced at
low energies we introduce p-wave dimer fields in those channels. For example, the
one-neutron halo 11Be has a spin-zero core and an enhanced p-wave interaction for the
j = 1/2 channel, so the leading-order p-wave L2 is [66]:
L (1/2)2 = pi
(1/2) †
δ
[
wpi
(
i∂0 +
∇2
2Mσ
)
+ ∆(1/2)pi
]
pi
(1/2)
δ
−g
(1/2)
pi
2
(
pi
(1/2) †
δ
[
n(i
↔
∂ )c
](1/2 1/2)
δ
+
[
n(i
↔
∂ )c
](1/2 1/2) †
δ
pi
(1/2)
δ
)
. (65)
Note that repeated indices are implicitly summed, and that since the total mass is
unaffected by the angular-momentum channel in which the dimer is formed Mσ =
mn +mc appears again here.
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Channels where the p-wave interaction is of natural size will generally be suppressed
by several orders in the EFT expansion. For example, the n-10Be p-wave interaction in
the j = 3/2 channel is described by
L (3/2)2 = −
C(3/2)
4
[n(i
↔
∂ )c]
(1/2 3/2) †
β [n(i
↔
∂ )c]
(1/2 3/2)
β (66)
where the possible values of the repeated index β = −3/2, . . . , 3/2 are summed over.
In Sec. 3.8 we consider the case of a three-body halo nucleus that is bound by p-wave
interactions: we take 6He as it is the prototypical example. In that case the dominant
low-energy resonance is in the 2P3/2 channel, in direct contrast to the situation in
11Be.
For this system we therefore have a four-component p-wave dimer, pi
(3/2)
β . The three-
body Lagrangian, L3, then describes a p-wave contact interaction between this dimer
and the other neutron in the system:
L3 = −h
[
pi(3/2)[
↔
∂ n]
(1/2 3/2)
]0 † [
pi(3/2)[
↔
∂ n]
(1/2 3/2)
]0
, (67)
where the outer square brackets with superscript 0 indicate that the two spin-3/2 fields
are coupled to form a rotational scalar.
3.2. Two-body amplitude
We now wish to compute the propagator of a dimer field of total spin j, D
(j)
pi (p)m′m.
We proceed as we did for the s-wave dimer in Sec. 2: assuming the Lagrangian (65)
the dimer obeys a Dyson equation analogous to that depicted in Fig. 3. Rather than
computing the self-energy of the pi field directly it is easier to compute the self-energy
for the product field nδ(i
↔
∂ i)ca and then project out the piece that corresponds to the
j of interest. Starting with the one-loop self-energy Σpi(E,P )i′i,δ′δ,a′a, we have
Σpi(E,P )i′i,δ′δ,a′a = δi′iδδ′δδa′aΣ(E,P ) , (68)
where the scalar function:
Σ(E,P ) = −µσ(g
(j)
pi )2
6pi
2µσ
(
E − P
2
2Mσ
)[
i
√
2µσ
(
E − P
2
2Mσ
+ i
)
+
3
2
Λ
]
. (69)
Here µσ is, as above, the reduced mass in the nc channel. We have also used PDS (with
scale denoted by Λ) and performed the momentum traces in three dimensions †.
Since Σ is independent of δ, a and i completeness of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
guarantees that it is also diagonal in m. That is:
D(j)pi (E,P )m′m = δm′mDpi(E,P )
Dpi(E,P ) =
1
∆
(j)
pi + wpi[E − P 2/(2Mσ)]− Σ(p)
. (70)
† Here we have chosen to treat the factor of 1/(D − 1) that arises in the replacement pipj → δijD−1p2
as part of the function that is analytically continued to D = 3 space-time dimensions when PDS is
implemented. This differs from what was done in Ref. [66].
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Even though it does not appear in PDS, the fact that Σ has a cubic divergence means
that both parameters, ∆
(j)
pi and g
(j)
pi , are needed for renormalization [18].
Coupling the p-wave dimer to nc initial and final states generates a core-neutron
amplitude in the 2s+1Pj channel that is (in the center-of-mass frame):
〈k′|t(s)1 (E)|k〉 = g(j)pi
2
k′ · kDpi(E,0) = 6pi
µσ
k2 cos θ
1/a
(j)
1 − 12r(j)1 k2 + ik3
, (71)
with cos θ = kˆ′ · kˆ and k = √2µσE = |k′| = |k| for on-shell scattering. So
we have reproduced the p-wave effective-range expansion up to O(k2), with a(j)1 the
scattering volume, and r
(j)
1 the p-wave “effective range” in the channel with total angular
momentum j. Note that if there are two spin channels corresponding to the same j then
the couplings of fields [n(i
↔
∂ )c](sj) for those different values of s to a spin-j dimer will, in
general, be different. This, in turn, leads to different ERE parameters in those channels.
This is the situation in, e.g., 8Li, but there is only one spin channel for a spin-zero core,
as is the case in 11Be. The renormalization conditions that produce Eq. (71) are:
1
a
(j)
1
=
6pi∆
(j)
pi
µσ(g
(j)
pi )2
; (72)
r
(j)
1 = − wpi
6pi
µ2σ(g
(j)
pi )2
− 3Λ. (73)
Note that wpi > 0⇒ r(j)1 < 0.
3.3. Properties of the p-wave two-body bound state
As in the s-wave case (see Eq. (21)) we can use Eq. (71) to determine the positions of
poles in our amplitude, and so infer the energy of any bound states. We have:
Dpi(E,P ) = − 6pi
µ2σ(g
(j)
pi )2
1
r
(j)
1 + 3γ1
1
E − P 2/(2Mσ) +B1 + regular . (74)
Here γ1 =
√
2µσB1 is the solution of
1
a
(j)
1
+
1
2
r
(j)
1 γ
2
1 + γ
3
1 = 0 . (75)
The wave-function renormalization for the dressed pi propagator can be read off as the
residue of the pole:
Zpi = − 6pi
µ2σg
(j)
pi
2
1
r
(j)
1 + 3γ1
. (76)
Now, proceeding as we did for the s-wave amplitude (see discussion around Eq. (25))
we can connect this wave-function renormalization to the asymptotic normalization
coefficients (ANCs) of the p-wave bound state. This time the Laurent expansion of the
interacting Green’s function G(E) around E = −B1 takes the form:
〈k′| 1
E −H |k〉
E→−B−→ C12 ×
∑
m
φm(k
′)φ∗m(k)
E +B1
+ . . . , (77)
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where C1 is the ANC and φm(k) is the asymptotic wave function for a p-wave state
whose eigenvalue of Jz is m. Ignoring spin for the time being, φ’s co-ordinate space
representation is:
φm(r) =
(
1 +
1
γ1r
)
Y1m(rˆ)
e−γ1r
r
, (78)
while
C
(j)
1
2
= g(j)pi
2γ21µ
2
σ
3pi
Zpi = − 2γ
2
1
r
(j)
1 + 3γ1
. (79)
As a result, the EFT parameters, ∆
(j)
pi and g
(j)
pi —or equivalently the scattering
parameters a
(j)
1 and r
(j)
1 —can be fixed using the p-wave state’s two-body binding energy,
B1 and the ANC, C1. Similar connections between ANCs and effective-range parameters
have previously been obtained without the use of EFT, e.g. in deriving S-factor
parameterizations of radiative-capture cross sections [134, 135].
In principle ab initio calculations can be used to determine both B1 and C1.
However, observables in halo systems are extremely sensitive to the two-body binding
energy, so it is always wise to fix B1 from data. Ref. [136] did obtain ANCs from an
ab initio method: Variational Monte Carlo was used there, but any underlying theory
of the neutron-core bound state could be employed. ANCs can also be measured in
transfer reactions, see, e.g., Ref. [137].
3.4. Power counting, pole structure, and bounds from causality
In order to analyze the physical meaning of these poles we must specify the sizes and
signs of the ERE parameters a1 and r1. For causal scattering there are bounds on the
parameter r1 which imply that r1 is always negative [138, 139, 140, 141]. Therefore,
throughout what follows, we assume r1 < 0. Both signs are possible for a1. a1 and r1
have dimensions, respectively, of 1/M3 and M . If natural scattering occurs in the p-
waves then the only M that enters here is the high scale Mcore. But, in this circumstance,
all three poles of the t-matrix t1 occur at momenta ∼ Mcore, and so are inaccessible to
the EFT. There is thus no utility to the introduction of dimer fields in this case: all
p-wave interactions are perturbative (see Sec. 4.2 below for a specific example of the
order at which they enter a physical process).
For there to be a low-energy bound state or resonance, one or both of these ERE
parameters must contain a power of the low scale, Mhalo. The first paper on Halo EFT
assumed
a1 ∼ 1
M3halo
, r1 ∼Mhalo, (80)
i.e., that two fine tunings, one in each of these effective-range parameters, were
present [18]. In this situation all three poles in the t-matrix occur at momenta of
order Mhalo. These poles are the solutions of Eq. (75). If a1 < 0 then two of them
have the form ±kR + ikI . They represent a broad, low-energy resonance that occurs at
an energy ∼ M2halo
2µσ
and has a width of order that energy. The third pole is a (shallow)
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bound state. (For full details on the pole structure under the power counting (80) we
refer the reader to Ref. [18].)
Reference [19] pointed out that a low-energy bound state or resonance could still
occur even with only one fine tuning. They suggested a scaling:
a1 ∼ 1
M2haloMcore
, r1 ∼Mcore. (81)
In fact, the causality arguments referred to above guarantee that, at least for the single-
channel case, r1 is negative and at least of size Mcore, since the range of the nc interaction
in the underlying theory will typically be 1/Mcore. This power counting is consistent
with that bound. It is then useful to rewrite t1 as:
t1(k
′,k;E) =
12pi
µσ|r1|
k2 cos θ
k2 − k2R + i2k3|r1|
, (82)
where we have assumed r1 < 0 and introduced k
2
R =
2
a1r1
∼ M2halo as the momentum
characteristic of the low-energy pole. If a1 > 0 then this is a bound-state pole, and,
up to higher-order corrections in Mcore/Mhalo, kR = iγ1. If a1 < 0 it corresponds to a
resonance, centered at k = kR, and with width Γ ≈ 2k
3
R
µσ |r1| . Note that this width—whose
presence ensures the amplitude is unitary—is parametrically small: it is of order Mhalo
Mcore
higher than the resonance energy ER ∼ M
2
halo
2µσ
[142]. Irrespective of the sign of a1 the
expression (82) also exhibits a bound-state pole at a momentum k ≈ i|r1|/2. We note
that this is a real, not a virtual bound state, but that since r1 ∼ Mcore, it is a deep
bound state that is outside the domain of validity of Halo EFT. Full formulae for the
pole positions in terms of a1 and r1 can be found in Refs. [18] and [143].
Reference [19] then argued (following Ref. [96] for the ∆(1232) resonance in chiral
EFT) that the power counting for the amplitude (82) depends fundamentally on whether
k is close to kR or not. If |k − kR|  M2halo/Mcore, as will generically be the case, then
the LO amplitude becomes
t1(k
′,k;E) =
12pi
µσ|r1|
k2 cos θ
k2 − k2R
. (83)
Note that the spurious deep pole that was present in Eq. (82) has disappeared. As long
as |k−kR| M2halo/Mcore, the imaginary piece of the amplitude, that generates a width
for the resonance at k = kR, enters the p-wave amplitude only at NLO: it can be treated
in perturbation theory. However, if |k − kR| is smaller, i.e., we consider a point that is
kinematically close to the LO pole, then a perturbative treatment fails, because there
i2k
3
|r1| is not small compared to k
2 − k2R. In other words, within a region around the LO
poles in the k-plane whose radius is ∼M3/2halo/M1/2core, this unitarity piece of the amplitude
must be resummed.
If a1 > 0 this region of the k-plane lies within the bound-state region. Thus,
when scattering is calculated the p-wave interactions can be taken as perturbative (see
Eq. (85) below). This is the situation for the n-10Be system. Conversely, if a1 < 0
the pole is in the scattering region, and can be neglected for bound-state calculations.
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That situation prevails in computations of 6He that assume the power counting (81).
However, in either case, unitarity corrections are essential in certain situations. If a1 > 0
they must be resummed when bound-state properties are computed. Similarly, in, for
example, 5He-neutron scattering, which enters in calculations of resonances in the 6He
system (cf. Ref. [144]), it is necessary to resum the unitarity correction, and so generate
the finite width of 5He, within a window around k = kR. Such a resummation moves
the resonance pole away from the real axis, thereby rendering the scattering amplitude
finite for real k. Crucially, this resummation is not necessary for large k, and so, if
implemented carefully, it need not generate any spurious (deep) poles. The power
counting (81) therefore reproduces the pole structure in all of the examples we will
consider: 5He (a1 < 0),
8Li and 11Be (both a1 > 0). Unless otherwise stated, we will
assume it throughout the remainder of our article.
Finally, we give the formulae for scattering phase shifts, in both the resummed and
non-resummed cases. Eq (82) implies
k3 cot δ1 =
1
2
r1(k
2 − k2R) , (84)
if no expansions are made. Since |r1|  k, kR we generically have cot δ1 large, which
implies that δ1 is approximately zero. Indeed
δ1 =
2
r1
k3
k2 − k2R
+O
(
Mhalo
Mcore
)
, (85)
again, p.v. |k − kR|  M2halo/Mcore. Small phase shifts imply weak scattering, which is
why the imaginary part of t−11 can be treated perturbatively.
3.5. Universality and the unitary limit in p-waves
An intriguing theoretical aspect of the s-wave ERE is the ability to take the limit r0 → 0.
This produces an amplitude that is “universal”, in that it depends only on the two-body
scattering length and not on short-distance details of the two-particle potential. In the
p-wave case, however, the causality bound [139, 140, 141] guarantees that—for short-
range, energy-independent interactions—r1 is negative and of order the breakdown scale.
This is in accordance with a Wilsonian renormalization group analysis of the p-wave
case [57].
In particular, the causality bound on r1 in the limit |a1| → ∞ reads r1 ≤ −2/R,
where R is the range of the interaction [140, 141]. As a consequence, for short-range,
energy-independent interactions, the “unitary limit” |a1| → ∞ and r1 → 0 is not allowed
by causality. To let |a1| → ∞, we can take the scale Mhalo → 0, which corresponds to
sending kR → 0. The on-shell amplitude will then assume the form:
t1(k
′,k;E) =
6pi
µσ
cos θ
|r1|
2
+ ik
, (86)
for k close to zero. The arguments of the previous subsection make it clear that—at
least in our preferred power counting—there is no physical justification for taking a
purely unitary amplitude as a starting point for analyses of p-wave systems.
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In the power counting of Ref. [18] it seems that an amplitude with a1 → 0, r1 → 0
might be physically realizable [56]. If we first take the limit kR → 0 then, in this power
counting, the form (86) applies throughout the domain of validity of the EFT. The
problem with this is that the pole at k = i|r1|
2
then corresponds to a real bound state,
and its residue is computed from Eq. (86) to be Zdeeppi = − 24piµσr21 < 0. The fact that this
pole has a negative residue means it does not correspond to a normalizable state [55]
(see also Ref. [54]). For poles that are outside the domain of validity of the theory (i.e.
those at momenta ∼ Mcore) this does not have any physical consequences. However, if
r1 ∼Mhalo, then, once kR → 0, the effective-range expansion (71) generates a low-energy
pole with a negative residue. It follows that the limit kR → 0 can only yield a physical
scattering amplitude if we have r1 ∼ Mcore, and the amplitude (86) emerges only in a
small region near k = 0. Requiring that all (physical) poles in the quantum-mechanical
theory be normalizable can thus be understood as an alternative (bound-state) version
of Wigner’s causality argument for p-waves. Eq. (76) also implies that this requirement,
when imposed on the shallow bound-state pole, fixes r1 < 0 and |r1| > 3γ1.
3.6. Applications: 11Be and 8Li
The 11Be nucleus has both a shallow s-wave state (JP = 1
2
+
) and a shallow p-wave
bound state (JP = 1
2
−
). The binding energy of the later is the one-neutron separation
energy from this state, i.e., S1n(
1
2
−
) = B1. The extended nature of these states ensures
that 11Be has a strong enhancement of the E1 transition strength at low excitation
energies [87]. In this section we examine the EFT treatment of the p-wave bound state,
first developed in Ref. [66]. We then discuss the similarities and differences to the case
of 8Li, where the p-wave bound state is the ground state [136, 145, 146].
Using the value S1n(
1
2
−
) = 180 keV from Ref. [147], we infer γ1 = 17.5 MeV. The
natural scale for the core in this system is Mcore ≈ ~c/(2 fm) = 100 MeV, see Table 1.
The scattering volume a1 of n-
10Be scattering in the 1
2
−
channel extracted in Ref. [148]:
a
(1/2)
1 = (457± 67) fm3, (87)
is then of the expected size: a
(1/2)
1 ∼M−2haloM−1core.
The LO amplitude (83) relates the value of r
(1/2)
1 to the values of a
(1/2)
1 and γ1:
r
(1/2)
1 = −
2
γ21a
(1/2)
1
(88)
and produces r
(1/2)
1 = (−0.54 ± 0.08) fm−1. This number should, however, be taken
as indicative only, although it already shows that r
(1/2)
1 ∼ Mcore. At NLO, Eq. (88) is
corrected to:
r
(1/2)
1 = −
2
γ21a
(1/2)
1
− 2γ1, (89)
which, again using Eq. (87), alters r
(1/2)
1 to (−0.72±0.08) fm−1. Such a ≈ 30% correction
is in line with the anticipated expansion parameter of Halo EFT in the 11Be system.
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In the case of 8Li the core, 7Li, is a 3
2
−
nucleus, and so there are two possible spin
channels that contribute to the formation of 8Li: s = 1 and s = 2. 8Li is a 2+ state,
which is bound by 2.03 MeV with respect to the n-7Li threshold. This implies the
bound-state pole momentum γ1 = 58 MeV. Mcore is associated with the core breakup
7Li→ t+ 4He which requires 2.5 MeV of energy; this translates to Mcore ≈ 90 MeV.
In fact, 8Li also has a p-wave excited state (JP = 1+), 8Li∗, that is bound by only
1.05 MeV with respect to the n-7Li threshold, and so is an even better halo than the
ground state: its bound-state pole momentum is γ˜1 = 42 MeV. In this system γ1 and
γ˜1 are then considered small with respect to Mcore, which yields a nominal expansion
parameter Mhalo/Mcore ≈ 0.5. Note, however, that the result found in Ref. [136],
and reported below, is that the p-wave effective ranges in j = 1 7Li-n scattering are
r
(2)
1 ≈ −1.4 fm−1; this suggests a higher Mcore and hence a more convergent EFT
expansion.
The EFT is designed to work for bound-state energies of 1–2 MeV so it should also
describe n-7Li scattering for neutron energies in this range. However, at approximately
0.22 MeV above the n-7Li threshold there is a 3+ resonance. This resonance dominates
the total cross section in a narrow window around the resonance energy, but does not
affect threshold capture into either of the 8Li bound states. The 3+ resonance can be
added as an additional dynamical degree of freedom in the EFT [145]. The set of states
relevant for the low-energy dynamics of the coupled n + 7Li-8Li system is depicted in
Fig. 9.
2+ -2.03
1+ -1.05
3+ 0.22
3 2- 0.
1 2- 0.478
2.47
8Li
7Lin+7Li
3H+4He
Figure 9. Our level scheme for the coupled n+ 7Li-8Li system. Data from Ref. [149],
with all energies in MeV and measured relative to the n+ 7Li threshold. The n− 7Li
threshold is indicated by the red dashed line. The 3H-4He threshold in the 7Li system is
indicated by the blue dotted line. Figure constructed using the LevelScheme scientific
figure preparation package [150].
Another complication in the 8Li system is that the first excited state of 7Li
(JP = 1/2−) has an excitation energy of only E∗ = 0.478 MeV. Refs. [146, 145] argued
that this state, which we denote here by 7Li∗, could be integrated out of the EFT. In
contrast, Ref. [136] included 7Li∗ as an explicit degree of freedom in the EFT for 8Li,
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C(3P2) C(5P2) C(3P∗2 ) C˜(3P1) C˜(5P1) C˜(1P∗1 ) C˜(3P∗1 )
VMC −0.283(12) −0.591(12) −0.384(6) 0.220(6) 0.197(5) −0.195(3) −0.214(3)
EXP −0.284(23) −0.593(23) 0.187(16) 0.217(13)
Table 3. 8Li ANCs (fm−
1
2 ) for different channels. For the ab initio (VMC) ANCs,
the 7Li + n ANCs can be found in Ref. [152], while 7Li∗ + n ANCs are from Ref. [136]
The measured (EXP) 7Li +n ANCs are from Ref. [137]. The first three ANCs pertain
to the ground state of 8Li, and the last four to 8Li∗.
since its excitation energy is small compared with the neutron separation energy of 8Li.
Ref. [136] argued that the importance of this core excitation is borne out by the ANCs
for 8Li in the asymptotic channels n+ 7Li and into n+ 7Li∗: they are of similar size.
However, spin and angular-momentum considerations mean that 7Li∗ can only
contribute in the s = 1 channel. The effective-range expansion (71) therefore governs
n-7Li scattering in the 5P2 channel. But, in the
3P2 channel that conventional ERE
only prevails when k  √2µσE∗. Ref. [136] derived a modified ERE that accounts for
the opening of the 7Li∗-n channel (see also Ref. [151]). This modifies the formulae for
the ANCs of 8Li, introducing terms that depend on the difference of γ1 and
√
2µσE∗. It
also means that we need three ANCs to completely understand the structure of the 8Li
ground state: the s = 1 and s = 2 ANCs for the n-7Li asymptotic state, here denoted
C(3P2) and C(5P2), together with an s = 1
7Li∗-n ANC, which we write as C(3P ∗2 ). ‡ 8Li∗
requires four ANCs for a full description; we indicate these excited-state ANCs by C˜X
where X is a particular asymptotic state.
Ab initio results for all seven of these ANCs were reported in Refs. [152, 136], and
are reproduced in Table 3. They were computed from a Hamiltonian consisting of the
Argonne v18 two-nucleon terms [153] and Urbana IX three-nucleon terms [154] and using
the Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) method. VMC wave functions are not as precise
as Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) wave functions, but are quite accurate for
many purposes. The ANCs in Table 3 typically have an error of < 5% due to Monte
Carlo sampling. There is a possibly larger but unknown error from the accuracy of the
wave functions and underlying Hamiltonian. However, limited testing with other ab
initio wave functions suggests that this error is no larger than the experimental errors
[152, 155]. On the experimental side, n-7Li ANCs were measured in Ref. [137], and these
numbers are also given in Table 3. By using the theory ANCs (first line of Table 3)
the effective range at NLO in the j = 2 channel where the 8Li bound state lives was
determined to be r
(2)
1 = −1.43(2) fm−1. This implies that the radius of convergence
of the EFT that describes 8Li is larger than the naive estimate of 90 MeV. However,
it is important to note that |r(2)1 + 3γ1| is markedly smaller than |r(2)1 |, and so NLO
corrections in the ANCs can give large effects, even though they are nominally of order
γ1/|r(2)1 | ∼ 1/5.
‡ In the case of 8Li we replace the notation C(j)1 for the p-wave ANC by spectroscopic-notation
subscripts to make explicit the spin of the different n-7Li and n-7Li∗ channels.
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3.7. Application: low-lying 2P3/2 resonance in
5He
The nα interaction has a low-energy resonance in the 2P3/2 partial wave, as well as
an enhanced phase shift in the 2P1/2 where the resonance is somewhat broader. The
first EFT treatment of nα scattering was carried out by Bertulani et al. [18], who took
both the 2P3/2 scattering volume a
(3/2)
1 , and the corresponding effective “range”, r
(3/2)
1 ,
as unnaturally enhanced. In contrast, Bedaque et al. [19] showed that the 2P3/2 phase
shift could be described using the power counting of Ref. [96], where the resonance’s
width is only re-summed in its immediate vicinity. And indeed, the nα 2P3/2 scattering
parameters a
(3/2)
1 = −62.951(3) fm3 and r(3/2)1 = −0.8819(11) fm−1 [156] are consistent
with the low- and high-momentum scales Mhalo ≈ 30 MeV and Mcore ≈
√
mnE∗α = 140
MeV in 6He. (A more recent analysis of nα data gives a
(3/2)
1 = −65.7 fm3, r(3/2)1 = −0.84
fm−1 [157], but this barely affects the scales inferred.) In the 2P1/2 channel we have
a
(1/2)
1 = −13.821(68) fm3 and r(1/2)1 = −0.419(16) fm−1. Ref. [19] took these parameters
to be natural, i.e. a
(1/2)
1 ∼ 1/M3core, r(1/2)1 ∼Mcore.
The Mhalo/Mcore expansion then works quite well for some low-energy quantities.
Fig. 10 shows the results for the total cross section as a function of the neutron kinetic
energy in the lab. frame. The power counting discussed above produces the dashed
black line at LO and the dash-dotted line at NLO. The LO calculation incorporates
only the 2P3/2 channel, and omits the unitarity correction there. It does not do a
good job of describing the scattering data, in part because it has the wrong threshold
behavior. This is remedied at NLO, where the scattering length in the 2S1/2 channel
enters, and the unitarity correction in the 2P3/2 channel is a perturbative effect. The
data are then reproduced up to neutron energies of about En = 0.5 MeV. At this energy
one approaches the 2P3/2 resonance, and so the nα loop effect ∼ ik3 can no longer be
treated in perturbation theory. In this region we need to resum these loops, thereby
generating the resonance width. We show the first two orders of the resummed result as
the red dashed (LO) and dash-dotted (NLO) lines. At NLO this reproduces the NLO
calculation of Ref. [18]. The resonance shape is well described by this calculation, as is
the differential cross section.
3.8. The three-body equations in the case of 6He
3.8.1. Scales and quantum numbers The strong interaction between the neutron and
4He in the 2P3/2 channel leads us to consider a three-body system consisting of an alpha
particle and two neutrons. This is a Borromean system, in that no pair of particles of
these three forms a bound state, and yet there is a three-body bound system, namely
6He, which is bound by 0.975 MeV. 6He was treated using the Gamow Shell Model in
Halo EFT in Ref. [161], but that work used the power counting (80), i.e. it assumed
a fine-tuned r
(3/2)
1 . Ref. [143] derived the three-body equations for this system for the
case (81), i.e. r
(3/2)
1 ∼Mcore, and it is those results we present here. Note that Ref. [143]
took nα interactions in all other partial waves, including the 2S1/2, to be zero at leading
order, as was also assumed in Sec. 3.7. This is different from the power counting of
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Figure 10. The total cross section for nα scattering (in barns) as a function of the
neutron kinetic energy in the lab. frame (in MeV). The diamonds are evaluated data
from Ref. [158], and the black squares are experimental data from Refs. [159, 160].
The dashed and dash-dotted black lines show the result in the power counting where
r1 ∼ Mcore at LO and NLO respectively. The unitarity part of the p-wave amplitude
must be resummed in the vicinity of the resonance, which leads to the red dashed and
dash-dotted lines [18] at LO and NLO. Figure adapted from Ref. [19]
Ref. [19], where s-wave neutron-α scattering is a LO effect. See also Ref. [162] for a
recent treatment of 6He in Halo EFT, which considers other, different formulations of
the problem at LO.
The ground-state of 6He has total angular momentum and parity JP = 0+, and so
we project our three-body equations onto that state. (For the three-body equations in
other total-J channels see Refs. [56, 54].) As in Sec. 2.5 we use Jacobi-momenta qi, and
pi to represent the internal kinematics of the three-body system in the center-of-mass
frame. The relative orbital angular momentum, spin, and total angular momentum of
the pair (jk), as well as the relative orbital angular momentum and spin between the
spectator i and the pair (jk) are also all denoted as in Sec. 2.5. With the α-core as
the spectator, we obtain lα = sα = jα = 0, since the nn interaction is dominated by
the 1S0 virtual state. Furthermore, at LO λα = ςα = 0 and it is then straightforward
to determine that Sα = Lα = 0 in the (α, nn) partition. Alternatively, if we choose
a neutron as the spectator, the nα interaction is dominated by the 2P3/2 resonance,
which means ln = 1, sn = 1/2 and jn = 3/2. In the positive parity
6He ground state,
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the spectator neutron must also interact with the nα pair in a p-wave. This results in
λn = 1, ςn = 1/2. In the (n, nα) partition, the spin-spin and orbit-orbit couplings then
produce two possibilities that contribute to the 6He 0+ ground state: the overall orbital
angular momentum and overall spin can either be both zero (Ln = Sn = 0) or both one
(Ln = Sn = 1). This defines the states in the basis (41) that are of relevance for our
calculation of 6He.
3.8.2. Equations for the p-wave three-body bound state To obtain the equations that
describe the 6He bound state we follow the development of Sec. 2.5. Diagrammatically
the equations for the 6He problem are exactly as in Fig. 4. The key difference is technical:
this time we want to project one of our equations—that for A˜n(q)—onto a relative p-
wave between the neutron and the nα pair. By projecting the Faddeev components A˜α
and A˜n onto the partial-wave-decomposed states in their respective partitions we obtain
coupled-channel integral equations for the 6He ground state that are formally identical
to Eqs. (47a) and (47b):
A˜α(q) = 2
pi
∫ Λ
0
q′2dq′Xn10(q,
′ q;B3) τpi(q′;B3) A˜n(q′) ; (90)
A˜n(q) = 1
pi
∫ Λ
0
q′2dq′Xn10(q, q
′;B3) τd(q′;B3) A˜α(q′)
+
1
pi
∫ Λ
0
q′2dq′
[
Xα11(q, q
′;B3) +
qq′
Λ2
H(Λ)
]
τpi(q
′;B3) A˜n(q′) . (91)
Here the ultraviolet cutoff, Λ, is introduced for regularization. Note that a three-body
force appears here, just as it did in the s-wave case, although now it corresponds to
Eq. (67), and so is a p-wave interaction between the neutron and the 5He dimer. An
nnα interaction of this form is consistent with the Pauli exclusion principle.
The s-wave and p-wave equations differ only in the expressions for the dimer
propagators τ and for the functions Xα and Xn that encode the exchange of
particles between different clusters. Since we are no longer dealing with a purely s-
wave problem the exchange functions now include non-trivial recoupling coefficients
i〈p, q; Ωi|p′, q′; Ωj〉j [109] as well as a factor(s) of the pair relative momentum if one
or both vertices involves a p-wave state. But the result is still essentially an angular
average of the pertinent free-particle Green’s function. The result of that calculation
(see Ref. [143] for details) is:
Xn10(q, q
′;B3) = −
√
2
[
A
A+ 1
1
q′
Q0(znα) +
1
q
Q1(znα)
]
,
Xα11(q, q
′;B3) = − A
[
A2 + 2A+ 3
(A+ 1)2
Q0(znn) +
2
A+ 1
q2 + q′2
qq′
Q1(znn) + Q2(znn)
]
, (92)
where Ql are the Legendre functions of the second kind, defined in Sec. 2.5. znn is also
the same here as in that section, see Eq. (49a), and znα = znc for the special case of an
α core.
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Lastly, the dimer propagator τd is the intermediate-state propagator for the nn
state (α spectator) and is defined as in Sec. 2.5. Meanwhile, τpi is the intermediate-state
propagator of the p-wave dimer (n spectator). It takes the form:
τpi(q;B3) = − 2
r1
(
A+ 1
A
)
1
2A
A+1
(
mnB3 +
A+2
2(A+1)
q2
)
+ k2R
. (93)
Inserting Eq. (90) into (91) produces a single-channel integral equation that includes
only the Faddeev component A˜n:
A˜n(q) = 1
pi
∫ Λ
0
q′2dq′
[
Xα11(q, q
′;B3) +
qq′
Λ2
H(Λ)
]
τpi(q
′;B3) A˜n(q′)
+
2
pi
∫ Λ
0
q′2dq′
[
1
pi
∫ Λ
0
q′′2dq′′X10(q, q′′;B3) τd(q′′;B3)X10(q′, q′′;B3)
]
τpi(q
′;B3) A˜n(q′).
(94)
The resulting integral equation is llustrated in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. (Color online) The single-channel Faddeev equation for the 6He bound
state with the addition of a nnα counterterm in the spectator-n partition.
Eq. (94) allows us to point out a possible inconsistency of this treatment. In our
power counting both Xα11 and
∫
X10τdX10 are of order Q
0 while τpi scales as M
−1
coreQ
−2,
with Q the typical momentum in the loop integral. It follows that each iterate of the
integral equation is suppressed by one power of Q/Mcore compared to the previous one.
If the three-body equation is properly renormalized, i.e., only momenta of order Mhalo
contribute to the loop integrations, this then leads to the conclusion that there are no
6He bound states.
Clearly this conclusion is not correct, since 6He exists. The power counting of
Ref. [18], which requires two fine-tunings in the nα sector, does not produce this dilemma
in the three-body sector. But, in the power counting of Ref. [18] the leading-order 2P3/2
dimer propagator includes the unitarity piece of the nα amplitude. The corresponding
calculation for 6He was carried out in Ref. [161].
3.8.3. Renormalization of the 6He ground state First we consider the case H(Λ) = 0.
With the hard cutoff Λ imposed on the integrals of Eqs. (90, 91), Ref. [143] obtained
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B3 as a function of Λ. This cutoff dependence is illustrated in Fig. 12: B3 behaves
approximately as Λ3 at values of Λ that are large compared to kR, γ0,σ, and
√
2mnB3.
It is therefore essential for the nnα interaction ∼ H(Λ) to be present if the Halo
EFT description is to yield meaningful predictions for 6He. The three-body force
parameter H(Λ) is tuned to reproduce the 6He ground-state two-neutron separation
energy B3 = 0.975 MeV for all values of Λ. Note that this means that Halo EFT cannot
predict the 6He binding energy. The final value B3 = 0.975 MeV is influenced by physics
at scale Mcore to a large enough extent that it must be imposed on the theory by hand.
Correlations of this binding energy—and other input parameters in the EFT—with
other 6He observables can then be explored.
In Fig. 12 we plot the H(Λ) that produces the experimental 6He binding energy.
The oscillatory behavior in log Λ is reminiscent of the three-body force’s behavior in the
leading-order s-wave problem (see Ref. [24] and Sec. 2.5). However, here the period of
H(Λ) in log Λ decreases as Λ increases. This difference in the behavior of H may well
arise from the nα p-wave interaction in the 6He system: the symmetry of discrete scale
invariance, present in three-body systems with resonant s-wave interactions, is broken
by this p-wave interaction.
Once the 6He binding energy is renormalized the Faddeev components A˜n(q), A˜α(q)
can be calculated from Eq. (94) and Eq. (90). Fig. 13 shows the Faddeev components A˜α
and A˜n as functions of the momentum q for different values of Λ. The cutoff dependence
of the low-q part of both A˜α(q) and A˜n(q) is weak for Λ > 200 MeV.
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Figure 12. (Color online) The nnα-counterterm parameter H as a function of the
cutoff Λ. H is tuned to reproduce S2n = 0.975 MeV at each value of Λ. The inner
panel shows the result for the 6He two-neutron separation energy S2n as a function
of the cutoff Λ, if the equations are solved with only two-body interactions. Figure
adapted from Ref. [143].
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The integral equation (94) is then renormalized. It generates a shallow bound state,
with characteristic momenta ∼ Mhalo. One three-body parameter (e.g., S2n) is needed
for renormalization of the LO equations that describe 6He in Halo EFT. This conclusion
remains unchanged even if a different form of the three-body force is chosen [162].
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Figure 13. (Color online) The Faddeev components A˜α and A˜n as functions of q,
calculated with cutoff parameters Λ at 200 MeV (black dotted line), 400 MeV (orange
dot-dot-dashed line), 800 MeV (green dot-dashed line), 1.6 GeV (blue dashed line)
and 3.2 GeV (red solid line). The Faddeev components are normalized to A˜α(0) = 1.
Figure from Ref. [143]
3.9. Absence of the Efimov effect
Resonant pairwise p-wave interactions under the power counting of Ref. [18], were also
considered by Braaten et al. [56]. These authors attempted to find a scale-free situation
in the two-body problem, and examine the corresponding behavior in the three-body
problem. In order to do so they took a p-wave “unitary limit” |a1| → ∞ and r1 → 0.
However, as discussed above, this p-wave unitary limit is not physical: it yields a two-
body spectrum in which one low-energy state has negative norm. Thus the discrete
scale invariance, and corresponding Efimov effect, discovered by Braaten et al. in the
corresponding three-body problem cannot be realized in nature. This has been shown
in Refs. [54, 55], implying that the claim of Ref. [163], that the Efimov effect can occur
with p-wave interactions, is not correct. Nishida and Tan have emphasized that this is
not surprising: in three dimensions the p-wave case necessarily involves the introduction
of a particular scale, namely r1, into the two-body interaction, thus the discrete scale
invariance that is key to the Efimov effect’s appearance cannot be present [55, 164].
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This is in line with the arguments based on the causality bound for p-waves discussed
in subsection 3.5.
3.10. Higher partial waves
The power counting for resonant partial waves beyond the p-wave was first discussed in
Refs. [18, 19]. Bertulani et al. [18] performed an analysis of the power divergences of the
one-loop self energy of a dimer field with resonant interactions and concluded that for
l ≥ 1 the first l+1 effective range parameters are required to absorb all divergences. This
agrees with a Wilsonian renormalization group analysis [57] which found two relevant
parameters for the p-wave case and three relevant parameters for the d-wave case.
In Ref. [18], proper renormalization of the lth partial wave was achieved by requiring
that the first l+1 effective range parameters must scale with Mhalo, while all others scale
with Mcore. This power counting scenario requires l + 1 fine tunings of parameters in
the underlying theory to achieve the desired scaling, which makes resonant interactions
in higher partial waves quite unlikely. Subsequently, an alternative power counting
that requires a minimal number of fine tunings—one—in order to produce a low-energy
resonance/bound state in any partial wave was constructed [19]. Power divergences
beyond Λ3 are suppressed by construction in this counting, which also leads to a
simplified pole structure of the dimer propagator. A detailed discussion of these two
scenarios in the p-wave case was given in subsection 3.4.
In Ref. [58], an alternative power counting for d-wave bound states was proposed
and applied to the description of the JP = 5/2+ excited state of 15C and its E2
transitions to the JP = 1/2+ ground state. This power counting requires two fine
tunings. If it is extended to arbitrary l ≥ 1, l fine tunings are required in a given partial
wave. An earlier application of Halo EFT to d-waves was carried out in Ref. [165].
The authors studied the reaction d + t → n + α and found it to be dominated by a
5He, JP = 3/2+ intermediate state which couples to an αn pair with l = 2 in the final
state. However, they used dimensional regularization with minimal subtraction which
sets all power-law divergences automatically to zero and thus may have missed some
contributions.
4. Electromagnetic reactions on halo nuclei
4.1. Lagrangian: electromagnetic sector
Photons are included in the Lagrangian (5) and (62) via minimal substitution:
∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ + ieQˆAµ. (95)
The charge operator Qˆ takes different values, depending on whether it is acting on a c
field or an n field. Qˆ n = 0 for the neutron, and we denote the eigenvalue of the operator
Qˆ for the c field as Qc. e
2 = 4piαem defines the unit of electric charge in terms of the
fine-structure constant, αem = 1/137.036.
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In this review our focus is on electric properties of halo nuclei. For s- and
p-wave halos the dominant pieces of the electric response and electric form factor
can be computed using only the Lagrangians previously introduced and the minimal
substitution (95). Consequently these quantities are predictions—at least at LO, and in
some cases for several orders beyond that—of the EFT. Nevertheless, eventually there
will come an order in the computation where operators involving the electric field E
and the fields c, n, σ, and pi which are gauge invariant by themselves contribute to
observables.
Possible one- and two-derivative operators with one power of the photon field which
involve two dimer fields are [66]:
L σpiEM = −L(σ)C0σ†δ(∇2A0 − ∂0(∇ ·A))σδ − L(j)E1
∑
αδ
σδpi
(j) †
α
(
1
2
δjα
∣∣∣∣ 1k) (i∇kA0 − i∂0Ak)
−L(pi)C0
∑
α
pi(j) †α (∇2A0 − ∂0(∇ ·A))pi(j)α + h.c.. (96)
These operators enter in, respectively, s-wave-to-s-wave, s-wave-to-p-wave, and p-wave-
to-p-wave transitions. We have chosen to write down the versions for a core spin of zero,
so σ is always a spin-1/2 field, and we omit its superscript here and in what follows. The
p-wave operators only occur in channels with a low-energy resonance or shallow bound
state so j could be either 1/2 or 3/2, depending on the system under consideration.
E1 transitions can still mediate an s-wave-to-p-wave transition even if there is no such
unnatural enhancement of the p-wave scattering though, and in that case there is a
non-minimal operator that does not involve the dimer pi:
L j¯EM = −L(j¯)E1
∑
δαk
σδ[n(i
↔
∂ )c]
(1/2 j¯) †
α
(
1
2
δj¯α
∣∣∣∣ 1k) (i∇kA0 − i∂0Ak). (97)
The inclusion of the factor of i in the operators in Eqs. (96) and (97) that involve the
electric field ensures that the Hermitian conjugation produces a time-reversal-invariant
Lagrangian for real values of the couplings. This factor of i was omitted in Ref. [66], but
it makes no difference to the final results presented there. Note that if we were going to
consider magnetic properties we would follow a similar strategy, but in that case would
construct operators involving i∇iAj − i∇jAi and the neutron, core, and bound-state
fields.
To determine the order at which these additional electric-field operators enter
particular processes we rewrite the Lagrangian (96) and (97) in terms of rescaled
fields [71, 66]. We then employ naive dimensional analysis with these fields for the
operators that appear in LEM . This procedure generates the following results for the
operators written above.
L
(σ)
C0 ∼
g2σµ
2
σ
M3core
l
(σ)
C0 , (98)
L
(j)
E1 ∼
gσgpiµ
2
σ
Mcore
l
(j)
E1 , (99)
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L
(pi)
C0 ∼
g2piµ
2
σ
Mcore
l
(pi)
C0 , (100)
L
(j¯)
E1 ∼
gσµσ
M4core
l
(j¯)
E1 , (101)
where the dimensionless parameters l...... are all of order one.
4.2. Coulomb Dissociation of a one-neutron s-wave halo
We first derive the dipole transition strength, B(E1), for the excitation of a one-neutron
halo to the core + neutron continuum state. This quantity is probed in Coulomb
dissociation experiments, where the one-neutron halo is accelerated to high energies
and then impinges, typically peripherally, on a target with a high charge, Qt. We quote
results from the reaction theory of Coulomb dissociation, which allows us to connect
the distribution of B(E1) strength with energy to observables measured in Coulomb-
dissociation experiments. Coulomb dissociation is also the time-reversed version of the
radiative capture process n+ c→ σ+γ, where the halo nucleus is formed by low-energy
capture together with the emission of a photon. In the case of 15C this reaction is part
of the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycle by which helium is burnt in asymptotic-
giant-branch (AGB) stars and in main-sequence stars of higher mass.
The following presentation here is an abbreviated version of material in Ref. [94].
Let us consider the transition amplitude for an E1 photon impinging on an s-wave
one-neutron halo, which we will, following Sec. 2, encode as a field σ. The selection
rules for this transition imply that the photon can break up the one-neutron halo into
a cn continuum state, but that the lowest partial wave excited there will be a p-wave.
Initially we will treat the simplest case, where there are no low-energy resonances that
enhance the p-wave rescattering. This is the situation, for example, in 19C. The breakup
process for photon momenta ∼Mhalo is then represented in Halo EFT via the Feynman
diagrams in Fig. 14. (In these, as in all Feynman diagrams in the remainder of this
review, time runs from right to left.) The first diagram there scales as 1/Q because the
core propagator scales as 1/Q2, and the photon-core vertex scales as Q. Rescattering
in the final nc state is represented by the second diagram. Assuming that there is no
low-energy resonance that enhances this rescattering the (p-wave) nc scattering vertex
scales as Q2. Including a factor of Q for the nc loop we find that this graph is suppressed
by (Mhalo/Mcore)
3 compared to the first one. Finally, we could also consider a direct
transition from the σ state to the nc continuum (now shown here, but see Fig. 28 for the
corresponding diagram in the case of radiative capture to an s-wave proton halo). This
encodes couplings of the photon to the halo nucleus at short distances and is governed
by the coupling L
(j¯)
E1 of Eq. (97). This graph scales as Q
3, being suppressed by four
powers of the Mhalo/Mcore expansion relative to LO. Note that none of the diagrams
containing additional couplings and/or final-state interactions appear at NLO or N2LO
and so the properties of the s-wave bound state determine the dissociation amplitude
up to corrections that are suppressed by (Mhalo/Mcore)
3.
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Figure 14. Diagrams contributing to the transition amplitude for the
photodissociation of the halo into the core and the neutron. The first diagram
represents the leading-order contribution, which is modified at next-to-leading order
through multiplication by the wave-function renormalization. The second diagram
occurs at N3LO in the case that there is no low-energy bound state or resonance in
the p-wave that is reached through the E1 transition. Note that here, as in subsequent
figures containing Feynman diagrams, time runs from right to left.
With q the momentum of the photon and p the final-state momentum of the core
in the CM frame of the dissociation products, the amplitude can be written as
M =
√
2piγ0,σ
µ2σ
Cσ
Cσ,LO
Qce
1
γ20,σ
2µσ
+ 1
2µσ
(
p− mn
Mσ
q
)2 . (102)
Choosing the photon momentum to be aligned with the z-axis, we obtain the matrix
element of the dipole operator,
√
αem|r|Y 01 (rˆ), by picking out the term linear in q and
then dividing by iq
√
4pi/3, to get
M(l=1)E1 = 2
√
6γ0,σ
Cσ
Cσ,LO
mn
Mσ
Qc
√
αem
p(
γ20,σ + p
2
)2 pˆ · qˆ. (103)
Equation (103) gives the amplitude in the absence of neutron and core spin. We
need to couple this result to the neutron spinor, and project to final states of good
total angular momentum. Chossing qˆ parallel to the z-axis and using properties of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we then obtain
M(j=3/2)E1 =
√
2M(j=1/2)E1 = 4
√
γ0,σ
Cσ
Cσ,LO
mn
Mσ
Qc
√
αem
p(
γ20,σ + p
2
)2 , (104)
These matrix elements are related to B(E1) by
dB(E1) =
(
|M(J=1/2)E1 |2 + |M(J=3/2)E1 |2
) d3p
(2pi)3
, (105)
which yields
dB(E1)
dE
=
12
pi2
µ3σ
m2c
Q2cαemγ0,σ
C2σ
C2σ,LO
p3(
γ20,σ + p
2
)4 , (106)
with E = p
2
2µσ
. The LO result is found by setting Cσ = Cσ,LO. Although here we derived
the result for a spin-zero core, the same result is also found for arbitrary core spin ςc, as
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Figure 15. The universal curve (107), compared to the E1 contribution to deuteron
photo disintegration obtained from the data in Ref. [170].
long as there is no enhanced p-wave channel. If we define x as the dimensionless energy
ratio x ≡ E/S1n then the dimensionless quantity µσS1n dB(E1)dE can be written
µσS
2
1n
dB(E1)
dE
=
C2σ
C2σ,LO
3αemQ
2
eff
pi2
x3/2
(1 + x)4
, (107)
where Qeff =
mnQc
mn+mc
= µσQc
mc
= Qc
A+1
is the effective charge.
Equation (106) was also derived by Rupak et al. in Ref. [92], where they considered
the coupling of the core to the three-vector potential, A, only and extracted dB(E1)/dE
by calculating the photo-nuclear cross-section for the E1 photon. The LO Halo EFT
result (with Cσ = Cσ,LO) is also equivalent to that of Ref. [166], where a zero-range
potential model was used for the neutron-core interaction. Eq. (106) can also be
recovered from the framework presented in Ref. [167] (see also Ref. [168]).
Several different experimental observables can be obtained from the E1 strength
distribution dB(E1)
dE
. First, the total cross section for photodissociation of the nucleus by
an E1 photon is then [169]:
σ(E1)(ω) =
16pi3
9
ω
dB(E1)
dω
, (108)
with ω =
γ20,σ
2µσ
+ E. The cross section for the core to capture the neutron into the halo
state, with the excess energy radiated away via an E1 photon, is then found by detailed
balance. That relation is [92, 169, 76]:
σ(E) =
16pi3
9
ω3
2µσE
dB(E1)
dE
2s+ 1
2ζc + 1
, (109)
where ζc is the spin of the core and s denotes the spin channel in which the halo is
formed ‡.
‡ s is then the spin of the halo state, since we consider only captures to s-wave states in this section.
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In Fig. 15 we plot a rescaled version of the curve (107), where we have divided by the
factors (Cσ/Cσ,LO)
2 and Q2eff that are specific to a particular nucleus. As in Eq. (107),
we have also rewritten the energies (and E1 strength) in units of the separation energy
S1n. This curve should then be universal to all one-neutron halos, up to the higher-
order corrections that encode p-wave final-state interactions [76, 171]. To demonstrate
it works for the simplest one-neutron halo we include the E1 strength for deuterium on
the plot, as extracted from the asymmetry measured in Ref. [170] †. In order to remove
the deuteron-specific factor of
(
Cσ
Cσ,LO
)2
from the data we have divided it by 1.69, the
value of this ratio for deuterium [75].
Experimental observables for Coulomb dissociation are obtained by convolving the
result (106) for the differential B(E1) transition strength as a function of energy with
the distribution of (nearly real) photons generated in the target-halo collision. Results
for the latter have been derived in Refs. [172, 173, 166, 169] for the case of E1-dominated
dissociation upon small-angle scattering by a charged target at high beam energy. The
energy spectrum resulting from the dissociation of a halo of binding energy S1n is:
dσ
dE
=
16pi3
9
NE1(S1n + E,R)
dB(E1)
dE
, (110)
where
NE1(ω,R) = 2
Q2tαem
piβ2
[
ξK0(ξ)K1(ξ)− β
2
2
ξ2
(
(K1(ξ))
2 − (K0(ξ))2
)]
, (111)
with ξ = ωR
√
1− β2/β, is the virtual photon number for the E1 multipolarity,
integrated over all impact parameters larger than R, with β the beam velocity, and
Kν modified Bessel functions.
The differential cross section with respect to the center of mass angle between the
dissociated fragments and the longitudinal momentum distribution of the dissociation
cross section can be obtained by convolving dB(E1)
dE
with appropriate functions
representing the number of virtual photons for each case, see Ref. [94] for details.
The arguments used to obtain such formulae are semi-classical, involve only first-order
coupling of the nucleus to the photon field, and neglect the halo-target interaction. But
all those approximations are accurate for a high-charge target, such as 208Pb, in the
regime of small-angle/large-impact-parameter scattering [174, 175].
Refs. [63, 95] describe such a Coulomb-dissociation experiment for 19C. There 19C
was scattered from a 208Pb target, and the neutron spectrum obtained as a function of
both energy and angle. The data for impact parameters R > 30 fm, where the nuclear
contribution to the breakup is negligible, is plotted (after rescaling as described above)
in Fig. 16.
These data are in good agreement with the universal curve if we take S1n = 0.58
MeV. This shows that the older value adopted for the separation energy, S1n = 0.16(11)
† Both here and in Ref. [170], the E1 photodissociation cross section is obtained from the measured
asymmetry via multiplication by the N2LO EFT cross section of Ref. [76, 171]. That calculation is
consistent with all extant low-energy cross section data. The errors shown for the E1 part of the cross
section in Fig. 15 do not include any uncertainty from the EFT’s N2LO total cross section.
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Figure 16. Rescaled Coulomb dissociation data from Refs. [87] (for 11Be, purple
squares) and [95] (for 19C, red and blue circles), each divided by the pertinent(
Cσ
Cσ,LO
)2
, compared to the universal leading-order Halo EFT prediction for dσ/dE.
Note that while the EFT prediction is universal, the experimental conditions (beam
energies, detector resolution, impact parameter) for the two Coulomb-dissociation
experiments were different, so the black curve shows the result for 19C and the grey
dashed curve for 11Be.
MeV [176, 177], cannot be correct. The universal behavior of the E1 strength, in
combination with these Coulomb-dissociation data, rule out such a small S1n for
19C.
In fact, the 19C Coulomb-dissociation data are divided by the ratio (Cσ/Cσ,LO)
2
extracted in Ref. [94] (see Sec. 4.4) using the red data points. The Halo EFT result is
then a prediction for the blue data points. Ref. [87] discusses an analogous experiment
for 11Be, where p-wave interactions play a larger role—see the next subsection for
discussion. In this case we take S1n = 0.50 MeV and the data are divided by the
ratio (Cσ/Cσ,LO)
2 computed using the ab initio No-Core Shell Model with Continuum
approach [91] that is described further in Sec. 6. The agreement between the 19C Halo
EFT result and the data is excellent, although it must be remembered that part of the
data was used to fix the ANC in this case. The rescaled Halo EFT curve also does
quite a good job in describing the shape of the 11Be data, although there the p-wave
interactions that generate the excited bound state of 11Be in the j = 1/2 channel reduce
the cross section from the universal curve, as we now discuss.
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4.3. The role of p-wave final-state interactions
The formulae given in the previous section apply to any one-neutron halo without a low-
energy p-wave resonance or bound state. 19C fits this description, see Table 1, and its
Coulomb dissociation was calculated in Ref. [94]. In contrast, some halo systems (e.g.,
15C and 11Be) have significant final-state p-wave interactions that affect their dipole-
strength distribution. These p-wave FSIs modify the above formulae. However, in the
power counting we have adopted in this review the modification occurs only at NLO,
because the p-wave phase shift is perturbatively small unless the scattering energy is
close to the bound state or resonances, see Eq. (85). That is not the power counting
that was adopted in Ref. [92] for 15C: there the power counting in which both a
(1/2)
1
and r
(1/2)
1 were fine tuned was employed for the
2P3/2 channel (we note that r
(1/2)
1 was
also taken to be positive in that work). Here we focus on the case of 11Be, where a
perturbative treatment of the FSI is well established.
In 11Be the 2P3/2 channel can be taken as non-interacting at NLO accuracy.
Meanwhile, the 2P1/2 channel of
10Be-neutron scattering has effective-range parameters
that obey a
(1/2)
1 ∼ M−1coreM−2halo and r(1/2)1 ∼ Mcore (see Sec. 3). This means the the
next-to-leading-order formula for the E1 strength has a term resulting from explicit
calculation of the second diagram in Fig. 14. The j = 1/2 amplitude can be written as:
M(j=1/2)E1 =
Cσ
Cσ,LO
Qeff
√
2γ0,σαeme
iδ
(1/2)
1 (p)
× 2p
3 cos(δ
(1/2)
1 (p)) + (γ
3
0,σ + 3p
2γ0,σ) sin(δ
(1/2)
1 (p))
p2(γ20,σ + p
2)2
, (112)
where p =
√
2µσE is the final-state momentum of the neutron-core state in its center-
of-mass frame. Eq. (112) is true regardless of the power counting employed for the
phase shift δ1/2. We convert this result to the j = 1/2 contribution to dB(E1)/dE via
Eq. (105), and then use (85) to expand the result in powers of Mhalo/Mcore and retain
only the leading- and next-to-leading-order terms in that expansion. This yields:
dB(E1)
dE
(j=1/2),NLO
= Q2effµσαem
γ0,σ
pi2
4p3
(p2 + γ20,σ)
4
(
C2σ
C2σ,LO
+
2γ0,σ
r
(1/2)
1
γ20,σ + 3p
2
p2 + γ21
)
. (113)
We note that the first term here is present even if there is no p-wave FSI. It tends to
increase the cross section. Meanwhile, the second term opposes this enhancement, since
r
(1/2)
1 < 0. It depends on the parameters of the p-wave FSI: the effective “range” r
(1/2)
1 ,
and the pole position γ1. This result must then be added to the contribution to the E1
strength from the j = 3/2 channel, cf. Eq. (104).
4.4. Application to 19C and 11Be
Since FSI is only a NLO effect in this power counting it follows that both nuclei have
a leading-order E1-strength distribution given by Eq. (106) with Cσ = Cσ,LO. At NLO
Cσ receives corrections that make it different from unity, and in
19C these are the only
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NLO effects. Eq. (106) then gives the dB(E1)/dE strength distribution once γ0,σ and
Cσ are known. The result is accurate up to FSI corrections, and these are suppressed
by (Mhalo/Mcore)
3 compared to leading. In fact, these FSI corrections can be calculated
using the approach of the previous subsection if the p-wave parameters in the pertinent
channel are known. The first counterterm in the E1 dissociation of an s-wave halo does
not occur until N4LO (see term proportional to L
(3/2)
E1 in Eq. (97)).
Ref. [94] fit the parameters γ0,σ and Cσ to the data of Ref. [95] taken at impact
parameters R > 30 fm and final-state n − 18C energies < 1 MeV. The 1σ confidence
intervals obtained were (520, 630) keV for S1n and (1.7, 3.2) fm for the effective range.
The mean values r0,σ = 2.6 fm and S1n = 575 keV were then used in the formula (27)
to remove the nucleus-specific factor (Cσ/Cσ,LO)
2 from the Coulomb-dissociation data
in Fig. 16.
Meanwhile 11Be is governed by the NLO formula (113). The p-wave inputs r
(1/2)
1
and γ1—as well as Cσ and γ0,σ—are needed for a prediction here, Eq. (113) receives
corrections at N2LO. Some of these are from N2LO terms we simply dropped in deriving
the result. But the strong p-wave FSI also means that L
(1/2)
E1 affects the E1 dissociation
of these s-wave halos already at N2LO. Since this counterterm also enters the 1/2+ to
1/2− E1 transition amplitude (see Sec. 4.8) it can, in principle, be fixed there. However,
only NLO accuracy has been achieved for 11Be Coulomb dissociation in Halo EFT.
4.5. Electric radius for s-wave halos
In this section we compute the electric form factor for an s-wave halo. Measurement
of any part of this form factor beyond the q2 part, i.e. the electric radius, is beyond
present experimental capabilities. However, experiments such as ELISE (Electron-Ion
Scattering in a Storage Ring Experiment) at FAIR [178] or SCRIT (Self-Confining
Radioactive Ion Target) at RIKEN [179] should be able to perform collisions between
electrons and exotic nuclei, thus mapping out the form factor’s q-dependence is not
beyond the bounds of possibility (cf. Ref. [180]). Of course, for the lightest s-wave
one-neutron halo, deuterium, this has already been done extensively [181].
The s-wave form factor is computed by calculating the σ-irreducible vertex function
for A0σσ interactions. This object represents a photon of four-momentum q coupling
to the σ state. After application of wave-function renormalization it is equal to
−ieQcF (σ)E (|q|), where q is the three-momentum of the virtual photon in the Breit frame.
At LO it turns out there is only one contribution to this vertex function, the first diagram
in Fig. 17. A straightforward calculation yields the LO—and hence universal—result
for the electric form factor of an s-wave one-neutron halo:
F
(σ)
E (|q|) =
2γ0,σ
f |q| arctan
(
f |q|
2γ0,σ
)
, (114)
with f = mn/Mσ = µσ/mc =
1
A+1
. Note that F
(σ)
E (0) = 1, as it should. For the
deuteron, we have f = 1/2, and this reduces to the LO result of Ref. [76].
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Figure 17. The LO and NLO contribution to the irreducible vertex for an A0 photon
to couple to the dimer representing an s-wave one-neutron halo. The same diagrams
arise for a p-wave one-neutron halo, although in that case they both occur at leading
order.
The electric radius of the s-wave state can be extracted according to:
F
(σ)
E (|q|) ≡ 1−
1
6
〈r2E〉(σ)q2 + . . . , (115)
and an expansion of Eq. (114) in powers of |q| then yields
〈r2E〉(σ) =
µ2σ
2m2cγ
2
0,σ
+ 〈r2E〉c +Q−1c 〈r2E〉n . (116)
Here we have added the electric radius of the core to the right-hand side of the equation—
as well as the typically much smaller radius of the neutron—since the observable that is
computed in Halo EFT is the electric radius of the halo ground state taking the core and
neutron as point particles. In atomic spectroscopy experiments the measured isotpoe
shift is, in fact, proportional to 〈r2E〉(σ) − 〈r2E〉c, but in order to facilitate comparison
with the way radii are usually quoted it is sensible to write the result as in Eq. (116).
At NLO there are two additions to this calculation: first, the NLO wave-function
renormalization, not the LO one, must be used in calculating the contribution of Fig. 17
to F
(σ)
E . This increases the size of F
(σ)
E by a factor of (Cσ/Cσ,LO)
2. The second addition
is that we must consider the operator associated with gauging the dimer kinetic term,
i.e. the piece of wσσ
†D0σ in Eq. (12) that is proportional to A0. This generates a
constant shift in the form factor that guarantees F
(σ)
E (0) = 1 (see right-hand diagram
in Fig. 17). This second effect does not, however, affect the |q| dependence of F (σ)E .
The overall result is an increased point electric radius at NLO, as long as r0 > 0, cf.
Refs. [71, 11, 66]:
〈r2E〉(σ)pt ≡ 〈r2E〉(σ) − 〈r2E〉c −Q−1c 〈r2E〉n =
C2σf
2
2C2σ,LOγ
2
0,σ
. (117)
The astute reader will already have noticed that the right-hand side of Eq. (117)
is of a very similar form to the Halo EFT result for the matter radius 〈r2nc〉, Eq. (34).
In fact, the only difference is that 〈r2E〉(σ)pt is smaller than 〈r2nc〉 by an overall factor of
f 2 = 1/(A + 1)2. This factor arises because only the core has an electric coupling, and
the electric radius is suppressed by a concomitant mass factor. However, the two radii
probe the same physics: that of the tail of the s-wave halo state’s wave function.
As emphasized in Sec. 2.2 the Halo EFT formula for the matter radius can
be obtained from a quantum-mechanical calculation with a zero-range s-wave wave
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function. A more rigorous way of obtaining the same result is to consider the form
factor for a current that couples to the mass, rather than to the electric charge, and
then imitate the field-theoretic presentation given in this section.
The result (117) for the point electric radius 〈r2E〉(σ)pt , is accurate up to corrections
of relative order (Mhalo/Mcore)
3. The first correction to it comes only from the operator
multiplying the constant LσC0 in Eq. (96). After wave-function renormalization this gives
an effect that is parameterically ∼Mhalo/M3core, and so is markedly suppressed compared
to the leading 1/M2halo piece of the difference of squared radii. Of course, in the case
of the electric radii this counting assumes that the suppression by f 2 also enters this
counterterm. If that is not the case, e.g., the counterterm represents a change in the
structure of the core induced by the presence of the neutron, then this short-distance
physics will have a larger impact than indicated by this simple power-counting estimate.
4.6. Application: electric radii of one-neutron halos
We have demonstrated that both 〈r2E〉 and 〈r2nc〉 are sensitive to the same halo physics.
Table 1 collected a number of measurements of matter radii and compared them to
predictions from Halo EFT. Good agreement was seen in almost all cases. However,
matter radii can be difficult to extract from data. In contrast, the measurement of an
isotope shift provides much cleaner information on 〈r2E〉. Unfortunately though, with
one exception, the electric radius is not as sensitive to the halo physics as the matter
radius, because of the suppression of the halo contribution by f 2 = 1/(A+ 1)2.
The one exception is deuterium. From the measurement of Ref. [84] of the hydrogen-
deuterium isotope shift of the 1S-2S transition we extract 〈r2E〉1/2pt = 1.97556(57) fm
(using a neutron charge-radius squared of 〈r2n〉 = −0.1161(22) fm2 [182].). This is slightly
discrepant with, but more accurate then, the deuteron point-charge radius we obtain
from combining the CREMA collaboration’s measurements of the 2S-2P transitions in
muonic deuterium and muonic hydrogen, 〈r2E〉1/2pt = 1.97335(102) fm [183] ‡. Both
are in remarkable agreement with the Halo EFT (or EFT(/pi)) prediction [76, 75],
〈r2E〉1/2pt = 1.977 fm.
Applying Eq. (117) to the ground state of 11Be, using as input the numbers for
S1n and Cσ/Cσ,LO from Table 1, we obtain 〈r2E〉(σ)pt,11Be = 0.39 fm2 at NLO. This is
a post-diction of the observable associated with the isotope shift, and extracted via
precise atomic spectroscopy: 〈r2E〉(σ)pt,11Be = 0.54(17) fm2 [184]. The NLO Halo EFT
result is consistent with this measurement. It assumes the ANC of the 11Be ground-
state obtained in the NCSMC calculation of Calci et al. [91]. For deuterium the ANC
can be obtained by analytic continuation of the neutron-proton 3S1 amplitude measured
in scattering experiments to the bound-state pole.
In the case of 19C Ref. [94] extracted the 19C ANC listed in Table 1 from Coulomb
dissociation data (cf. Sec. 4.4). Taking that prediction and the above formula for the
‡ For the purposes of this review we make no distinction between charge radii and electric radii.
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radius of an s-wave one-neutron halo yields
〈r2E〉(σ)pt,19C = 0.09+0.02−0.03fm2. (118)
Most of the error in this (very small) predicted isotope shift comes from uncertainties
in the 19C binding energy and ANC extracted from the Coulomb dissociation data.
A bound can be placed on the point electric radius of 19C using the extractions of
point-proton radii of 19C and 18C from the charge-changing reaction cross sections
reported in Ref. [88]. Assuming the errors quoted there are uncorrelated that bound is
〈r2E〉(σ)pt,19C ≤ 0.38 fm2 (at the 1σ level).
To our knowledge. for none of the other s-wave one-neutron halos we have discussed
has an electric radius been measured.
4.7. Sum rules for the dipole strength
The non-energy weighted sum rule (NEWSR) relates the two observables considered
so far in this section: the distribution of E1 strength, and the electric radius of the
one-neutron halo. Its quantum-mechanical derivation rests on writing
〈σ|r2|σ〉 =
∑
n
〈σ|r|n〉〈n|r|σ〉, (119)
where |σ〉 is the ground state of the nc halo and |n〉 is any complete set of states.
In order to relate 〈σ|r2|σ〉 to dB(E1)/dE the states |n〉 must be eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian that governs the neutron-core interaction. For a one-neutron halo without
p-wave enhancement, the NEWSR is usually written:∫
dE
dB(E1)
dE
=
3
4pi
αemQ
2
eff〈r2nc〉. (120)
Direct integration of Eq. (106) indeed produces a result that is in accord with Eq. (34).
An energy-weighted sum rule can also be derived—for any local potential—by
consideration of the matrix element of [r, [H, r]], and use of the fundamental commutator
[ri,pj] = iδij. This sum rule is:∫ ∞
0
(E + S1n)
dB(E1)
dE
=
9αemQ
2
eff
8piµσ
. (121)
It is important to note that the energy that appears in the integrand here is E + S1n,
and not just E [185]. The LO Halo EFT result for dB(E1)
dE
, Eq. (106) with Cσ = Cσ,LO,
obeys Eq. (121). At NLO the EWSR is not satisfied: the non-zero effective range is not
generated by a local potential in Halo EFT.
4.8. Bound-state observables for p-wave halos
We now discuss a variety of electromagnetic observables that can be measured in p-wave
one-neutron halo nuclei. We begin by examining the electric radius and the B(E1) value
for a transition from an s-wave to a p-wave halo state, both of which were first calculated
in Halo EFT in Ref. [66]. We examine how these results apply to 11Be, where such a
transition occurs.
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As in the s-wave case, we get the p-wave form factor by calculating contributions
to the pi-irreducible vertex function for A0pipi interactions. There are two diagrams at
LO; they have the topologies depicted in Fig. 17. The first diagram is analogous to
the LO one for the s-wave state, although in the p-wave case the dimer-neutron-core
vertices involve a derivative coupling that is not indicated in the figure. The second
again represents a direct coupling of the photon to the pi field, but, in contrast to the
s-wave case, it occurs already at LO, since the p-wave dimer pi must be dynamical at
leading order.
In the Breit frame the coupling of an A0 photon to the 1/2
− state can be written:
〈pi(1/2)γ (p′)|J0|pi(1/2)γ (p)〉 = − ieQc
∑
δij
(
1
2
δ1i
∣∣∣∣ 12γ
)(
1
2
δ1j
∣∣∣∣ 12γ
)
×
[
F
(pi)
E (|q|)δij +
1
2M2σ
F
(pi)
Q (|q|)
(
qiqj − q
2δij
3
)]
, (122)
where q = p′−p is the three-momentum of the virtual photon. Here we have expressed
the vertex function in terms of the electric and quadrupole form factors of a vector
field, although the quadrupole form factor is, in fact, unobservable in the 1/2− state.
Choosing q = |q|zˆ once again and performing a straightforward calculation yields:
F
(pi)
E (|q|) =
1
r
(1/2)
1 + 3γ1
[
r
(1/2)
1 +
1
|q|f
(
2|q|fγ1 + (|q|2f 2 + 2γ21) arctan
(
f |q|
2γ1
))]
, (123)
where again f = mn/Mσ = 1/(A + 1). For a strict LO result r
(1/2)
1 + 3γ1 should be
replaced by r
(1/2)
1 in Eq. (123).
F
(pi)
E (0) = 1, as required by charge conservation. The electric radius of the p-wave
state relative to the 10Be ground state can be extracted according to Eq. (115), and we
obtain
〈r2E〉(pi)pt = −
5f 2
2γ1r
(1/2)
1
(124)
Note that, once the suppression by f 2 is accounted for, this radius is ∼M−1haloM−1core, i.e.
the p-wave halo is intrinsically more compact than an s-wave one.
This can be easily understood using simple quantum-mechanical arguments and
asymptotic wave functions for the p-wave state. From this point of view the LO radius
of the p-wave state is:
〈r2E〉(pi)pt =
2γ21
−r(1/2)1
f 2
∫ ∞
0
dr r2
(
1 +
1
γ1r
)2
e−2γ1r . (125)
which reproduces Eq. (124). Since the integral is finite, we can compute the contribution
to it from values of r  1/γ1, and deduce that the short-distance part of the integral
contributes to the total result according to:
〈r2E〉(pi)SD
〈r2E〉(pi)pt
∼ Mhalo
Mcore
. (126)
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Such arguments using the asymptotic form of the co-ordinate space wave function can
be formalized using the renormalization group [186]. The parametric dependence of this
short-distance contribution on 1/Mcore agrees with the size of the counterterm obtained
from naive dimensional analysis in Sec. 4.1.
It might seem counterintuitive that there is a short-distance contribution to 〈r2E〉(pi)
already at NLO—especially when the corresponding effect does not occur in 〈r2E〉(σ) until
N3LO (see Eq. (98) and Ref. [76]). The physics of this is associated with the p-wave
neutron’s tendency to get caught between the attractive potential that produces the
excited state of 11Be and the centrifugal barrier. Observables associated with a shallow
p-wave bound state will, therefore, generically exhibit counterterms at lower order than
their s-wave counterparts.
A similar effect enhances the importance of short-distance physics in the E1
transition from the 1/2+ state to the 1/2− state (for a spin-zero core). Recall that
in Sec. 4.1 we already determined that the first counterterm would enter this observable
at NLO. The irreducible vertex for the s-wave-to-p-wave transition is depicted in Fig. 18.
We compute the transition for a photon of arbitrary four momentum k = (ω,k), and
the sum of diagrams yields the transition vertex function −iΓs′sµ where s′ (s) is the spin
projection of the 1/2− (1/2+) state and µ is the polarization index of the photon.
Figure 18. The two diagrams needed for the irreducible vertex that governs the
s-to-p-state transition, Γjµ in Halo EFT at leading order.
The two diagrams depicted in Fig. 18 are both divergent, but the divergences
cancel, as they must since gauge invariance precludes us from writing down any contact
interaction that contributes to this observable at leading order. We also find that the
sum of the two diagrams yields a conserved current [187]:
kµΓs′sµ = 0 . (127)
If only the long-distance E1 mechanism on the left-hand side of Fig. 18 is considered,
as was done, for example, in Ref. [188], then Eq. (127) is not satisfied.
Since we are considering electric properties, and the spin of the neutron is not
affected by the photon interaction, we can choose the photon to be traveling in the
zˆ direction, i.e., k = |k|zˆ, and it then follows, using the definition of B(E1) strength
(see, e.g. [148]), that the transition strength is related to the reduced, renormalizable
irreducible vertex Γ++3 by:
B(E1) =
3
4pi
(
Γ++3
ω
)2
. (128)
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Current conservation (127) provides an alternative way to calculate Γ++3, since it
relates the third component of the pertinent current to the zeroth component:
ωΓ++0 = |k|Γ++3 . (129)
But, for Γ++0, the diagram on the right of Fig. 18 needs not be considered, and so
Γ++0(k) ∝
∫
d3r
e−γ1r
r
(
1 +
1
γ1r
)
Y10(rˆ)e
ik·r e
−γ0,σr
r
, (130)
where there is a constant of proportionality here that we have omitted. As |k| → 0
Eq. (130) reduces to the canonical form of the E1 matrix element.
Evaluating the integral in either momentum or co-ordinate space yields:
B(E1) =
Q2ce
2f 2
3pi
γ0,σ
−r(1/2)1
[
2γ1 + γ0,σ
(γ0,σ + γ1)2
]2
(131)
as the LO Halo EFT result. No cutoff parameter is needed in order to get this finite
result for B(E1): our value is finite without regularization, c.f. Ref. [188]. We note
that the result (131) is “universal” in the sense that it applies to any E1 s-to-p-wave
transition in a one-neutron halo nucleus. Once r
(1/2)
1 , γ1, and γ0,σ are known for a given
one-neutron halo the prediction (131) is accurate up to corrections of order Mhalo/Mcore.
At the next order in the expansion there are corrections to the s-wave and p-wave
ANCs. Both tend to increase B(E1) over the LO prediction. Short-distance effects also
enter B(E1) at NLO. The B(E1) (1/2+ → 1/2−) transition therefore cannot be predicted
at NLO. This can be seen either from the presence of the operator ∼ L(1/2)E1 in Eq. (96),
or from a co-ordinate space argument similar to the one made above for the 1/2− state’s
charge radius.
4.9. Application: radius of and E1 transition to 1/2− state in 11Be
We choose to fix the value of the effective “range” r
(1/2)
1 in the 1/2
− channel in 11Be by
demanding that the experimental number for B(E1) obtained in Ref. [189]:
B(E1) = (0.098± 0.004) e2fm2 (132)
is reproduced by the LO expression (131). This gives:
r
(1/2) LO
1 = −0.71 fm−1, (133)
where we do not bother to propagate the error from the experiment, since NLO effects
are presumably a much larger source of uncertainty.
Numerical evaluation of the LO expression (124) then leads to the prediction for the
charge radius of the 11Be p-wave state relative to the 10Be ground state 〈r2E〉(pi)pt = 0.32
fm2 at LO. The NLO correction to the p-wave ANC C
(1/2)
1 produces a 20% increase in
〈r2E〉(pi)pt , in agreement with the expectation from the power counting for 11Be. However,
we remind the reader that there is no prediction for the charge radius at NLO, since
the operator ∼ pi(j) †α (∇2A0)pi(j)α enters at that order. Thus the only prediction we can
offer here is a leading-order one. Using again the experimental result for the 10Be charge
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radius [184], we predict the (full, with core-radius included) electric radius of the 1/2−
state as:
〈r2E〉1/211Be∗ = (2.42± 0.1) fm (134)
with the error solely from the anticipated size of NLO effects. To our knowledge there
is, as yet, no experimental determination of the electric radius of the 1/2− state in 11Be.
4.10. Radiative capture into a p-wave halo
We now turn our attention to radiative capture from an s-wave neutron-core state to
a shallow p-wave bound state, as occurs in the transition 7Li +n → 8Li +γ. In this
section we present a LO calculation of this process, as reported in Ref. [136].
Figure 19. Tree and loop diagrams for neutron-capture to 8Li and 8Li∗. The first
diagram is LO for both the initial spin channels: s = 2 and s = 1. The dominant
components in the initial state are 5S2 and
3S1, but d-wave components also contribute.
In the second diagram the incoming particles scatter in the s-wave, with that scattering
amplitude encoded in the EFT via an s-wave dimer propagator. Only the s = 2 channel
contributes at LO, while perturbative initial-state scattering effects in the s = 1 channel
enter at NLO.
The LO tree-level diagrams for the capture reaction are shown in Fig. 19. The
general incoming n-7Li state can be decomposed to states of initial spin s = 2 and s = 1.
Both spin channels play a role in the formation of the p-wave 8Li state, as discussed in
Sec. 3.6. Therefore, in each spin channel both s- and d-wave initial-state components can
contribute to the reaction. For the second, loop, diagram in Fig. 19 only the incoming s-
wave contributes, and then only for s = 2, where there is an unnaturally large scattering
length a(5S2) = −3.63(5) fm [190]. The s = 1 loop diagrams do not appear until NLO
because the scattering length in that channel is natural: a(3S1) = 0.87(7) fm [190].
The loop diagram thus generates an initial-state interaction that affects only the
5S2 → 8Li(2+) + γ partial cross section. The Lagrangian (96) implies that there is a
contact term associated with this E1 5S2 → 8Li transition already at NLO. However,
the LO capture amplitude in this channel is a prediction of the EFT.
The differential cross section for radiative capture of two non-relativistic particles
into a non-relativistic bound state is
dσ
dΩ
=
µσω
8pi2p
∑
i
|i · M|2 , (135)
where ω is the energy of the outgoing photon, p =
√
2µσE is the relative momentum
of the incoming particle pair and i are the photon polarization vectors. The vector
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amplitude M is for the capture process with a vector photon Ai being emitted. Any
spin indices associated with the incoming particles have been implicitly averaged over,
and those associated with the bound state are implicitly summed. Note that we are
working in Coulomb gauge, where the relation
i · q = 0 , (136)
for a real photon with momentum q, is fulfilled.
The diagrams in Fig. 19 then yield a partial cross section:
σ =
5pi
2
αemQ
2
cC
2
(5P2)
ω
m2cS1np
×
[
|1 +X(p; a(5S2), γ1)|2 −
4E
3(E + S1n)
(
S1n
E + S1n
+ Re[X(p; a(5S2), γ1)]
)]
. (137)
In Eq. (137) S1n =
γ21
2µσ
is the one-neutron separation energy of 8Li and X is a function
that encodes loop contributions for capture from an s-wave state of relative momentum
p, where there is a large scattering length, a0, to a p-wave state with binding momentum
γ1. It is defined as:
X(p; a0, γ1) ≡ −i
a−10 + ip
[
p− 2
3
i
γ31 − ip3
γ21 + p
2
]
. (138)
The factors of X are absent for the 3S1 initial state at leading order, since the scattering
length is natural there.
We display the LO result for capture into the ground and excited state in Fig. 20.
The nominal accuracy of the LO amplitude is ∼ γ1/r1 ≈ 20%, which translates into an
uncertainty of ≈ 40% for the cross section. There is also a much smaller uncertainty
(< 5%) in the cross-section prediction due to the uncertainties in the VMC ANCs, see
table 3. We find agreement between theory and experiment within the combined error
bars.
There is also data on the ratio of the partial cross sections associated with different
initial spin states as well as for the branching ratios to different final states. LO Halo
EFT results based on VMC ANCs agree very well with these data on relative amplitudes.
Considering first the relative contributions of different initial spin states at p = 0 gives
σ[(3S1)→ 2+]
σ[(5S2)→ 2+] =
(
CLO(3P2)
)2
(
CLO(5P2)
)2
(1− 2
3
γ1a(5S2))
2
. (139)
which says that the partial cross section for threshold or near-threshold capture from
the 5S2 initial state contributes 93% of the total. In Ref. [192] (c.f. Ref. [193]), an
experimental lower bound of 86% for this ratio has been reported. Ref. [136] also
predicted the corresponding ratio of s = 2 and s = 1 partial cross sections for capture
to the excited state, but there is no experimental data on this ratio.
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Figure 20. Total cross section × neutron velocity vs. neutron lab energy for 7Li(n, γ)
at leading order in Halo EFT. “g.s.” and “e.s.” correspond to capture to 8Li and 8Li∗,
while “tot” is the sum of these two; data from Ref. [191]. Figure from Ref. [136].
Finally, we discuss the branching ratio for capture to the ground state. Near
threshold, the ratio of capture cross sections is
σ(→ 1+)
σ(→ 2+) =
3
5
(
C˜LO(3P1)
)2
+
(
C˜LO(5P1)
)2
|1− 2
3
γ˜1a(5S2)|2(
CLO(3P2)
)2
+
(
CLO(5P2)
)2
|1− 2
3
γ1a(5S2)|2
.
(140)
Numerical evaluation then predicts a branching ratio of 0.88 for capture to the ground
state, with a theory uncertainty of ±0.04 [136]. Note that the initial-state interaction
effect of the large s-wave scattering length in s = 2 channels plays a role here.
Refs. [194, 195], report branching ratios of 0.89±0.01 for thermal neutrons and neutrons
with energies of 20–70 keV respectively. Both of these are in excellent agreement with
the Halo EFT number.
We note that this additional input information from ab initio calculations let
Ref. [136] predict ratios of partial cross sections in the 7Li(n, γ)8Li and 7Li(n, γ)8Li∗
reactions as dynamical quantities related to the couplings in the EFT Lagrangian. In
contrast, the couplings of spin channels in the final state were assumed for simplicity to
be equal in Ref. [146, 145] so that the branching ratios there carry no link to the actual
short-range physics at work in the n-7Li system. Reference [146] consequently failed to
satisfy the experimental lower bound on the fraction of the cross section to the ground
state that comes from the 5S2 initial state.
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Nucleus S2n [MeV] 〈r2E〉pt [fm2]
3H 8.48 1.30
11Li 0.3693(6) 0.744
14Be 1.27(13) 0.126
22C 0.11(6) 0.519+∞−0.274
Table 4. Two-neutron separation energies and leading-order electric radii squared for
four different two-neutron halos. Adapted from Refs. [133] and [130].
4.11. Electromagnetic radii of two-neutron halos
Once the radius 〈r2c−nn〉 has been computed as described in Section 2.5 we can then form
the point-electric radius of a two-neutron halo:
〈r2E〉pt =
(
2
A+ 2
)2
〈r2c−nn〉. (141)
This can be converted to a total electric radius by accounting for the finite electric radii
of the core and the neutrons. Ref. [196] developed a gauge invariant formalism for the
electric form factors of two-neutron halo nuclei and computed the electric radii of several
halo nuclei. However, their calculation contained an error in the pre-factor of one term,
as noted by Vanasse in Ref. [130]. In Table 4 we quote Vanasse’s LO electric radii
for 11Li, 12Be, and 22C, together with his earlier computation of the electric radius of
3H [133]. The input parameters are the neutron-neutron scattering length, the neutron-
core resonance energy, S1n—which is negative for all but
3H since the other three are
Borromean systems—and the two-neutron separation energy, S2n. The relevant S1n’s
are given in Table 1 and the assumed S2n is shown in Table 4.
Electric radii have been measured for 3H and 11Li. In the latter case Ref. [197]
updated the earlier experimental result of Ref. [198] to obtain 〈r2E〉11Li,pt = 1.104(85)
fm2. This disagrees with the LO Halo EFT result—but the disagreement could be
explained by the anticipated ≈ 40% NLO corrections that the point radius will receive
due to range effects. Indeed, in the case of the triton the LO result is also well away
from the experimental number of 2.55(11) fm2. However, Vanasse’s NLO calculation is
in perfect agreement with this result: corrections due to the finite effective ranges in
the NN system turn out to be large in this observable. Order-by-order results are:
〈r23H〉pt = 1.30 + 1.23 + 0.096 fm2. (142)
However, the triton remains the only two-neutron halo for which ranges are well-enough
determined for an accurate NLO calculation like this to have been completed. An NLO
computation of the 11Li electric radius would be an important further development—
especially in terms of investigating the role that p-wave interactions in the 10Li system
have on this observable. However, in order for a definitive NLO number for the 11Li
electric radius to emerge the value of the effective range for s-wave n-9Li scattering needs
to be pinned down.
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4.12. Coulomb dissociation of two-neutron halos
The E1 response of a two-neutron halo is also governed by a universal function, in close
analogy to the one-neutron case discussed above. Preliminary Halo EFT calculations in
this direction were reported in Refs. [185, 199, 200], following work within three-body
models in Refs. [201, 202]. In the case of 11Li, the calculation showed good agreement
with the E1 strength extracted from Coulomb dissociation data in Ref. [203] at transition
energies within the domain of validity of Halo EFT.
5. Halo EFT with Coulomb
5.1. Formalism
Halo systems with two or more charged particles also have electromagnetic interactions.
In Coulomb gauge, the interaction can be split into an instantaneous Coulomb
interaction and the exchange of transverse photons. In the low-energy regime, the
dominant effect is given by the Coulomb interaction, i.e., a static 1/r potential between
charged particles. The exchange of transverse photons, as well as magnetic interactions,
are suppressed by (p/m)2 where p is a typical momentum and m the mass of the particle.
In halo nuclei the Coulomb interaction is repulsive. Its presence introduces a new
scale, the Coulomb momentum kC , which is given by the inverse Bohr radius of the
system. This scale kC is independent of the scales Mhalo and Mcore and complicates the
power counting. In the effective Lagrangian, the Coulomb interaction between the core
and a halo proton can be incorporated as a non-local term
LCb =
−e2Qc
q2
∫
d3y e−iq·(x−y)c†(x)c(x)p†(y)p(y)
∣∣∣∣
y0=x0
, (143)
where Qc is the charge of the core, q is the three-momentum transfer, and c (p) denote
core (proton) fields, repectively. The full interaction between the proton and the core
then consists of the long-range Coulomb photon exchange and the short-range strong
interactions. In Halo EFT, the latter are represented by contact interactions while the
Coulomb interaction must be treated explicitly. A central issue is the relative importance
of these contributions, which is characterized by the Sommerfeld parameter η = kC/p,
where kC = Qcαemµ is the Coulomb momentum scale, with µ the reduced mass of the
system and p a typical momentum of order Mhalo. Thus, at low energies η & 1 and
Coulomb becomes non-perturbative. At sufficiently high (binding) energy, however,
Coulomb can be included in perturbation theory. We will discuss several examples
below.
The Coulomb interaction was first included in the framework of pionless EFT by
Kong and Ravndal for the case η & 1 [204, 205]. They calculated low-energy proton-
proton scattering in an effective field theory with four-proton contact interactions.
Here, we focus on halo nuclei and use a dimer formalism following the discussion in
Refs. [206, 207]. We will also consider the case η & 1.
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Figure 21. Integral equation for the full halo propagator (thick line). The double
solid/dashed line denotes the bare halo propagator, the dashed single line denotes
the core field, the solid single line denotes the proton field and the shaded blob the
Coulomb four-point function χ defined in Fig. 22.
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Figure 22. The four-point function χ defined iteratively. The wiggly line denotes
a Coulomb photon exchange. External propagators are amputated. Otherwise, the
notation is as in Fig. 21.
We start with s-wave interactions and later discuss the extension to p-waves. The
Lagrangians for the strong proton-core and proton-proton interactions are as in Eqs. (11,
12), with n replaced by p, respectively. Similarly, the propagators for c and p are
obtained from Eq. (14). For convenience, we will also define the noninteracting proton-
core Green’s function in the center-of-mass frame,
iG0(E,p) =
i
E − p2/(2µσ) + i , (144)
where µσ denotes the reduced mass of the proton-core system which is represented by
the σ field. Analogously, the proton-proton system is represented by the d field.
In the dimer propagators for the σ and d fields, the Coulomb interaction has to be
included. Since we only consider one-proton halos, we discuss the σ propagator in detail.
The d propagator, which is relevant for the proton-proton system and for two-proton
halos, can be obtained analogously.
The proton-core propagator at rest is given by
iD(bare)σ (E,0) ≡ iD(bare)σ (E) =
i
∆σ + wσ (E + i)
. (145)
The corresponding propagator for finite momentum p can always be obtained by
replacing E → E − p2/(2Mσ). The power counting for large scattering length requires
that the s-wave interaction is summed up to all orders [208, 72, 73]. The resulting full
σ propagator is thus given by the integral equation shown in Fig. 21. For a σ field at
rest, we obtain
iDσ(E) =
i
∆σ + wσ (E + i)− Σ(E) . (146)
The irreducible self-energy, Σ, now includes strong and Coulomb interactions and will
be discussed below.
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We include the Coulomb interaction between the core and the valence proton
through the full Coulomb Green’s function,
〈k|GC(E)|p〉 = −G0(E,k)χ(k,p;E)G0(E,p) , (147)
where p and k are the relative incoming and outgoing momenta and E is the energy.
The momentum-space Coulomb four-point function χ in the center-of-mass frame of
the proton and the core is given by the integral equation depicted in Fig. 22. To
distinguish coordinate-space from momentum-space states we denote the former with
round brackets, i.e., |r). The Coulomb Green’s function can be expressed via its spectral
representation in coordinate space
(r|GC(E)|r′) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
ψp(r)ψ
∗
p(r
′)
E − p2/(2µσ) + i , (148)
where the Coulomb wave function ψp(r) is the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for
a Coulomb potential. We express ψp(r) through its partial wave expansion
ψp(r) =
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)il exp (iσl)
Fl(η, ρ)
ρ
Pl(pˆ · rˆ), (149)
where ρ = pr and η = kC/p is the Sommerfeld parameter. We have also introduced the
pure Coulomb phase shift σl = arg Γ(l + 1 + iη). For the Coulomb functions Fl and Gl,
we use the conventions of Ref. [209]. The regular Coulomb function Fl can be expressed
in terms of the Whittaker M-function according to
Fl(η, ρ) = Al(η)Miη,l+1/2(2iρ), (150)
with
Al(η) =
|Γ(l + 1 + iη)| exp [−piη/2− i(l + 1)pi/2]
2(2l + 1)!
. (151)
We will also need the irregular Coulomb wave function, Gl, which is given by
Gl(η, ρ) = iFl(η, ρ) +Bl(η)Wiη,l+1/2(2iρ) , (152)
where W is the Whittaker W-function and the coefficient Bl is defined as
Bl(η) =
exp (piη/2 + ilpi/2)
exp(i arg Γ(l + 1 + iη))
. (153)
Finally, the absolute value and the argument of the Γ-function are given by
|Γ(l + 1 + iη)| =
√
Γ(l + 1 + iη)Γ(l + 1− iη) (154)
and
exp(i arg Γ(l + 1 + iη)) =
√
Γ(l + 1 + iη)
Γ(l + 1− iη) . (155)
To obtain the full σ propagator Dσ, which includes strong and Coulomb
interactions, we calculate the irreducible self-energy shown in Fig. 23. Using Eq. (147),
it can be expressed as
−iΣ(E) = −ig2σ
∫
d3k1d
3k2
(2pi)6
〈k2|GC(E)|k1〉, (156)
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Figure 23. Feynman diagram for the irreducible self energy. The injected four-
momentum is (E,0). External legs are amputated. Otherwise, the notation is as in
Fig. 21.
which can be written in coordinate space using Fourier transformations:
Σ(E) = g2σ(0|GC(E)|0)
= g2σ
(
Λ
2
)4−D ∫
dD−1p
(2pi)D−1
ψp(0)ψ
∗
p(0)
E − p2/(2µσ) + i , (157)
where we have continued the last integral to D − 1 spatial dimensions, and introduced
the renormalization scale Λ to maintain the correct dimensionality of Σ(E). Evaluating
this integral using dimensional regularization, we obtain [205]
Σ(E) = −g2σ
kCµσ
pi
H(η)− Σdiv, (158)
with
H(η) = ψ(iη) +
1
2iη
− log (iη), (159)
where ψ(z) = Γ′(z)/Γ(z) is the logarithmic derivative of the Gamma function and
η = kC/k. In the strong Coulomb regime with η & 1, the function H(η) can be
expanded as
H(η) =
1
12η2
+
1
120η4
+ . . .+
ipi
e2piη − 1 , (160)
leading to a simplified treatment of the Coulomb interaction [210]. Note that H(η) has
nothing to do with the three-body force H(Λ) that appeared earlier. The difference
between the two functions is obvious from the context.
Using PDS [72, 73], the divergent part of Σ is given by
Σdiv = −g
2
σkCµσ
pi
[ 1
3−D + log
(√
piΛ
2kC
)
+ 1− 3CE
2
]
+
g2σµσΛ
2pi
, (161)
where CE = 0.5772 is Euler’s constant. Note that Σ
div is independent of energy and
therefore will vanish when we take the energy derivative of the irreducible self-energy
to arrive at the LSZ residue below. Moreover, Eq. (161) absorbs two divergences into a
single parameter: the linear dependence on Λ from the PDS scheme and a logarithmic
term in Λ from the one photon exchange. An alternative scheme for the perturbative
case η  1 that isolates the linear and logarithmic divergences has been suggested in
Ref. [211].
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Figure 24. Scattering amplitude, tCS , for elastic proton-core scattering. The notation
is as in Fig. 21.
5.2. Renormalization
Expressions for EFT low-energy constants such as gσ and ∆σ defined above are
frequently obtained by matching them to elastic scattering observables. The full
amplitude for elastic proton-core scattering consists of two parts: the amplitude for
pure Coulomb scattering tC and the Coulomb-modified strong scattering amplitude tCS.
The former is essentially given by the four-point function χ depicted in Fig. 22. For
matching to the Coulomb-modified effective range expansion only the latter amplitude
tCS is required. The amplitude tCS is obtained from the diagram in Fig. 24 and evaluates
to
it0,σ(E) = ig
2
σ exp (2iσ0)C
2
ηDσ(E) , (162)
with the Gamow-Sommerfeld factor C2η = Γ(1 + iη)Γ(1− iη). The index CS has been
dropped for convenience.
In the absence of the Coulomb interaction, the t-matrix is usually expressed
in terms of effective range parameters. However, it is not possible to separate the
strong interaction from the Coulomb interaction in a model-independent way [204, 205].
Therefore one uses the so-called Coulomb-modified effective range expansion [212] to
relate the phase shifts to redefined effective range parameters. The t-matrix is then
written
t0,σ(E) = −2pi
µσ
C2η exp (2iσ0)
kC2η(cot δ0 − i)
, (163)
where the total phase shift is given by σ0 + δ0. The s-wave Coulomb-modified ERE is
kC2η(cot δ0 − i) + 2kCH(η) = −
1
aC0,σ
+
1
2
rC0,σk
2 + . . . , (164)
where aC0,σ and r
C
0,σ are the Coulomb-modified scattering length and effective range,
respectively. In Eq. (164), the imaginary part of 2kCH(η) exactly cancels −ikC2η , leaving
an analytic, real function of k2.
Comparing Eqs. (162) and (163), order by order in the momentum k, we can express
the Coulomb-modified scattering length and effective range in terms of the low-energy
coupling constants gσ and ∆σ
1
aC0,σ
=
2pi
g2σµσ
(
∆σ + Σ
div
)
, (165)
rC0,σ = −
2piwσ
g2σµ
2
σ
. (166)
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These equations are the equivalent of Eqs. (19a), (19b) in the presence of Coulomb
interactions. Equation (165) shows how the low-energy constant ∆σ absorbs the
divergent part of the irreducible self-energy Σdiv. Note that here and below LO results
can be obtained by setting wσ = 0. When this is done results in the EFT depend only
on the combination ∆σ/g
2
σ.
The residue at the bound state, E = −B, of the full σ propagator defines the
wave-function renormalization, which is required for the calculation of bound-state
observables. Note that we keep the formalism general here. In our application to
proton halos below, B is to be identified with the one-proton separation energy, S1p.
Using Eq. (23) and the matching condition Eq. (166), we obtain
Zσ =
1
wσ − Σ′(−B) =
6pikC
g2σµ
2
σ
−1
H˜(γ, kC)− 3kCrC0,σ
, (167)
In writing Eq. (167), we have defined the function
H˜(γ, kC) =
6k2C
µσ
d
dE
H(η)
∣∣∣∣
E=−B
, (168)
with the binding momentum γ =
√
2µσB. The expression Eq. (167) is valid at next-to-
leading order (NLO), since it includes the effective-range correction. The corresponding
expression at leading order (LO) is obtained by setting rC0,σ to zero in Eq. (167).
If the ratio between the binding momentum and Coulomb momentum γ/kC is small,
we can use the expansion in Eq. (160) to obtain
H˜(γ, kC) = 1− γ
2
5k2C
+
γ4
7k4C
+ . . . . (169)
Thus, for systems where the separation γ  kC is fulfilled we can use H˜(γ, kC)→ 1 in
all expressions [210].
The residue Zσ can be related to the asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC),
Cσ, or to experimental radiative capture data. The ANC is defined as the coefficient in
the asymptotic bound state wavefunction
wl(r) = CσW−iη,l+1/2(2γr), (170)
where W is the Whittaker-W function. The Z-factor is related to the ANC according
to
Zσ =
−pi
g2σµ
2
σ [Γ(1 + kC/γ)]
2C
2
σ. (171)
At LO, the wave-function renormalization is determined solely by γ and kC, as can be
seen in Eq. (167) with rC0,σ = 0, and as such the ANC is predicted to LO accuracy as
Cσ,LO =
√
6kC
H˜(γ, kC)
Γ(1 + kC/γ). (172)
At NLO, rC0,σ contributes as well. It is advantageous to use the z-parametrization
and fix Zσ directly from the ANC. For this purpose, it is useful to define the NLO
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wavefunction renormalization in terms of the matching to the ANC, Eq. (171). The
ratio to the LO residue is then obtained as
Zσ
Zσ,LO
=
C2σ
C2σ,LO
. (173)
It is important to note that Zσ and the ANC receive contributions from all ERE
parameters. As such the expression (167) is only valid at NLO. However, the matching
(171) itself is valid at any order in the power counting and there is no EFT error due
to the non-inclusion of higher-order contact interactions.
For completeness, we also provide expressions for the effective range and the
scattering length in the z-parameterization, up to corrections due to higher-order
ERE parameters. For a given one-proton separation energy B = γ2/(2µσ), the ANC
determines the Coulomb-modified effective range
rC0,σ =
H˜(γ, kC)
3kC
− 2[Γ(1 + kC/γ)]
2
C2σ
(174)
combining Eqs. (167) and (171). The Coulomb-modified scattering length is then
obtained from the pole position of the t-matrix (163), that is
aC0,σ = −
2
4kCH(−ikC/γ) + γ2rC0,σ
. (175)
These s-wave effective-range-expansion results are accurate up to corrections due to
the shape parameter in the ERE. It is therefore important to note that, if the ERE
parameters are to be extracted to high accuracy from the ANC, one would need to
derive the expressions (174) and (175) to higher orders. Vice versa, if the ANC is to be
predicted accurately from elastic scattering data, then the expression (167) needs to be
improved by including dependencies of additional ERE parameters.
5.3. Applications to Scattering
Kong and Ravndal first included Coulomb interactions in the pionless effective field
theory using the PDS regularization scheme [204, 205]. They considered proton-
proton scattering near threshold were the Coulomb interaction is strong and needs to
be included nonperturbatively at leading order. In particular, they showed that the
extraction of a strong proton-proton scattering length app from the standard Coulomb-
modified scattering length aCpp is scheme-dependent and depends on the renormalization
scale Λ
1
app(Λ)
=
1
aCpp
+ αemmn
[
log
( √
piΛ
αemmn
)
+ 1− 3CE
2
]
, (176)
since the short-distance parts of the Coulomb and strong interactions cannot be
uniquely separated. The effective range, however, remains unaffected by Coulomb
interactions. Complementary renormalization group treatments of the pp system can
be found in Refs. [213, 214]. An application to proton-α scattering is discussed in
[215]. The same power counting also applies to the excited 1/2+ state of 17F. Using the
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Figure 25. The αα s-wave phase shift δc0 as a function of the laboratory energy ELab.
The EFT results in LO and NLO from Ref. [210] are given by the (blue) dashed and
(red) solid lines, respectively. The experimental phase shifts are shown as (black) solid
circles with error bars [217].
formalism described above, Ryberg and collaborators calculated the electric radius and
the astrophysical S-factor for low-energy proton capture [206, 207]. They also provided
a general discussion of the suppression of proton halos compared to neutron halos by
the need for two fine tunings in the underlying theory.
This treatment of Coulomb, however, is not appropriate for all weakly-bound
systems in which Coulomb interactions are present. An example is given by the α − α
system at low energies which is highly fine tuned [210]. Due to the delicate interplay
between attraction from the strong interaction and the Coulomb repulsion, there is
a narrow resonance at an energy of about 0.1 MeV in this system. The scenario of
Ref. [210] can be viewed as an expansion around the limit where, when electromagnetic
interactions are turned off, the 8Be ground state is at threshold and exhibits conformal
invariance. This implies treating the Coulomb momentum kC as a high-momentum
scale and expanding observables in k/kC , using the expansion in Eq. (160) such that
the inverse of the amplitude tCS becomes proportional to
− 1
aC0,σ
+ rC0,σk
2/2− 2kCH(η) + . . . . (177)
The corresonding phase shifts are shown in Fig. 25. When Coulomb interactions are
turned off, the third term of Eq. (177) becomes the usual unitarity term ik. Since
aC0,σ ∼ Mcore/M2halo and rC0,σ ∼ M−1core, the first two terms are subleading corrections for
momenta k ∼ Mhalo and only the unitarity term remains at leading order. Therefore,
at leading order the 8Be system shows conformal invariance, and the corresponding 3-
body system 12C acquires an exact Efimov spectrum [26]. This is a possible realization
of the unitary limit. When Coulomb is restored, the Coulomb potential breaks scale
invariance and the three terms in Eq. (177) are of comparable size. However, the fact
that the 8Be ground state stays close to threshold can be seen as a remnant of the
now broken conformal symmetry. This scenario provides a possible realization of the
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Figure 26. The diagrams contributing to the charge form factor at LO. The notation
is as in Fig. 21.
conjecture that the Hoyle state in 12C could be considered an approximate Efimov state
of α particles [26]. The properties of this state will be modified by the long-range
Coulomb interaction once it is restored [216].
5.4. Form Factors
We now move on to a calculation of the electric form factor of an s-wave proton halo to
NLO. At LO there are two loop diagrams, ΓLO(|q|), and at NLO a constant tree-level
diagram, ΓNLO, enters. We derive and evaluate these diagrams below. The electric form
factor is then given by the sum of diagrams
F
(σ)
E (|q|) =
Zσ
e(Qc + 1)
[ΓLO(|q|) + ΓNLO(|q|) + . . .] . (178)
5.4.1. Leading order At leading order, we have to consider the diagrams shown in
Fig. 26. In contrast to neutron halos, the photon couples to both single-particle lines
through the operator ψ†A0ψ where ψ can be a proton field p or a core field c. We choose
incoming and outgoing total four-momenta as (E,−q/2) and (E,q/2), respectively,
where E = −B+|q|2/(8Mσ). After carrying out the integrals over the zero component of
the loop momenta the resulting amplitude can be simplified using the Coulomb Green’s
function in Eq. (147). This leads to
iΓLO(|q|) = ig2σeQc
∫
d3k1d
3k2d
3k3
(2pi)9
〈k3|GC(−B)|k2 − fq/2〉
× 〈k2 + fq/2|GC(−B)|k1〉+ [(f → 1− f), (Qc → 1)] ,(179)
where f = mn/Mσ = 1/(A + 1). Fourier transforming each of the momentum-space
bras and kets, we arrive at the coordinate-space integral
iΓLO(|q|) = ig2σeQc
∫
d3r
(2pi)3
(0|GC(−B)|r) exp (ifq · r) (r|GC(−B)|0)
+ [(f → 1− f), (Qc → 1)] , (180)
which is much more convenient to use. In Eq. (180), the diagram in Fig. 26 is also better
visualized. It consists of two Coulomb Green’s functions, that propagate the fields from
separation zero to r and back from separation r to zero, respectively, and the current
operator in between the propagators. Since the Coulomb Green’s functions have one end
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at zero separation, only their s-wave part will contribute. We thus expand the Coulomb
Green’s function in partial waves
(r′|GC(E)|r) =
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)G
(l)
C (E; r
′, r)Pl(rˆ′ · rˆ). (181)
and obtain [207]
(0|GC(−B)|r) = G(0)C (−B; 0, r) = −
µσΓ(1 + kC/γ)
2pi
W−kC/γ,1/2(2γr)
r
. (182)
The integral (180) can now be written as
iΓLO(|q|) = ig
2
σeQcµ
2
σ
8pi4
[Γ(1 + kC/γ)]
2
∫
dr j0(fr|q|)[W−kC/γ,1/2(2γr)]2
+ [(f → 1− f), (Qc → 1)] , (183)
which can be evaluated numerically. The charge form factor is given by Eq. (178)
and the LO electric radius is obtained in terms of the loop-integral ΓLO(|q|) and the
wavefunction renormalization ZLO:
〈r2E〉(σ)pt,LO = −
3Zσ,LO
e(Qc + 1)
d2
d|q|2 ΓLO(|q|)
∣∣∣∣
|q|=0
. (184)
We go on to demonstrate that the electric form factor is normalized correctly to 1
at |q| = 0. Starting from the coordinate-space integral (180) at |q| = 0 and the spectral
representation of the Coulomb Green’s function
(0|GC(E)|r) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
ψp(0)ψ
∗
p(r)
E − p2/(2µσ) + iε , (185)
we find that
ΓLO(0) = g
2
σe(Qc + 1)
∫
d3r |(0|GC(−B)|r)|2
= g2σe(Qc + 1)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
ψp(0)ψ
∗
p(0)
(−B − p2/(2µσ))2
= −e(Qc + 1)Σ′(−B) . (186)
In the first step above the orthonormality of the Coulomb wavefunctions was used.
The correct normalization of the LO electric form factor now follows from combining
Eqs. (178), (186) and (167).
5.4.2. Next-to-leading order At NLO the full LSZ residue Zσ from Eq. (171) must be
used instead of Zσ,LO and the NLO operator σ
†A0σ enters through the right diagram in
Fig. 17. Its contribution is given by the Feynman rule for an A0 photon coupling to the
σ field
iΓNLO = −iwσe(Qc + 1) . (187)
Thus the NLO correction (187) is independent of the momentum transfer |q|.
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Figure 27. The diagrams for radiative capture at LO. The notation is as in Fig. 21
and time flows from right to left.
The NLO electric form factor is given by the sum of the diagrams up to NLO,
according to Eq. (178). Using Eqs. (186), (167), and (187), as well as the formula (178)
it is clear that the electric form factor at |q| = 0 is still normalized to unity. The electric
radius is then given by the order |q|2 part of the LO loop-integral (183) together with
the full wavefunction renormalization (171). The resulting electric radius is
〈r2E〉(σ)pt,NLO = −
3Zσ
e(Qc + 1)
d2
d|q|2 ΓLO(|q|)
∣∣∣∣
|q|=0
. (188)
The NLO electric radius (188) is different from the LO result by a factor Zσ/Zσ,LO =
C2σ/C
2
σ,LO (cf. Eq. (173)) which is proportional to the square of the ANC.
At higher orders there are various types of corrections. Firstly, there are local
short-range operators ψ† [∇2A0 − ∂0(∇ ·A)]ψ (ψ = c, p), which enter with finite-size
contributions of the core and proton fields. Similar to what was done in Sec. 4, these
higher-order finite-size contributions can be added in a straightforward way, yielding
〈r2E〉 = 〈r2E〉pt +
Qc
Qc + 1
〈r2E〉c +
1
Qc + 1
〈r2E〉p. (189)
Secondly, there is a local short-range operator σ† [∇2A0 − ∂0(∇ ·A)]σ, that comes in
with an undetermined short-range parameter.
5.5. Radiative Capture
In this subsection we consider radiative E1 capture of a proton into a halo state including
range corrections. Specifically, we assume a spin zero core and capture of the proton
into an s-wave state with JP = 1/2+, which requires the incoming particle pair to have
relative angular momentum l ≥ 1. These quantum numbers are relevant for the capture
process 16O(p, γ)17F∗, which will be discussed as an application below.
We present our results in terms of the astrophysical S-factor, which is defined as
S(E) = E exp (2piη)σtot(E) , (190)
with the incoming center-of-mass energy E and the total cross section σtot. This removes
the otherwise dominant exponential suppression of the capture cross section at energies
below the Coulomb barrier.
5.5.1. Leading order At leading order, we only need to consider diagrams where
the photon couples to one of the single-particle lines, that is through the operator
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ie ψ†Qˆ A · ∇ψ/m (ψ = c, p). All diagrams which have the incoming particle pair in a
relative s-wave vanish because we are considering E1 capture which changes the angular
momentum by one unit. Since the p-wave dominates at low energies, we neglect all
partial waves with l ≥ 2. The two radiative capture diagrams of interest are shown
in Fig. 27. These diagrams are to be read from the right to the left, that is with the
incoming proton-core pair on the right-hand side and the outgoing bound state to the
left. We will write them using the pure Coulomb t-matrix TC [218]. The four-point
function χ defined in Fig. 22 is directly proportional to the Coulomb Green’s function
GC and receives contributions from the Coulomb t-matrix TC as well as from the free
propagation of the core-proton system (cf. Fig. 22). In the center-of-mass of the halo
and the radiated photon, the momentum-space diagrams from Fig. 27 become
iM = −igσ
√
Zσ,LO
eQcf
µσ
∫
d3k1d
3k2
(2pi)6
G0(−B,k2 + fq)χ(k2 + fq,k1 + fq,−B)
×G0(−B,k1 + fq) k1
[
δ3(p− k1) +
[
E − k21/(2µσ)
]−1
TC(k1,p)
]
− [(f → 1− f) , (Qc → 1)] . (191)
where we have separated the contributions from the Coulomb t-matrix TC and the free
propagation of the core-proton system in the initial state. In the final state, we use the
Coulomb four-point function χ as before. The total energy flowing through the diagram
is E = −B + ω + ω2/(2Mσ) = p2/(2µσ).
Then, using the relation [218]
ψp(k1) = δ
3(k1 − p) +
[
E − k21/(2µσ)
]−1
TC(k1,p) (192)
for the Coulomb wave function and replacing the four-point function χ with Eq. (147)
the integral (191) can be expressed as:
iM = − igσ
√
Zσ,LO
eQcf
µσ
∫
d3k1d
3k2
(2pi)6
〈k2|GC(−B)|k1 + fq〉 k1 ψp(k1)
− [(f → 1− f) , (Qc → 1)] (193)
Performing Fourier transforms and using k1 exp (ik1 · r2) = −i∇2 exp (ik1 · r2) we can
write the integral (193) as
iM = gσ
√
Zσ,LO
eQcf
µσ
∫
d3r G
(0)
C (−B; 0, r) exp (−ifωr cos θ) (∇ψp(r))
− [(f → 1− f) , (Qc → 1)] . (194)
Finally, summing over all polarizations and doing the angular integration, the amplitude
squared in Eq. (194) evaluates to∑
i
|i · M|2 =
∣∣∣∣√Zσ,LO sin θ(cosφ+ sinφ)4pigσeQcf exp (iσ1)µσp
×
∫
dr G
(0)
C (−B; 0, r)j0(fωr)
∂
∂r
[rF1(kC/p, pr)]− [(f → 1− f) , (Qc → 1)]
∣∣∣∣2.(195)
This integral can be calculated numerically, using the s-wave projected Coulomb Green’s
function and the regular Coulomb wave function.
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Figure 28. The capture diagram entering at N4LO. The notation is as in Fig. 21
and time flows from right to left. The diamond vertex corresponds to the short-range
interaction of Eq. (97).
5.5.2. Next-to-leading order The higher-order ERE parameters appear with ∇+ ieQˆA
operators that, in principle, can give contributions to the radiative-capture amplitude.
However, the diagrams with these higher-order ERE operators are diagrams with initial-
wave scattering due to the strong force. Since we only have included the resonant s-wave
part of the strong interaction these initial-wave scattering diagrams are identically zero,
which can be understood from the fact that the E1 capture process changes the angular
momentum by one. If we were to include also the non-resonant p-wave interaction
explicitly in the field theory, then the effective range, the shape parameter, and so on,
would contribute through diagrams with initial p-wave scattering. The physics of these
diagrams is implicitly included in local short-range operators with growing powers of
the photon energy ω. Such an operator is explicitly discussed below.
Consequently, there are no additional capture diagrams to consider at NLO. The
only contribution at NLO is due to the change in the wavefunction renormalization.
This leads to a constant factor
Zσ
Zσ,LO
=
C2σ
C2σ,LO
=
H˜(γ, kC)
H˜(γ, kC)− 3kCrC0,σ
(196)
difference compared to the LO result. It is important to note that if rC0,σ ≈
H˜(γ, kC)/(3kC), or equivalently if the ANC Cσ is very large, then the NLO correction
will be large, too. We discuss this case in more detail in Sec. 5.6.
5.5.3. Higher Orders At N4LO the short-range E1 operator from Eq. (97) appears.
This short-range interaction is simply a contact vertex, where the incoming proton-core
pair is in a relative p-wave. Note, that in the present case the j = 1/2 and j = 3/2
channels contribute. The operator (97) gives rise to the capture diagram in Fig. 28.
The tree-level amplitude is given by
M = D(E1)
√
Zσω exp (iσ1)p
√
(1 + η2)C2η . (197)
The derivation of the amplitude (197) involves the evaluation of the p-wave integral∫
d3k
(2pi)3
kψp(k) = − exp (iσ1)p
√
(1 + η2)C2η , where σ1 is the pure Coulomb phase shift in
the p-wave. The symbol D(E1) has been introduced as a compact notation for the total
constant of proportionality and includes both spin channels.
The next relevant operator includes an additional time derivative acting on the
photon field and enters at N6LO and as such this calculation is valid up to N5LO.
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Figure 29. Energy dependent S-factor for 16O(p, γ)17F∗ fitted to experimental data
by Morlock et al. [219]. The error bands correspond to the model error from omitted
terms at higher orders. See text for details. (Figure taken from Ref. [207].)
It should be noted that if the strong p-wave interaction is included explicitly into
the field theory then there would also exist local non-minimal operators of the form [66]
pi†(∂0Aj −∇jA0)pi, where pi is a p-wave dicluster field (the spin indices on the dicluster
fields have been suppressed). If the p-wave is enhanced this operator would appear
already at NLO. However, as has already been mentioned, we have no reason to suspect
that the p-wave interaction is enhanced. In the following application to 16O(p, γ)17F∗,
we will assume that it does not enter up to N5LO.
5.5.4. Application to 16O(p, γ)17F∗ In Ref. [207], this formalism was applied to the
excited 1/2+ state of 17F which is an s-wave halo state of the valence proton and the
16O(0+) core. Their results for the radiative proton capture reaction 16O(p, γ)17F∗,
together with data by Morlock et al. [219], are shown in Fig. 29. The green dashed line
is the Halo EFT result valid up to N3LO. The single free parameter of the theory is the
ANC which was fitted to the experimental data by Morlock et al. [219] by minimizing
an objective function that takes into account experimental errors and theoretical errors
from the truncation of the EFT expansion (See Ref. [207] for details). Taking energy-
dependent EFT errors into account allowed them to include data up to a center-of-mass
energy of 2.3 MeV. They determined the amplitude, CEFT, of the EFT error which
scale as (p/Mcore)
4 by the statistical guiding principle that the total χ2 per degree of
freedom should be unity.† The constant CEFT is expected to be of natural size and is
† Note that the Morlock data has a normalization error of 10%, which was subtracted in quadrature
from the total experimental error during the fitting procedure. This normalization error was added
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determined iteratively such that the χ2 per degree of freedom is minimized to unity. This
systematical theory error at N3LO is shown as a green band in Fig. 29, with CEFT = 6.9
and the breakdown scale given by Mcore = 76 MeV. Although somewhat large, this
value of CEFT is still consistent with our power counting estimate.
Similarly, the red line is given by a fit of the N5LO result to the same data set
where the systematic theory error estimate scales as (p/Mcore)
6. At this order we find
CEFT = 1.9 with Mcore = 76 MeV. It is clearly seen that the result converges with
increasing order of the EFT and that the S-factor value at threshold is stable. From
these fits, they extracted a threshold S-factor
S(0) =
{
(9.9± 0.1 (stat)± 1.0 (norm)) keV b , N3LO
(10.4± 0.1 (stat)± 1.0 (norm)) keV b , N5LO (198)
with the 1% error due to the EFT fit (mainly statistical error) and the 10% error from
the uncertainty in the absolute normalization of the experimental data. These results
give the ANC
Cσ =
{
(77.4± 0.2 (stat)± 3.8 (norm)) fm−1/2 , N3LO
(79.3± 0.2 (stat)± 3.9 (norm)) fm−1/2 , N5LO . (199)
The ANC for this system has also been extracted by Huang et al. [220], using
a single-particle model fit of radiative capture data, as Cσ = 77.21 fm
−1/2 and
experimentally by Gagliardi et al. [221], using the transfer reaction 16O(3He, d)17F,
as Cσ = (80.6± 4.2) fm−1/2. The ANCs are consistent with the values extracted using
Halo EFT.
The electric radius of the 17F∗ can now be obtained by using the extracted ANC.
Using the 16O-proton ANC extracted from the N5LO radiative proton capture fit, the
resulting NLO electric radius is given by√
〈r2E〉(σ)NLO = (2.20± 0.04 (EFT)± 0.11 (ANC)) fm . (200)
The NLO EFT error in Eq. (200) was estimated from the EFT expansion parameter
squared, (γ/Mcore)
2, using a breakdown scale Mcore = 76 MeV. The dominant error in
Eq. (200) is from the normalization error of the Morlock data, through the extracted
ANC. However, there could also be additional EFT errors for this result due to the
non-inclusion of the operators that are responsible for the finite-size contributions of
the constituents [222]. Alternatively, the result (200) can be interpreted as the radius
relative to the 16O core.
5.6. Fine tuning in s-wave proton halos
Along the neutron drip-line there exist several neutron halo states. These states are
characterized by an unnaturally large neutron-core scattering length, which brings the
state very close to threshold. However, proton halos are much more rare. In the s-wave
back after the fit had been performed.
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Figure 30. The dependence of the LO electric radius on kC/γ. The solid black line
is the LO Halo EFT result, the blue circle denotes the 17F∗ system, and the dashed
red line is the asymptotic 1/kC behavior. The inset shows the low-energy region in
a semi-logarithmic scale, illustrating the hypothetical neutron halo limit (201). The
curve was generated using a binding momentum γ = 13.6 MeV. (Figure taken from
Ref. [207].)
case this can be understood by considering the Coulomb repulsion between the valence
proton and the core. For a proton halo state to exist, we need the attractive strong force
to be almost cancelled by the Coulomb repulsion, resulting in a threshold state [223, 224].
This cancellation can be seen within our formalism as an additional fine-tuning in the
effective range. Note that for an s-wave proton halo state this means that the proton-
core scattering length needs to be unnaturally large and that the effective range must be
fine-tuned to cancel the Coulomb repulsion. The existence of proton halos is therefore
doubly suppressed by the need for two fine-tunings.
Comparing the ANCs from Eq. (199) with the LO result (172), Cσ,LO = 21.4 fm
−1/2,
makes clear that the effective range must be very close to the pole position 1/(3kC), such
that the LSZ residue becomes large. This implies that the effective range correction for
this system is much larger than what one naively expects. This is connected to the fact
that proton halos contain kC as a second scale and kC  γ for this system. Within our
framework, kC is a parameter that is independent of the Coulomb-modified effective-
range parameters. When kC/γ  1, we are in the extreme Coulomb regime. In this
regime the two particles tend to be close together, since otherwise the system is ripped
apart by the Coulomb repulsion. This limit is realized for the 17F∗ system, where
kC/γ = 3.8. In Fig. 30 the LO electric radius is shown as a function of the Sommerfeld
parameter kC/γ, where we have used the binding momentum for
17F∗, γ = 13.6 MeV.
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The blue circle is the parameter point corresponding to the physical 17F∗ system. It
is clear that this system is almost in the extreme Coulomb regime. Note that the
resulting LO electric radius is very small for a strong Coulomb repulsion, since it has
an asymptotic 1/kC behavior. At the far left, where kC  γ, the system mimics that of
a neutron halo, with the only difference being that the photon also can couple through
minimal substitution to the nucleon field. The limiting value for kC/γ → 0 is therefore
given by [66]
lim
kC/γ→0
〈r2E〉(σ) =
1
Qc + 1
Qcf
2 + (1− f)2
2γ2
. (201)
In the standard power counting for systems with large s-wave scattering length the
effective range enters at NLO. The hierarchy of scales in this case is γ, kC  1/rC0,σ ∼
Mcore, where Mcore is the momentum scale set by the core. However, the discussion
above implies that we can have kCr
C
0,σ ∼ 1 instead of kC  1/rC0,σ. In the zero-range
limit, the inverse Coulomb momentum sets the scale for the LO electric radius and the
effective-range contributions will therefore be numerically large since the LSZ-factor for
s-wave proton halo nuclei with the effective range included behaves as
Zσ ∝ 1
1− 3kCrC0,σ
. (202)
It appears to be fine tuned to the pole position with rC0,σ ∼ 1/(3kC). In the case of
the 17F∗ system the effective-range correction results in a factor 3.6–3.8 larger electric
radius. This hierarchy-of-scales problem can be solved by fixing the bound-state pole
position of the t-matrix at leading order and the ANC at NLO. This procedure ensures
that corrections beyond NLO scale naturally again and is similar in spirit to the so-called
Z-parameterization as introduced in Ref. [75].
5.7. Radiative capture in p-wave proton halos: 7Be(p, γ)8B and solar neutrinos
Radiative proton capture to p-wave proton-halo nuclei has also been considered in Halo
EFT. In particular, the radiative capture process 7Be(p, γ)8B, which determines the 8B
neutrino flux from the sun, was investigated [225, 226, 227]. The low-energy (Ecm < 500
keV) S-factor for 7Be(p, γ)8B consists entirely of electric-dipole (E1) capture from s- and
d-wave initial states to the p-wave final states which dominate 7Be + p configurations
within 8B. Beyond Ecm = 500 keV higher-order terms in Halo EFT presumably become
important, and resonances unrelated to the S-factor in the Gamow peak appear.
The Halo EFT treatment of this E1 capture is similar to that of neutron capture
reaction 7Li(n, γ)8Li discussed in Sec. 4 and Ref. [136]. Analogous to the 7Li+n case, the
7Be + p system is described by a local quantum field theory that contains fields for the
proton and the 7Be core expanded in powers of their relative momentum. (The internal
structure of the proton and the core are included perturbatively at higher orders through
low-energy constants matched to experiment and/or ab initio calculations.) However, in
the 7Be + p case the point-Coulomb part of the potential must be iterated to all orders
when computing the scattering and bound-state wave functions [225, 226]. This can
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be done exactly using the formalism discussed in Sec. 5.2, where we saw that the EFT
result for the strong interaction is fully determined by the order at which the Lagrangian
is truncated [206, 225, 226, 227].
The amplitude for E1 capture in Halo EFT is organized in an expansion in
Mhalo/Mcore. The momentum scale Mcore is set by the
7Be binding energy relative to
the 3He + 4He threshold, 1.59 MeV, so Mcore ≈ 70 MeV, corresponding to a co-ordinate
space cutoff of approximately 3 fm. The 8B ground state, which is 0.1364(10) MeV
below the 7Be − p scattering continuum [78, 79], is a shallow p-wave bound state in
Halo EFT. In the case of 7Li +n we had to also include the first excited state of 7Li as
a degree of freedom in the EFT, and here too, the Jpi = 1
2
−
bound excited state of 7Be
is a field in the EFT Lagrangian. 7Be∗ is 0.4291 MeV above the ground state.
Meanwhile, the 7Be ground state is 3
2
−
, and so—again as in 7Li +n—there are two
possible initial spin channels, denoted here by s = 1, 2. They correspond, respectively,
to 3S1 and
5S2 components in the incoming scattering state, and E1 capture links them
to, respectively, the 3P2 and
5P2 configurations in
8B. In this case there are large (∼ 10
fm) 7Be − p scattering lengths in both spin channels and these play a key role in the
low-energy dynamics. In Eq. (137) this effect was captured through the function X, but
here the large scattering lengths occur in the context of an effective-range expansion
that is modified by Coulomb, see Eq. (164) above. For p+ 7Be scattering kC ≈ 24 MeV,
and the binding momentum of 8B is 15 MeV, so these low-momentum scales, which
we generically denoted by Mhalo, are well separated from Mcore. We anticipate that
Mhalo/Mcore ≈ 0.2.
5.7.1. Leading order The LO amplitude includes only direct capture. And since the
core is structureless at this order only “external direct capture” (in the terminology of
models, see Sec. 5.7.3 below) is possible. The parameters that appear at LO are the
two asymptotic normalization coefficients (ANCs), Cs, for the
7Be − p configuration
in 8B in each of the spin channels, together with the corresponding s-wave scattering
lengths, aC0,s (s = 1, 2) [136, 225, 226]. (Since there are two relevant spin channels here,
we have removed the subscript σ that was used in Sec. 2 and indexed each scattering
length by the spin channel in which it occurs.) Directly at threshold only the two ANCs
Cs, s = 1, 2 contribute.
But these ANCs also enter the expression for the radius of 8B (see Eq. (196) in the
same combination. This a priori unknown combination can thus be eliminated in the
S-factor expression and a correlation between S(0) and 〈r2E〉pt of 8B established [226].
In other words, provided that the one-proton separation energy of 8B is fixed, at LO in
Halo EFT the electric radius is directly correlated with the S-factor at threshold at LO:
〈r2E〉 ≈
(
1.5 + 0.054
S(0)
(eV b)
)2
fm2 . (203)
This provides another example how different observables are related in Halo EFT.
Note however, that this direct correlation does not exist at NLO since additional
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counterterms enter. Corrections to this correlation are thus expected to be of order
Mhalo/Mcore ≈ 20%.
5.7.2. Next-to-leading order This encourages us to improve the Halo EFT formula for
S(E) to a next-to-leading-order result, in order to obtain a precision result. At NLO
S(E) is [227]:
S(E) = f(E)
∑
s
C2s
[
|SEC (E; δs(E)) + LsSSD (E; δs(E))
+ sSCX (E; δs(E)) |2 + |DEC(E)|2
]
. (204)
Here, f(E) is an overall normalization composed of final-state phase space over incoming
flux ratio, dipole radiation coupling strength, and a factor related to Coulomb-barrier
penetration [225]. SEC is proportional to the spin-s E1 [228, 225, 136] external direct-
capture matrix element between continuum 7Be − p s-wave and 8B ground-state wave
functions. SCX is the contribution from capture with core excitation, i.e. into the 7Be∗−p
component of the ground state, whose size is parametrized by s. (Since
7Be∗ is spin-half
this component only occurs for s = 1, so 2 = 0.) Because the inelasticity in
7Be − p
s-wave scattering is small [229, 230] it is an NLO effect.
The short-distance contributions, SSD, are also NLO. They originate from NLO
contact terms in the EFT Lagrangian (96). The size of these is set by the parameters
Ls, which must be fit to data. SEC, SSD, and SCX are each functions of energy, E,
but initial-state interactions mean they also depend on the s-wave phase shifts δs. At
NLO, δs(E) is parametrized by a Coulomb-modified effective-range expansion (164) that
includes all terms up to that proportional to rC0,sk
2, where rC0,s is the effective range for
spin-channel s [210, 209]. Finally, DEC is the E1 matrix element between the d-wave
scattering state and the 7Be bound-state wave function. It is not affected by initial-state
interactions up to NLO, and hence is the same for s = 1, 2 channels and introduces no
new parameters.
This leaves 9 parameters in total: C2s , a
C
0,s (s = 1, 2) at LO and five more at
NLO: rC0,s, Ls, and 1 [227]. (We have dropped the subscript σ for simplicity since we
only consider different spin channels in the s-wave p-c interaction in this application.)
The NLO amplitudes in E1 capture have been fitted to the experimental S(E) data
in the low-energy region in [227], but the nine parameters cannot be independently
constrained from the existing capture data. However, calculations of the solar neutrino
flux do not require that all parameters be known: it is enough to determine S at an
energy E = (18± 6) keV.
In Ref. [227], the 9-dimensional posterior probability distribution function (pdf) of
the NLO Halo EFT parameters was determined via a Bayesian analysis of 42 data points
from all modern experiments with more than one data point for the direct-capture S-
factor in the low-energy region: Junghans et.al., (experiments “BE1” and “BE3”) [231],
Filippone et.al., [232], Baby et.al., [233, 234], and Hammache et.al., (two measurements
published in 1998 and 2001) [235, 236]. Refs. [227, 237] contain further details. The pdf
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Figure 31. Right panel: NLO S-factor at different energies, including the median
values (solid blue curve). Shading indicates the 68% interval. The dashed line is the
LO result. The data used for parameter determination are also shown: Junghans
et.al., BE1 and BE3 [231] (filled black circle and filled grey circle), Filippone et.al.,
[232] (open circle), Baby et.al., [233, 234] (filled purple diamond), and Hammache
et.al., [235, 236] (filled red box). Left panel: 1d probability distribution functions for
S(0) (blue line and histogram) and S(20 keV) (red-dashed line). Figure taken from
Ref. [227], doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2015.11.005 under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
of the Halo EFT parameters was then used to obtain the pdfs for the S-factor at energies
within the domain of validity of the theory. From these a median value (the thin solid
blue line in Fig. 31), and 68% interval (shaded region in Fig. 31) were extracted. The
probability distribution functions for S at E = 0 and 20 keV are also shown on the left
of the figure: the blue line and histogram are for E = 0 and the red-dashed line is for
E = 20 keV.
The S-factor at zero energy is constrained by this analysis to be
S(0) = (21.3± 0.7) eV b , (205)
which is an uncertainty smaller by a factor of two than the value S(0) = (20.8±1.6) eV b
recommended by Adelberger et al. [238] (theoretical and experimental uncertainties are
added in quadrature). Zhang et al. also found particular choices of the EFT-parameter
vector that correspond to natural coefficients, produce curves close to the median S(E)
curve of Fig. 31, and have large values of the posterior probability.
5.7.3. Comparison to models of this reaction In the next section we will more broadly
compare and contrast Halo EFT and other theories of halo nuclei. But the case of
7Be(p,γ) provides a specific instance where we can consider what Halo EFT does (and
does not) do as compared to other treatments of this process.
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Halo EFT provides a simple, transparent, and systematic way to organize the low-
energy extrapolation of this reaction from experimentally accessible energies to the
threshold region. Since the EFT incorporates all dynamics at momentum scales < Mcore
its radius of convergence is larger than other efforts at systematic expansions of this S-
factor [239, 135, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246].
Model, descriptions of this process are—like Halo EFT—dominated by “external
direct capture” [247, 248]. These models involve some arbitrary choices (like Woods-
Saxon shapes or matching radii) and differ in how they combine the tails of the final
state with phase shift information and in how they model the non-negligible contribution
from short-range, non-asymptotic regions of the wave functions.
At NLO Halo EFT includes both external direct capture and (as independent
parameters) the contribution to the E1 matrix element from the short-distance part of
the E1 integral (r < about 3 fm) in both the s = 1 and s = 2 channel. Compared with
a potential model, Halo EFT has about twice as many adjusted parameters. Statistical
tests imply the resulting amplitude (204) can describe the experimental data on S(E)
in the low-energy region Ecm < 500 keV. But, it can also represent all the models whose
disagreement constitutes the 1.4 eV b uncertainty quoted in Ref. [238]—including the
microscopic calculation of Ref. [249]. This is what allows NLO Halo EFT to obtain
the high precision for S(0) quoted above; by appropriate choices of its nine parameters,
NLO Halo EFT spans the space of models of E1 capture in the low-energy region [227].
It therefore captures much of the model uncertainty in this problem, and allows it to be
quantified—and ultimately constrained—by the capture data.
6. Comparison with other approaches
The EFT description of halo nuclei laid out here is complementary and supplementary to
traditional shell-model and modern ab initio descriptions of nuclear structure. As such,
it has much in common with phenomenological R-matrix or potential-model treatments
of these systems. In this section we explore the connection of Halo EFT to these other
approaches.
In the traditional shell-model approach to these systems the nucleons are viewed as
largely independent particles moving in single-particle orbitals generated by the other
nucleons. Residual two-body interactions between valence nucleons are included too;
these are typically fit to the spectra of nuclei in a given shell.
This picture of nuclei is a different language to that we have used for discussing
halo systems, since in it co-ordinates are typically discussed with respect to the center
of the nucleus or, equivalently, the origin of the single-particle potential. Partial waves,
and interactions, are thus expressed in this co-ordinate system. In contrast, our Halo
EFT calculations refer to partial-wave interactions defined in the relative co-ordinate of
the core and the halo. Such an interaction may project into several such “independent-
particle basis” partial waves. In particular, in a two-neutron halo, such as 6He, the
p-wave interaction between the neutron and the core can populate a variety of p-shell
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independent-particle levels.
The shell-model approach also describes states as a superposition of independent-
particle orbitals. For example, a nuclear ground state of spin-parity Jpi could be written
|Ψ(Jpi)〉 =
∑
NLS
CNLS|N(LS)J〉 × |Φ〉 (206)
with C2NLS “the spectroscopic factor” of a particular single-particle state within the
nuclear state |Ψ(Jpi)〉 and |Φ〉 the wave function of the core. Even though our description
of one-nucleon halos looks like it is framed in this manner, it is not—for three reasons.
First, the halo is, by definition, weakly bound, and the halo nucleon or nucleons
have a substantial fraction of their wave function outside the nuclear mean field. In
a shell-model calculation such a state necessarily involves significant “coupling to the
continuum”. In the Halo EFT approach any bound states appear as eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian of a negative energy, and the “coupling to the continuum” is automatically
included.
Second, Halo EFT does not emphasize, or even require, spectroscopic factors. At
long distances a single partial wave dominates all the halos we have considered here.
Therefore the long-distance part of the wave function can be defined unambiguously, and
the Halo EFT wave function has only one component. In the shell-model representation
it may well be that several single-particle states contribute, but it is clear that in
a basis with the correct long-distance behavior of the halo wave function only one
component is required to describe that part. Other components can—and will—enter
at short distances [250]. But we do not consider that piece of the wave function in
our treatment, and so spectroscopic factors are not needed. Instead, all the interior
effects that are modeled by inclusion of many shell-model states in the wave function
of the state |Ψ(Jpi)〉 are transformed into short-distance operators, whose impact on
low-energy observables is then organized according to the EFT power counting.
These short-distance operators can also take account of the impact that deformation
of the nuclear core has on some observables. For example, comparing our calculation of
11Be with a shell-model treatment of the same nucleus, it is clear that one effect which
is subsumed into the NLO counterterm L
(1/2)
E1 is the transition of a neutron from a d5/2
to a p3/2 orbital, with that neutron coupled to the 2
+ state of 10Be. This 2+ state is
3.4 MeV above the 10Be ground state, so the dynamics associated with it takes place at
distances 1/Mcore. Hence in our EFT it can only appear in short-distance operators such
as that multiplying L
(1/2)
E1 in Eq. (96). The computation of Ref. [251] suggests that such
a contribution reduces the E1 matrix element by ≈ 30%, which is the anticipated size
of an NLO effect when the Mhalo/Mcore expansion is employed in the
11Be system. We
thus see that Halo EFT can use a point-like core, and avoid the traditional treatment in
terms of a deformed rotator, as long as the energy required to excite the corresponding
rotational band is large compared to the energy of the halo system. Archaeology of Halo
EFT’s short-distance operators in terms of shell-model descriptions of the same system
could be interesting, since the shell model has historically had much success describing
the dynamics of nuclei at distances of order ∼ 1/Mcore.
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A contrasting example, where low-lying excited states of the core (albeit not due
to deformation) are included in the EFT is the treatment of 7Li(n, γ)8Li in Ref. [136].
The first excited state of 7Li lies only 0.48 MeV above the ground state; the effects
of this state cannot be replaced by contact operators for reactions that take place at
this energy scale. Generally speaking, once energies comparable to its excitation energy
are attained a state cannot be integrated out of the EFT’s Fock space. Instead, these
low-lying excitations of the core must be included explicitly in the calculation. Halo
EFT is sufficiently flexible that this can be done if it will improve the convergence of
the theory.
The No-Core Shell Model (NCSM) involves an exact diagonalization of a particular
NN + 3N Hamiltonian, Hˆ, in the harmonic-oscillator basis [252]. The choice of oscillator
parameter predicates the convergence of this ab initio method to nuclei whose size is
of order the oscillator length. Systems that are weakly bound compared to that length
scale, and so have exponential tails that persist outside the parabolic potential, converge
very slowly with basis size in the NCSM. This was recognized early in the development
of the NCSM, and some early studies ameliorated this issue by matching the NCSM
wave function to the asymptotic form [253, 254]. The issue of incorrect asymptotics
also initially precluded the treatment of scattering within the NCSM. However, over the
last decade the NCSM has been successfully combined with Resonating-Group Method
(RGM) ideas. The basis for diagonalization now includes the NCSM set of solutions
of the A-body problem, together with clustered wave functions corresponding to a few
low-lying two-body channels. If the clusters contain a and b particles respectively (with
A = a+ b) then these clustered wave functions are products of solutions of Hˆ in the a-
and b-body spaces, with the wave function representing the relative degree of freedom
between the two clusters initially unknown [255, 256]:
|Ψ(Jpi)〉 =
∑
λ
|AλJpi〉+
∑
channels ab,ν
γν(rab)
rab
Aν [|aλaJpia 〉|bλbJpib 〉]sYl(rˆab)]J
pi
. (207)
In the first, standard NCSM, term, λ indicates states of A particles in the harmonic-
oscillator basis (quantum numbers N , L, and spins) ‡. The second term includes
all relevant two-body clusterizations and has ν as a collective label that enumerates
the states in the product representation of the two harmonic oscillator bases, coupled
to appropriate spin, orbital angular momentum, total J , and isospin (not shown):
ν = {λaJpia ;λbJpib ; s, l}. rab is the relative co-ordinate between the centers-of-mass of the a
and b clusters. Lastly, the anti-symmetrizer Aν ensures that the resulting wave function
is anti-symmetric. (For a full discussion with more explicit notation, see Refs. [255, 256].)
Ab initio calculations that use the basis (207) are referred to as “No-Core Shell
Model with Continuum” (NCSMC). The basis is over-complete, but this is dealt with
using an extension of the standard RGM procedure of constructing a norm kernel and
thereby obtaining orthogonalized cluster-channel states [256]. The division between
‡ Note that, in contrast to the above discussion of the nuclear shell model, here the wave function is
formulated in relative coordinates.
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long- and short-distance is not as straightforward as that the first, NCSM, term gives the
short-distance behavior and the second, clustered, part gives the long-distance behavior.
For one thing the norm kernel explicitly induces short-distance effects due to anti-
symmetrization of nucleons between the two clusters. For another, the inclusion of
clusters in the NCSMC basis can improve the convergence of the short-distance part of
the wave function with basis size. Nevertheless, at long distances only the clustered piece
of the wave function survives, and from it the scattering phase shifts between the a-body
and b-body clusters can be obtained. The intimate connection between the scattering
matrix and low-energy bound states that we’ve emphasized throughout this review then
guarantees that halo states should be accessible within the NCSMC, too. And indeed,
the clustered part of the NCSMC basis contains exactly the states needed to improve
the convergence of the diagonalization for halos built on those clusters. In practice, an
R-matrix technique is used to solve the NCSMC equations: beyond r0 it is assumed that
only the Coulomb potential acts between the two clusters, and the solution of Hˆ for
r < r0 is matched to Whittaker (or Coulomb) functions at that radius. The NCSMC (or
its predecessor the NCSM + RGM) have now been successfully applied to one-nucleon
halo systems discussed in this review: 5He [257, 258, 256], 8B [230], and 11Be [91].
The NCSM + RGM has also recently been extended to three-body configurations, for
example, 4He + n + n [259, 144], and augmented with NCSM six-body eigenstates to
produce both bound and scattering solutions for 6He [260].
RGM-augmented NCSM wave functions of the form (207) are not the only method
that has been employed to circumvent the harmonic-oscillator basis’ difficulties in
describing halo nuclei. The so-called “Gamow shell model” diagonalizes Hˆ on a basis
with the correct asymptotics for shallow bound states, and has been employed to obtain
the energies and widths of the low-energy p-wave resonances in the 4He + n system [261].
The Gamow-shell-model basis can also be combined with an RGM-type expansion a´ la
Eq. (207) to compute scattering phase shifts [262, 263].
Finally, we note that although we have dwelt on these issues in the context of the
NCSM they are not exclusive to this ab initio technique. To take one other example,
Green’s Function Monte Carlo calculations of halo states have been slow to emerge in
part because the method is predicated on a finite volume, and the calculation of halo
states is therefore computationally (even more) challenging. GFMC calculations of the
charge radius of 6He had to be tuned very carefully in order to ensure that this long-
distance observable in the halo system was completely converged [264]. Halo EFT could
perhaps be used to compute the finite-volume effects that complicate convergence in
such cases [265].
The ability of ab initio methods like the NCSMC to solve for structure and low-
energy reactions in systems like 11Be and 6He, that have been analyzed in Halo EFT,
opens new possibilities for the EFT to take ab initio results as input, and so divorce
itself from the need to fix the coefficients of contact operators from experiment. This
provides consistency checks on the implementation of long-distance physics in the ab
initio calculation, and insights into the EFT convergence pattern. It also means the EFT
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can be combined with the ab initio input to predict observables that remain challenging
for direct computation in the ab initio approach.
The R-matrix employed to solve the NCSMC equations is an ab initio R-matrix,
constructed from knowledge of the interior wave function. Since Halo EFT is agnostic
about this portion of the nuclear state it perhaps has more in common with the
phenomenological R-matrix, where, for scattering, the exterior of the wave function
(r > r0) is expressed in terms of phase shifts and asymptotic solutions (typically
Whittaker or Coulomb functions) and the only thing known about the interior is the R-
matrix that encodes the log derivatives and channel couplings at the boundary rab = r0.
Any resonances needed to describe scattering in the kinematic domain of interest are
incorporated explicitly into the R-matrix fit—just as in Halo EFT resonances can
be added as explicit degrees of freedom. In contrast to Halo EFT, the non-resonant
part of the scattering is described through a combination of scattering due to a hard
core of radius r0 and “background resonances” at higher energies. The effective-range
expansion emerges from the R-matrix description for low scattering energies [266], but
the parameters of the phenomenological R-matrix fit must be tuned to obtain specific
values of the effective-range parameters.
For capture reactions the distinction between interior and exterior contributions
again makes the connection with EFT strong: for each resonance there is an “external”
(r > r0) part of the capture that is computed explicitly using the asymptotic wave
function of that resonance. The interior part of every resonance’s capture matrix
element is parameterized, and must be fit to capture data. This means that R-matrix
predicts the rapidly-varying-with-energy pieces of the capture cross section (effects due
to resonances, Coulomb and angular-momentum barriers, external direct capture) and
fits the short-distance, more slowly varying, pieces to experiment. This is very similar
to the EFT formulation of n+ p→ d+ γ, 7Li(n, γ)8Li, 7Be(p, γ)8B, etc. Indeed, it has
been shown that—at least in the cases of np scattering and d +3 H → n + 4He—Halo
EFT is obtained in the limit of an R-matrix calculation with r0 → 0 [165, 267]. The
extension of this result to radiative captures awaits proof, but seems plausible. All of
this suggests that—at least at low energies—R-matrix analyses may be amenable to
error estimates and uncertainty quantification of the type advocated for and carried
out in EFT frameworks in Refs. [60, 61, 227, 268, 269]. Another place that Halo EFT
could augment R-matrix is in the consistent treatment of three-body reactions. The
phenomenological R-matrix has traditionally not been applied in such channels, and
only recently have attempts been made at a phenomenological R-matrix formulation of,
e.g., 4He + n+ n [270].
Lastly, Halo EFT also has much in common with potential models based on clusters.
After all, many of the EFT Lagrangians employed here can be recast as Schro¨dinger-
equation calculations with particular two-body (and three-body) potentials. The physics
of Halo EFT is very much the same physics as was expressed in these potential models.
However, because EFT is a minimal formulation of the halo physics at a given accuracy
it can diagnose the correlations that drive the phenomenology of reactions and halo
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structure, and so help to explain why different potential models produce different results.
For example, Rupak and Higa showed that differences in potential-model predictions
for 7Li(n, γ) were entirely due to those models having different values of the p-wave
effective range r1 in the channel(s) where
8Li binds: disparate predictions stemmed
from variations in the bound-state ANC, and were not due to any sensitivity to the
form of the potential [146]. Another key difference between EFT and potential models
is the use of power counting to organize the contributions to the potentials, as well
as the recognition that two-body potentials will not, in general, exhaust the physics
of a system. Higher-body operators—three-body forces in multi-particle systems and
two-cluster currents in electromagnetic processes—will always enter, and no amount of
tuning of the two-body potential can ensure that all of them go to zero. Once again,
the systematic organization of the EFT is key, as it ensures that this set of higher-
body operators does not become a plethora, but instead can be organized to make the
calculation manageable. In few-nucleon systems the use of such organization—and the
associated uncertainty quantification it provides—has brought renewed vigour to the
study of few-nucleon systems in the past two decades. Similar possibilities await halo
nuclei.
7. Conclusion, sins of omission, and future paths
7.1. Summary
Effective field theory provides a robust method for the study of low-energy observables
in halo nuclei. Halo EFT is based on a systematic expansion exploiting the hierarchy
between the momentum scales associated with the halo (Mhalo) and the core (Mcore). In
contrast to standard pionless EFT explicit fields are introduced for tightly bound clusters
of nucleons. The uncertainty of Halo EFT calculations is estimated and improved
by using the expansion in Mhalo/Mcore, which provides a systematic organization for
calculations of halo observables. Such calculations capture the physics that is essential to
the long-distance properties of halo nuclei and clustered systems. Short-distance effects
are not resolved explicitly but their effect on long-distance observables is captured by
local operators. In particular, the EFT predicts that halo observables are connected by
few-body universality: the idea that low-energy properties of weakly-bound few-body
systems share properties that are independent of the details of the interactions at short
distances.
In this review, we have discussed the Halo EFT approach for calculating structure
and reaction observables in halo nuclei. In one- and two-neutron s-wave halos we built
the Lagrangian and explained the formalism for calculating binding energies, matter
radii, and Efimov states. The formalism was then extended to resonances and bound
states in one- and two-neutron halos involving p-wave neutron-core interactions. By
introducing external electromagnetic currents, we explained the EFT calculations of
Coulomb dissociation, radiative capture, and the electric radii of halo nuclei. The Halo
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EFT formalism with electromagnetic interactions was then extended to proton halos,
whose structure depends on a delicate interplay of the strong and Coulomb interactions
between the proton and core. Lastly, we connected Halo EFT to other theoretical
approaches for investigating weakly-bound halo nuclei and discussed possible synergies.
7.2. Sins of omission
There are some frontier topics that have been treated within the Halo EFT framework
but are not covered in detail by this review. Here we briefly discuss two examples: halo
systems with strangeness and four-body systems.
7.2.1. Halo systems with strangeness Halo structures also exist in a unique type of
nuclear system produced by strangeness-exchange reactions, namely hypernuclei. In
such systems, one or two of the constituent nucleons are replaced by hyperons (see, e.g.,
Ref. [271] for a review). The lightest known hypernucleus is the hypertriton 3ΛH, which
consists of a proton, a neutron, and a Λ hyperon. 3ΛH is a non-Borromean system: the
np pair can be bound, while the nΛ and pΛ pairs are unbound. The separation energy
of the Λ in 3ΛH is SΛ = 0.13(5) MeV [272, 273], one order of magnitude smaller than
the binding of the deuteron. As a consequence, the very low energy properties of 3ΛH
can be described in an EFT with Λ and deuteron degrees of freedom [274]. Above the
deuteron breakup threshold a three-body treatment is required. Due to the limited data
from NΛ scattering experiments, and the fact they are available only at relatively high
energy, the NΛ interaction is not as well constrained as the NN interaction. A recent
calculation based on SU(3) chiral EFT potentials at next-to-leading order determined
the NΛ scattering lengths to be −2.9 fm in the singlet channel and −1.6 fm in the triplet
channel [275]. These values are consistent with phenomenological models [276, 277]
and markedly larger than the range of the NΛ interaction, which is driven by two-
pion exchange. Therefore, we can, once again, use the Mhalo/Mcore scale hierarchy and
study weakly bound systems in hypernuclei using the EFT discussed in this review:
the NΛ potentials are represented by contact interactions. In this spirit, in Ref. [278]
Hammer performed a leading-order EFT calculation in 3ΛH, where an Efimov-like limit
cycle behavior was found in the npΛ three-body system. In addition, the low-energy
phase shift parameters for the doublet Λ-2H scattering was calculated through their
universal correlations with the 3ΛH binding energy. Hammer found aΛ−2H = 16.8
+4.4
−2.4
fm and rΛ−2H = 2.3(3) fm, with the errors associated with the uncertainty in the 3ΛH
binding energy. Intrigued by experimental hints of a possibly bound 3Λn state [279],
Ando et al. recently applied the same EFT to investigate the nnΛ three-body system
as a Borromean halo [280].
Light double-Λ hypernuclei open other opportunities for studying halo/clustering
phenomena. The investigation of such exotic systems is crucial for understanding the
hyperon-hyperon interaction. The observation of 6ΛΛHe in hybrid emulsion experiments
determined the two Λ separation energy, B2Λ ≈ 7 MeV, and the Λ-Λ interaction energy
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of approximately 1 MeV [281, 282]. These energy scales are considerably shallower
than the excitation energy of the 4He nucleus. This suggests a halo structure Λ-Λ-4He
in 6ΛΛHe. Using Halo EFT, Ando et al. investigated
6
ΛΛHe and predicted a universal
correlation between B2Λ and the Λ-Λ scattering length at leading-order accuracy [283].
Similar EFT arguments were applied to 4ΛΛH to describe its halo features in a Λ-Λ-
2H
configuration [274].
7.2.2. Four-body systems Halo EFT studies have also been carried out for systems
with more than three particles. These also manifest few-body universality in the
large scattering length limit. Combining an EFT formulation at leading order with
Yakubovsky equations in the presence of a three-body coupling [284], Platter et al.
found that the discrete scaling symmetry (4) persists in systems of four identical
bosons [28, 29] and no four-body force is required for renormalization at leading order
in the Mhalo/Mcore expansion. They predicted that there are two four-body states
(tetramers) universally tied to each three-body state (trimer), given that the momentum
scales of these tetramers, (mB4)
1/2, are much smaller than Mcore. This four-body EFT
formalism was then extended to describe the α-particle as a four-nucleon system, and
the well-known empirical correlation between the binding energies of the triton and the
α-particle (the Tjon line) was explained by the absence of a four-body force at leading
order [285].
The universal behavior of Efimov tetramers was also found by calculations in short-
range potential models [286, 287, 288], and has been observed in experiments using
ultracold atomic gases of 7Li [289], 39K [290], and 133Cs [291]. The long-predicted
excited Efimov trimer of 4He atoms has been recently observed in a Coulomb explosion
imaging measurement [292]. This finding motivates further investigations searching
for 4He Efimov tetramers. These studies on Efimov tetramers in cold atoms raise the
question of whether there are analogous structures in halo nuclei.
However, it is difficult to find a three-neutron halo that is stable, due to Pauli-
blocking effects in a configuration with three valence neutrons. In such a system
at least one of the valence neutrons must interact with the core in a p-wave, which
tends to increase the ground-state energy of the three-neutron halo compared to the
corresponding two-neutron isotope. While such a system could have universal properties
it would not display an Efimov character and discrete scale invariance. However, neutron
halos are just one example of a clustered few-body system that exhibits large-scattering-
length physics. The first excited state of the α particle is a 0+ state, and is thought
to be a breathing mode of the ground state [293, 294, 295]. It is a possible candidate
for a four-nucleon Efimov resonance and lies only 0.4 MeV above the 3H+p threshold.
However, the structure of this state is complicated by the presence of the long-range
Coulomb interaction between protons since the Coulomb momentum is comparable
to the momentum scale of this excited state. The excited 0+ state in 10Be, whose
binding energy is only 1.2 MeV below the 6He-α threshold, may also be thought of as
a four-body Efimov state of the ααnn system. Its structure is complicated not only
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by nonperturbative α-α Coulomb interactions, but also by the presence of the p-wave
resonances that dominate in the n-α subsystem at low energies. The possibility to
realize—even if only approximately—aspects of Efimov physics in these and other halo
four-body systems remains an important subject for future study.
7.3. Future paths
The EFT formalism can be extended to new directions to further enhance understanding
of halo nuclei. For example, a number of radiative capture processes whose physics
parallels 7Be(p, γ)8B are important in astrophysics. Halo EFT should be applicable to
many of them.
In nuclear reactions with exotic beams, the interplay between nuclear forces and
electromagnetic interactions determines the relevant reaction mechanisms at different
incident beam energies. Coulomb dissociation requires either a very low incident energy
or a very forward-angle fragmentation, so that the halo projectile does not penetrate
the Coulomb barrier of the high-charge nuclear target. With a light nuclear target,
the reaction mechanism is dominated by nuclear interactions, provided the momentum
transferred is at least of order the Coulomb momentum between the target and
projectile. Such reactions are realized, in elastic scattering (e.g., (p, p) [296, 297, 298]),
nucleon knockout reactions (e.g., (p, pn) [299, 300]), and nucleon transfer reactions (e.g.,
(p, d) [301], (p, t) [302], and (d, p) [303, 304]).
Theoretical analyses of “direct” reaction mechanisms have been performed with
the development of many independent approaches, including the distorted-wave Born
approximation (DWBA), the dynamical eikonal approximation (DEA), the continuum
discretized coupled channels (CDCC) method, and the Faddeev-Yakubovsky scattering
calculation (see e.g. Refs. [305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311] for applications in halo
nuclei). If the momentum transfer in the reaction is near the halo scale Mhalo, it should
be feasible to extend the existing Halo EFT calculations to describe the corresponding
reaction mechanism. Using the Mhalo/Mcore expansion, one can systematically construct
the hierarchy of different interaction channels that contribute to the reaction. This
controlled expansion may reduce or clarify the optical-potential-model dependence
in traditional reaction theories. The Halo EFT is based on a Faddeev-Yakubovsky
scattering calculation and uses consistent nucleon-core interactions within the halo and
among projectile and target fragments. Therefore it can, in principle, provide a unified
description of structure and reaction observables.
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